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Contravesu

Under a contract with the European Space Agency (ESA) SREM (Standard Radiation Environmental Monitor)
has been developed and manufactured by Contraves Space in co-operation with the Paul Scherrer Institute
(PSl) in Switzerland.

Main Features:
. Compact

size

. Low weight
. Low power

. Three (3) precision particle detectors
lnternal dose measurement
Internal temperature measurement
o Microprocessor, memory and data storage capacity for autonomous operation
during several days
o Data downloading on request via host spacecraft telemetry
Operational monitoring accessible from host spacecraft
data handling system
Manufactured SREM's have been attributed to specific missions:
o STRV-1 C
Now f lying
. PROBA
Now f lying
o lntegral
Now f lying
and are selected for upcoming missions:
. Rosetta, Mars Express, GSTB, PROBA 2, Herschel, Planck.
SREM

on INTEGRAL

SREM on PROBA

SREM in

orbit data

Contraves Soace AG
Marketing and Sales
Schaff ha userstrasse 580

Phone +41 1 3062812
Fax +41 1 3062210

CH-8052 Zurich, Switzerla nd
www. contravesspace. com

eric.sta ub @ u naxis.com
jack.schneider@ unaxis.com
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Creative Technologies
Worldwide

Our Suite 0f 3.3 VDC output Space Qualified Gonverters
A few of the many operating
missions with "lnterpoint on Board"
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Hubble, launched 1990
METEOSAT 6, launched

1

993

WIND, launched 1994

Number
Input (VDG)
SMFLHP2B3R3S 9-40
16-40
SMFL2B3R3S
16-40
SMTR2B3R3S
16-40
SMHF2B3R3S
16-40
SMSA2B3R3S
Model

1

Power (W)
60
40
18
B
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ACE, launched 1997

Cassini/Huygens, launched 1997

Explore our wide range of space power conversion products at
!,i

Genesis, launched 2001

MAB launched 2001
INTEGRAL launched 2002
POLDER 2, launched 2002
SPOT 5, launched 2002
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Qualified up to Class K and Radiatlon Level

R

Single, dualand triple outputs
3

3,5, 12, 15, and 28 VDC out

lS0 9000 and MIL-PRF-38534 certified.

Custom power c0nversion products are also available, we accommodate a range
of volumes and excel in oersonalized service.
Call +33-134285455 (France), +44-1252-872266 (Ul(), or +1-425-882-3100 (US)
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f-eeting at ESA's

Headquarters in

\ / I Paris on 27 May, the Ministers
I Y Iresponsible for space matters
in the Agency's fifteen Member States
|

and Canada agreed on a series ofmeasures

to

access to space. The Ministers have helped

programme back on track and set up the
development of future launchers within a
reorganised launcher sector, to free funds
for the lnternational Space Station, and to
strengthen relations between ESA and the
Eurooean Union.

ESA restore the competitiveness of

at
Ministerial Level was a follow-on from the
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safeguarding Europe's guaranteed

Europe's launcher system, restructure its
launcher sector and prepare the future
generation of launchers. In addition, they
agreed to unblock funds for exploitation of

the lnternational Space Station and
reaffirmed their commitment to closer
cooperation with the European Union.
In particular, the Ministers decided to
support Europe's commercial launch
operator, Arianespace, in the resumption of

gathering of Ministers that took place in
Edinburgh (UK) in November 2001, where
they had taken a number of important
decisions on current programmes and new
initiatives, with the overarching ambition
ofputting space at the service ofE,uropean
citizens. The Edinburgh decisions having

production

been implemented, new decisions were
now required to help ensure that Europe

the new and more powerful version (ECA,
for a 10t lift-off capacity) by means of two

remains

eso

security in the broadest sense.
The decisions taken in Paris are critical

to put Europe's Ariane-5 launcher

This ESA Council Meeting

l0

in such areas as
transport. environment. science. and

European policies

at the forefront in

of the

'generic version' of

Ariane-5 in order to guarantee continuity
of launcher operations. At the same time
they decided to support the qualification of

especially in the field of launch systems,
and that space is fully recognised as a key

flights in 2004 and to reduce production
costs further. In order to sustain Europe's
guaranteed access to space, the Ministers

to efficient

also agreed on a specific programme over

implementation

of

snace.

major

www eso int

tbe period 2005-2009 aimed at intensifying
the institutional use of Ariane-5.
In addition to this first set of measures to
resolve present difficulties in the launcher

sector, which

is

undergoing

a

severe

worldwide crisis, structural measures have
been agreed to secure the robustness of

the overall European launcher sector,
demonstrating the political will to
strengthen the sector. Firstly, the Ministers
supported the need to reorganise the

launcher sector so as to establish a strong
link between production and development.

Centre, Europe's spaceport

in Kourou,

French Guiana, from 2006 onwards.

by

the
Ministers was Europe's exploitation of the
the
International Space Station.

relationship between ESA and the
European Union, which has become a

At

regular agenda item at the Ministerial

previous Ministerial Council in Edinburgh,
part ofthe funding necessary for European
exploitation ofthe Space Station had been

Councils. The first Resolution adopted at
the Edinburgh meeting in November 2001
had reflected a very positive outcome with

blocked pending confirmation that the

respect to this relationship, calling in
particular for a framework agreement to
formalise cooperation between the two
organisations. Since then, this subject has
received attention at the highest political
level, as seen in the cooperation between
the Eurooean Commission and ESA on
drafting the Creen Paper on European
Space Policy and also in the possible
inclusion of space matters within the
revised terms of reference currently under
consideration for the European Union.

Another subject dealt with

American partner would

honour

it had given previously,
showing that Europe was indeed willing to
cooperate, but not at any price. The
Ministers agreed in Paris to unblock a first
commitments

They also decided to prepare for
development of the next generation of part of the ISS Exploitation Programme
launchers, thereby improving Europe's funds. to cover time-critical activities
competitiveness in the field and to build related mainly related to the availability of

up

international cooperation. This

cooperation, initially with Russia, includes
operation of the Russian Soyuz launcher
by Arianespace from the Guiana Space

following the tragic loss of 'Columbia'.
The Ministers also addressed the

ESA's Automated Transfer Vehicle (ATV)
and to the European ISS ground segment.
Timely availability of the AIV will help to

make uo

for a

reduced Shuttle fleet

Sebhol

lvlinisters

md

Senior Representotives

of lhe

ESA

Menber Stotes ot ESA Heodquorters on 27 lloy.

Bo&row,fronlehtoright:|'/irl.H'DeGroene(Netherlonds),|/lrK.Ti|li(tinlond),|lrJ.P.Jorbsen(Denmork),
t{ir V. Gomez (Spoin), Mr (. Hkks (llnited Kingdon), llr ll. Gorneou (tonodo).
trontrowfrnlef||oright:Mrt.Fohey(helond),f|sH.Homner(Norwoy),ltrsL.l(ioroni(ltoly),MrA'Rodotd(E5Al,|iE.

llr

W.D. Dudenhousen (Gernony).
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New steps have therefore been taken
towards achieving a closer relationship
between ESA and

the Union. The
to

Regarding ESAs Science Programme,

the Ministers welcomed the

Science

Programme Committee's decision on the

see it

new mission baseline for Rosetta. The

deepened and developed further, and urged
the Agency to complete, before the end of

spacecraft will now be launched in
February 2004 from Kourou, French
Guiana, using an Ariane-5 launcher and

Ministers expressed their wish

2003, the framework agreement that will
form the basis upon which ESA and the
EU will work together permanently.

In

addition, the Ministers noted that
Europe is now in a position to finalise the
conditions for participation in the Galileo
navigation programme. The agreement
reached between ESA Member States on
26 May has cleared the way for the official

launch of the Joint Undertaking between

ESA and the European Union, the legal

entity that will have the task of
coordinating their cooperation on Gali1eo,
the European initiative to develop a global
satellite navigation system for its citizens.

will

rendezvous with the new target comet,

Churyumov-Gerasimenko, in November
2014.The cost of the Rosetta launch delay
has created a cash-flow problem for the
science programme, which was already

operating under tight budgetary
restrictions, but this problem will now be
resolved by the ESA Council, through the
approval of greater financial flexibility at
Agency level.
The texts of the four Resolutions that
were adopted at the Paris Ministerial
Conference are reproduced in the
following pages.

Describing the outcome of the Ministerial Council, Mrs Edelgard Bulmahn,
the German Minister who chaired the meeting said:
"The decisions reached are among the most important in years. The ESA
Member States have provided the Ariane launcher system with the structures
it needs to deal effectively with competition in a keenly disputed market.
Thanks to the agreement on restructuring, policy-makers and industrialists
alike can rely on planning stability over the years ahead. Responsibilities
have been clearly established and price stability has been secured".
Antonio Rodotdr, ESA's Director General, also expressed his great satisfaction

with the outcome, commenting that:
"This is a great day for Europe in general and its space community in
particular. Conscious of the economic, industrial and strategic importance of
guaranteed access to space and applications such as satellite navigation, our
Member States have given fresh momentum to European space activities,
demonstrating Europe's continued resolve to remain at the forefront".
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ESA/C-M/CLXV/Res. I (Final)

RESOLUTION ON THE RESTRUCTURING OF THE ARIANE LAUNCHER SECTOR
(adopted on27 May 2003)

Council, meeting at Ministerial Level,

RECALLING the purpose of the Agency as outlined in Article II of the Convention,
HAVING REGARD to the Resolution on Directions for the Agency's evolution and Policy: "Space Serving
European Citizens" (ESA/C-M/CLIV/Res.1(Final)), adopted by Council meeting at Ministerial Level on
I 5 Novembe r 2001 , and in particular Chapter VI thereof on the Evolution of the European Launcher Sector,

HAVING REGARD to the Resolution on the Creation of a Council Working Group on the Long-Term
Perspective of the European Launcher Sector (ESA/C/CLIX/Res.1 (Final)),

HAVING REGARD to the Director General's proposal for the sffategy for access to space 2003-2009
(ESA/C-M(2003)lo),
HAVING REGARD to the Director General's proposal for the Ariane-S Recovery Plan based on requirements
(ESA/C-M/R(2003)l),

HAVING REGARD to the Director General's proposal for the restructuring of the Ariane sector (ESA/CM(2003)11),

HAVING REGARD to the Resolution on the preparation of an Ariane-5 Recovery Plan (ESA/C/CLXII/Res.2
(Final)), adopted by Council on 27 February 2003,
HAVING REGARD to the Declaration by certain European Governments on the Ariane Launcher Production
Phase (the "Production Declaration"), which entered into force on 20 December 2001 and is applicable until
the end of2006,
HAVING REGARD to the Resolution on the renewal of the Ariane Launcher Production Phase, adopted by
Council on 1l October 2001 (ESA/C/CLII/Res.1 (Final)), by which Council has accepted that the Agency
should fulfil the mandate entrusted to it by the Governments party to the Production Declaration,

HAVING REGARD to the Convention on the Ariane Launcher Production Phase concluded between the
Agency and Arianespace on 8 February 2002,

HAVING REGARD to the Resolution on the CSG (2002-2006) adopted by Council on l5 November 2001
(ESA/C-M/CLIV/Res. 3 (Final)),
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TAKING INTO ACCOUNT the Resolution on European Strategy in the launcher sector adopted by Council
on 20 June 2000 (ESA/C/CXLVI/Res.2 (Final)), and STRESSING that, in order to develop that strategy,
Europe needs to maintain capabilities that support unrestricted use of space, the foremost of which is
guaranteed and affordable access to space with launchers developed within the framework of the Agency
programmes whose reliability must be improved and supported,

CHAPTER I
ARIANE 5 : RATIONALE FOR EXCEPTIONAL MEASURES
RECOGNISES that the success of the Ariane launcher on the worldwide commercial market has significantly
lightened the financial burden on Governments and industry of guaranteeing access to space, given that the
European institutional market is still today far from capable of sustaining such a guarantee, DRAWS
ATTENTION to the current situation of this market, its detrimental effects on the economic outlook for the
European launcher sector, in particular for Arianespace, and its potential consequences for the sustainability
of guaranteed affordable access to space, and CONCLUDES that this situation requires Governments and
Industry to take exceptional measures designed to:

(a) sustain such guaranteed access to space with the Ariane-5 launcher;
(b) stabilise the economics of Ariane-5 launcher production; and
(c) improve the competitiveness of the Ariane-S launcher.

CHAPTER II
IMPROVING THE COMPETITIVENESS OF THE ARIANE-s LAUNCHER

A.

Qualification of the Ariane-S ECA launcher

1.

AGREES to proceed with qualification of the Ariane-5 ECA launcher and DECIDES that the qualification
process will comprise:

(a) completion of the development of the Vulcain-2 engine and consolidation of the ESC-A stage;
(b) a dedicated qualification flight of an Ariane-s ECA, to be carried out in March 2004; and
(c) launch of the ATV-1 by an Ariane-5 ES version to be carried out in September 2004.

2.

INVITES the Director General to support within the existing Ariane-5 launcher programmes:

(a) continuation of the Ariane-5 launch service using Ariane-5 Generic versions until Ariane-s ECA
versions are qualified and are ready for commercial exploitation; and
(b) definition of a cost-efficient back-up, the GCA version, in the event that major difficulties hamper
the qualification of the Ariane-5 ECA versio

l4
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3.

WELCOMES the endorsement of this approach by the Ariane-5 Participating States concerned by the
qualification of the Ariane ECA version as proposed above, through implementation, within the
framework of the relevant programmes, of the following measures:
(a) preservation of the qualification status of the Ariane-5 generic launchers through a contribution to
non-recurring costs according to the geographical distribution of industrial activities, within the
framework of the Additional Ariane-s ARTA Programme Declaration (ESA/PB-ARIANE/CLIV/ Dec.3,
rev.9(Final)), foramaximumamount of 72.5 MEuro at2003 economic conditionstobebornebythat
programme within its subscribed financial envelope;
(b) execution of Vulcain-2 development activities within the framework of the Additional Ariane-5
Evolution Programme Declaration (ESA/PB-ARIANE/ CLIV/Dec.1, rev.3(Final));
(c) blocking of financial contributions within the framework of the Ariane-5 Plus Programme for an
amount of 315 MEuro at 2003 economic conditions, corresponding to activities referred to in
document ESA/PB-ARIANE(2003)41 until a further, unanimous decision of the Participating States
is taken which might include a resumption of Ariane-5 EC-B activities. Such a decision is currently
planned to be taken after the completion of the in-flight demonstration programme, it being
understood that if no such decision has been taken at that time, the contribution scale referred on the
Ariane-5 Plus Programme Declaration will be adjusted in line with the achieved industrial return.
The additional Ariane-5 Plus Programme Declaration will be amended in due time as necessary;
(d) consolidation of the Ariane-5 ESC-A and ECA system activities through a contribution to relevant
development costs according to the geographical distribution of industrial activities, within the
framework of the Additional Ariane-5 Plus Programme Declaration (ESA/PB-ARIANEICLXXII
Dec.l. rev.7(Final)) for a maximum amount of 72.5 MEuro at2003 economic conditions to be borne
by that Programme within the non-blocked part of its subscribed financial envelope; and
(e) execution of a new Ariane-s ECA in-flight demonstration programme with a financial envelope of
228 MEuro at 2003 economic conditions, within the framework of the Additional Ariane-5 Slice-9
Programme Declaration (ESA/C-M(2003)5) to be entered into force on this day, the applicable scale
of contributions and schedule of payment being reproduced in Annex 2 hereto.

4.

NOTES the exchange of letters between the Agency and CNES on the savings of CNES/CSG expenditure

over the period 2003-2004 (ESA/C-M(2003)13), and INVITES the Director General to submit to
Council by September 2003 proposals to modify the Resolution on the CSG (2002-2006) (ESA/C-M/
CLIV/Res. 3 (Final)) accordingly.

5.

AGREES that the above-mentioned decisions taken by Member States, including in their capacity as
Participating States in the Ariane-5 programmes, are tied to the corresponding commitments taken by
Industry (ESA/C-M/R(2 003 )2).

B.

Reorganisation of the Ariane Launcher Sector

1.

DECIDES that a single launcher system prime contractor shall be responsible for Ariane-5 launchvehicle design, development and manufacture and shall commit to the Agency on manufacturing
objectives consistent with a business plan jointly agreed with Arianespace and to be submitted at the
beginning of any new development of the Ariane-5 launcher, and AGREES that this new industrial
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organisation shall apply to the manufacture of the Ariane-5 batch PA expected to begin in June 2003, and
at alater stage, to new developments expected to start in early 2005.
2.

RECALLS that Arianespace has, through the Convention concluded with the Agency referred to in the
preamble, been entrusted with execution of the Ariane launcher production phase and RECOMMENDS
that Arianespace shall:

(a) remain in charge of execution of the Ariane launcher production phase;
(b) bear overall responsibility and liability in relation to Ariane launch service customers;
(c) commit to a business plan jointly agreed with the launcher system prime contractor; and
(d) procure Ariane launchers from the launcher system pnme contractor.
3.

DECIDES, with immediate effect, that all future Ariane launcher programmes and activities, including
the expected resumption of ECB development, will be executed and managed by the Agency in
conformity with the provisions of the ESA Convention and with the Agency's applicable rules and
procedures, including the Code of Best Practices.

4.

INVITES the Director General to take all necessary measures in a timely fashion to implement this new
managerial approach, and to report to Council on the Agency's organisation he will put in place to be
able to fulfil its new responsibilities and to work with all the players of the launcher sector; in doing this,
the Director General will make best use of all existing management and technical capabilities in CNES
(ESA/C-M(2003)14), DLR, ASI and other national space agencies, under contracts or arrangements to
be concluded between the Agency and the national agencies concerned, with a view to excluding
unnecessary duplication of expertise.

5.

INVITES the Director General to introduce in all new contracts with industry for the implementation of
Ariane launcher development programmes and production activities including the expected resumption
of ECB development, specific provisions concerning:

(a) incentives and penalties based on performance and results;
(b) commitments by industry to production objectives and appropriate risk sharing consistent with a
business plan to be jointly agreed between Arianespace and the launcher system prime contractor;

(c) full visibility on all development and production costs, to be subject to audits, and on the relevant
business plan,

and further INVITES the Director General to present reports on the implementation of the abovementioned provisions to the appropriate Council subordinates bodies.
6

l6

INVITES the Director General to submit to Council, in consultation with CNES and in connection with
the submission of his proposal on Agency funding of CNES/CSG beyond 2004, a proposal for a new
organisation of launch operations at the Centre Spatial Guyanais (CSG).
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INVITES the Director General to submit to Council by 1l December 2003,

a report covering the

following

:

.

an assessment by Arianespace of the worldwide commercial market for launch services and options

.

for extending its range of services for optimising its commercial exploitation;
a proposal for a long-term industrial policy of the Agency for the entire launcher sector, in particular
considering issues such as enhancement of industrial competitiveness ensuring
roles and tasks between the launcher system primes and suppliers;

a

balanced distribution

of

and INVITES the Director General to report on a regular basis to Council on the implementation of the

above-mentioned reorganisation and industrial policy.

CHAPTER III
SUSTAINING GUARANTEED ACCESS TO SPACE WITH ARIANE-s
A.
1.

2.

The European Guaranteed Access to Space (EGAS) Ariane Programme

NOTES that the consequences of the downturn of the commercial market require measures in order to
secure the availability of Ariane-5 for the launch of the European institutional missions.
AGREES that the objectives of the EGAS Ariane programme are to:

(a) place industry on a level playing field compared to competitors through to 2009 by covering selected
fixed costs activities; and
(b) foster the creation of a European institutional market through the conclusion between the Agency and
European institutions of bilateral agreements whereby these institutions will use the Ariane launcher
and benefit from launch priority and the best market prices for their missions.
a

J.

DECIDES that, in order to proceed with the necessary preparations, the EGAS Ariane Programme shall
be carried out as an Optional Agency Programme governed by the ESA Convention and the Agency's
rules and procedures, with complete visibility on, and critical analysis of, all costs, including all EGAS
production costs, on the basis of the programme proposal (ESA/PB-AzuANE/R(2003)2, rev. 1 and
addendum

l).

4.

INVITES the Director General to implement the EGAS Ariane Programme, in accordance with the
provisions of Chapter II. B of this Resolution.

5.

DECIDES that the EGAS Ariane Programme's financial envelope amounts to 960 MEuro at 2003
economic conditions, NOTES further that the indicative contribution scale for the EGAS Ariane prograrnme

contained in Annex I hereto, corresponds to the distribution of the weighted amounts of industrial
activities within the Ariane-5 production and NOTES that these contributions will be reduced if the net
result of Ariane-5 batch PA exploitation exceeds the forecasts in the Arianespace Business Plan referred
to in ESA/C-M/R(2003)3.
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6.

DECIDES that the provisions of Article II of the Resolution on the reform of the Agency's Budget
Structure and Charging Policy adopted by Council on 18 December 1996 (ESA/C/CXXVII/Res.I
(Final)) shall be applied to the EGAS Ariane Programme.

7

INVITES the interested Member States to draw up by 9 October 2003, and to subscribe by I I December
2003 to a Declaration setting out their undertakings in respect of the content of the EGAS Ariane
Programme, which will be forwarded to Council along with the draft Implementing Rules.

8

AGREES that the commitments made by Member States through the EGAS Ariane Programme are tied

to commitments made by industrial suppliers of Arianespace (ESA/C-M/R(2003)2) and commitments
made by Arianespace (ESA/C-M/R(2003)3) through its business plan2003-2010 adopted by the Board
of Directors ofArianespace, and INVITES the Director General to present to Council, on a regular basis,
progress reports on the implementation of the above-mentioned commitments made by Arianespace and
Industry.

9.

NOTES that the above-mentioned Arianespace business plan presents a balanced economical situation
from 2010 onwards without the EGAS Ariane Programme, assuming no significant changes in market
conditions.

B.

Arianespace

l.

NOTES the commitment by industry (ESA/C-M/R(2003)2) to implement at the latest at the end of 2004,
the recapitalisation process of Arianespace reflecting the distribution of the Ariane-5 development and
production activities.

INVITES the Director General of the Agency, in pursuance of the mandate given to the Agency by the
Governments party to the Ariane Production Declaration (the Participants) referred to in the preamble,
to engage in consultations with Arianespace through the establishment of a High-Level Board meeting
preferably at least once a year, to be chaired by the Director General of the Agency and bringing together
representatives of Member States and members of the Arianespace Board of Directors, with a view to
jointly assessing the consequences, for participants, of strategic decisions to be taken by Arianespace,
and further INVITES the Director General of the Agency to report to Council on the outcome of these
meetings of the High-Level Board.
3.

INVITES the Director General on the basis of the elements contained in the present Resolution to
propose the corresponding amendments to the Convention between the Agency and Arianespace referred
to in the preamble for the endorsement by the other Party, Arianespace, and further INVITES him to
submit this amended Convention to Council for approval on l1 December 2003.

4.

RECOMMENDS that the Director General propose the necessary amendments to the Production
Declaration referred to in the preamble to the States participating in that Declaration, so as to permit full
implementation of the decisions referred to in the present Resolution.
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RESOLUTION ON THE UNBLOCKING OF
THE INTERNATIONAL SPACE STATION EXPLOITATION
PROGRAMME PERIOD 1, SUB-ENVELOPE 2OO2.2OO4
(adopted on27 May 2003)

Council, meeting at Ministerial Level,

HAVING REGARD to the Resolution on the Agency's programmes (ESA/C-M/CLIV/Res. 2 (Final)),
adopted at Ministerial Level in Edinburgh on 15 November 2001, and in particular sections 1(d) and 3 of
Chapter II therein,
HAVING REGARD to the Resolution on the International Space Station (ISS) Programme ESA/C-M/
CLIV/Res. 4 (Final)), adopted at Ministerial Level in Edinburgh on l5 November 2001
RECALLING that NASA, working together with the other ISS Cooperating Agencies, has taken significant
steps to restore stability to the US part of the ISS Programme over the last 18 months, including
(a) consolidation of its research priorities on ISS, through the REMAP exercise, (b) reorganisation of its
senior ISS management, and (c) the return to a higher degree of transparency and credibility in its programme
costs, while remaining within agreed spending limits,
EXPRESSING satisfaction that "Option Path 4" agreed by the Heads of Agency at their meeting in Tokyo on
6 December 2002 is a promising way of consolidating the ISS scenario and is the basis for unblocking funds
from the ESA ISS Exploitation Programme in accordance with Chapter II.1.d of ESA/C-M/CLIV/Res.2
(Final).

RECALLING that the agreed Option Path is expected to enable the European Partner to meet its utilisation
and resource requirements within the existing programmatic and budgetary framework, by providing inter alia
for: (a) rescue capability for a six-person crew' using two Soyuz capsules docked to the ISS from 2006107
onwards, and for a crew of at least seven through a combination of a NASA Orbital Space Plane (OSP) and
one Soyuz capsule docked to the ISS, when the OSP becomes available (currently planned in 2010), (b)
accommodation and life-support corresponding to the crew size, and (c) a transport scenario based on a
combination of transportation vehicles (ATV HT! Progress, Shuttle) providing for the necessary upload and
download logistics,
RECALLING the findings of the Working Group on the evolution in the situation of the International Space
Station contained in its final report (ESA/C(2003)16, rev.l), and NOTING the Report of the Director General
to Council concerning the overall ISS situation (ESA/C-M(2003)19),
RECALLING the deep sadness caused in Europe and elsewhere by the loss of the 7 crew members caused
by the destruction of the Space Shuttle 'Columbia' during its return to Earth on I February 2003, and
CONSCIOUS of the impact of this tragic event on the overall ISS Programme,
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t.

CONSIDERS with satisfaction that the ISS configuration resulting from the process pursued by the
Partners to restore stability to the US portion of the International Space Station Programme complies
with the objectives defined in the ISS Agreements (IGA and MOUs).

2

CONFIRMS the European commitment to the ISS Programme, in particular by:

(a) the timely development and operational availability as early as possible of the ESA Automated
Transfer Vehicle (ATV), launched by Ariane-5, this being an objective also supported by NASA;
(b) the consolidation of adequate Ariane-5 launcher capabilities, so
the ATV mission;

as to

permit the timely fulfillment

of

(c) the timely availability of operations and utilisation means for Columbus; and
(d) continuity in astronaut training and flight operations preparation activities.
J.

NOTES the decision taken by the States participating in the European participation in the International
Space Station Exploitation Programme (ES{PB-MS/XXIX,{Deo.1, rev.l (Final)) to proceed in a phased
approach and therefore:

(a) unblock a part ofthe firm financial sub-envelope ofPeriod I specified for the activities to be carried
out from 2002 to 2004 blocked at the time of subscription, this corresponding to an amount of
124.1 MEttros out of the total blocked amount of 296.0 MEuros at 1998 economic conditions, and

(b) decide, on the basis of the report referred to in Section 4, on the unblocking of the remaining
171.9 MEuros at 1998 economic conditions before the end of 2003, recognising that this is critical
for ensuring continuity in the implementation of the ISS Exploitation Programme, including the
fulfillment of existing programme obligations.

4.

INVITES the Director General to report, in preparation for the unblocking decision to be made before
the end of2003, on:

(a) progress made in the implementation of "Option Path4", with particular emphasis on the finalised
ISS configuration option and the common systems operations costs, including the conclusion of the
corresponding arrangements among the Parhrers;

(b) negotiations with NASA on conditions for the termination of the X-38 ESA/NASA Memorandum of
Understanding and CRV activities;

(c) ATV/Ariane-5 launch configuration in the context of the consolidation of the Ariane-5 Programme;
and

(d) industrial implementation of the operations phase of the ISS Exploitation Programme.

20
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RESOLUTION ON RELATIONS BETWEEN
THE EUROPEAN SPACE AGENCY AND THE EUROPEAN UNION
(adopted on27 May 2003)

The Council, meeting at Ministerial Level,

HAVING REGARD to the Resolution on the Reinforcement of the Synergy between the European Space
Agency and the European Community (ESA/C/CXXXVI/Res. 1 (Final)), adopted on 23 June 1998, and a
similarly worded Resolution adopted by the Council of the European Union on22 Jlur.e 1998,
HAVING REGARD to the Resolution on Shaping the Future of Europe in Space, adopted by the Council of
the European Space Agency meeting at Ministerial Level in Brussels on 11 May 1999 (ESA/C-M/CXLI/Res.
1 (Final)), and to the Resolution on developing a Coherent European Space Strategy, adopted by the Council
of the European Union on 2 December 1999,

HAVING REGARD to the Resolution on a European Strategy for Space, adopted by the Council of the
European Space Agency meeting at Ministerial Level in Brussels on 16 November 2000 (ESA/CM/CXLVIII/Res.1 (Final)) and a similarly worded Resolution adopted by the Council of the European Union
on the same day,

HAVING REGARD to the Resolution on Directions for the Agency's Evolution and Policy: "Space Serving
European Citizens" (ESA/C-M/CLIV/Res. 1 (Final)), adopted by the Council of the European Space Agency
meeting at Ministerial Level in Edinburgh on 15 November 2001, and in particular Chapter I thereof,
RECOGNISING that, through adoption of the above Resolutions, the Councils of the European Union and
the European Space Agency have laid the basis for enhanced cooperation between the two organisations,
taking into account their distinct missions and institutional bases, with the aim of strengthening the efforts
devoted to space-related activities in support ofpolicies,

WELCOMING the efforts made by Member States to the benefit of the European Space Policy developed
within the Agency, thus reaching the final agreement among them for the launching of the Development and
Validation of the Galileo Programme in cooperation with the European Union,

NOTING the Director General's Report to Council concerning relations between the Agency and the
European Union (ESA/C-M(2003)20),

1.

REITERATES its determination that space-related matters be addressed at the highest political level in
Europe, thus confirming that space capability is a critical tool, through its many applications, in the
context of the European Uniont major policies such as transport, environment, information society and
security.
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2.

REAFFIRMS that close cooperation between the Agency and the European Union seeks to foster
European capabilities in space-related technologies and their applications, including Europe's ability to
benefit from affordable, guaranteed access to space, and to develop an appropriate regulatory framework
to support European commercial operators and industrial entities active in the space field.

a
J.

RECALLS the extensive discussion in various forums over recent months of the case for including spacerelated matters in the renewed competences (see note) of the European Union; WELCOMES the
opportunity given to all interested participants to contribute to a strengthening of Europe's capabilities
and standing in the development and operation of space infrastructures and INVITES the Member States
to consider, together with the Director General, appropriate initiatives leading to:

(a) the possible inclusion of space-related matters within the renewed competences (see note) of the
European Union in order to contribute to enhanced cooperation among the European States in space
research and technology and their space applications, in the widest possible sense;

(b) the Agency being consistently recognised as providing the broadest competence (see note) and the
most suitable organisational structure for continuing its role in the definition and implementation of
Europe's involvement in the space field also ensuring the coordination of national centres in pursuing
the network of centres initiative:

(c) appropriate mechanisms being defined

and adopted to optimise coordination between the European

Union and the Agency with a view to maximising benefits and fully exploiting the complementarity
and synergies between the two organisations.
4.

NOTES the Green Paper initiative launched by the European Commission, in collaboration with the
Director General of the European Space Agency, and INVITES the Director General to pursue that
collaboration with the European Commission in drafting the White Paper and developing a subsequent
plan of action which should assess the role of the various players involved in space-related activities and
policies in Europe and the interaction between them, to examine possible reforms of the current
institutional framework and to regularly consult with the Councii.

5

NOTES the work being done on drafting and negotiating a FrameworkAgreement between the European
Community and the European Space Agency; STRESSES the need to conclude such an Agreement, of
an appropriate duration, by the end of 2003 at the latest in view of the White Paper, as a step towards the
progressive development of a space policy in an integrated European perspective, with due regard for the
complementarity of the two organisations, in order to achieve efficient and mutually beneficial cooperation;
WELCOMES the inclusion in such an Agreement of appropriate provisions identifzing the possible forms
of cooperation, including the management by ESA of space research and development pertaining to
European Community initiatives and participation by the European Community in ESA Optional Programmes,
the respective roles of the Parties, and the inclusion also of implementing rules providing for monitoring

of the cooperation by high-level representatives of the Member States of the two organisations and for
joint implementation of the external dimension of the cooperation; and INVITES the negotiating parties
to regularly inform the Joint Space Strategy Advisory Group on the progress of the negotiations.

22
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6.

INVITES the Director General to:

(a) take appropriate steps, on conclusion of the negotiation of the Framework Agreement, to arrange for
a coincident meeting of the Council of the European Union and of the Council of the European Space

Agency at Ministerial Level to approve the Framework Agreement;

(b) draw up, in consultation with the European Commission, a report identifying possible areas in which
the European Community, in pursuance of the Framework Agreement, could contribute to the space
sector in response to public and private needs, and to present that report at the above meeting.
7.

8.

INVITES the Director General to ensure, in applying the Framework Agreement and in the context of
the future strengthening of cooperation between the Agency and the European Union, that States which
are Members of the Agency but not Members of the European Community or European Union are not
placed at a disadvantage compared with States which belong to both organisations.
INVITES the Director General to pursue his discussions with the European Union with a view to extending
the cooperation envisaged in the Framework Agreement to other matters falling within the competences
(see note) of the Union, thus fulfilling Council's recommendations in ESA/C-M/CLIV/Res.1 (Final).

Note: In accordance with the relevant applicable treaty.
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RESOLUTION ON 2O1O PERSPECTIVES
FOR THE EUROPEAN LAUNCHER SECTOR
(adopted on27 May 2003)

Council, meeting at Ministerial Level,

RECALLING the purpose of the Agency as outlined in Article II of the Convention,
HAVING REGARD to the Resolution on Directions for the Agency's Evolution and Policy: "Space Serving
European Citizens"(ESA-C-M/CLIV/Res.l(Final)), adopted by Council meeting at Ministerial Level on
I 5 November 2001, and in particular Chapter VI thereof on the Evolution of the European Launcher Sector,

HAVING REGARD to the Resolution on the Creation of a Council Working Group on the Long-Term
Perspective of the European Launcher Sector (ESA/C/CLIX/Res.l (Final)),
HAVING REGARD to the Director General's proposal for the strategy for access to space 2003-2009
(ESA/c-M(2003)10),
HAVING REGARD to the Resolution concerning cooperation between ESA and Russia in the field of
launchers (ESA/C/CLDVRes.3 (Final)), adopted by Council in Montreal (Canada) on 13 June 2002, and,in
particular the provisions granting highest priority to the launchers developed within the framework of the
Agency under the payload allocation policy to be implemented by Arianespace in respect of the exploitation
of Soyuz from the CSG and the provision concerning the visibility to be provided by Arianespace to the
Agency on such exploitation,

HAVING REGARD to the Resolution on the Renewal of the Ariane Launcher Production Phase, adopted by
Council on 11 October 2001 (ESA/C/CLII/Res.I (Final)), by which Council has accepted that the Agency
should fulfil the mandate entrusted to it by the Governments party to the Production Declaration,

HAVING REGARD to the Convention on the Ariane Launcher Production Phase concluded between the
Agency and Arianespace on 8 February 2002,

HAVING REGARD to the Resolution on the CSG (2002-2006) adopted by Council on 15 November 2001
(ESA/C-M/CLIV/Res. 3 (Final)),

HAVING REGARD to the Resolution on the Restructuring of the Ariane Launcher Sector (ESA/CM/CLXV/Res.1(Final)) adopted on 27 May 2003 by Council meeting at Ministerial Level,

l.

24

STRESSES that the restructuring of the Ariane sector must be associated with a perspective for the
European launcher sector for the 2010 timeframe, integrating within an overall coherent strategy:
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(a) an affordable access to space ensured for the long-term;

(b)

growing European institutional launch-service needs stemming from the building-up of
the European Union and the implementation of European policies in such areas as environment,
security and defence;
a response to

(c) action to enhance the competitiveness of the European launcher sector, in particular by widening the
range oflaunch services offered by Arianespace;

(d) a strengthening of the launcher Research and Development base in Europe through the development
of technological capabilities.

2.

WELCOMES to this effect the strategy for 2003-2009 and the associated Long-Term Plan (LTP) for the
launcher sector, proposed by the Director General in ESA/C-M(2003)10 as the appropriate framework
for determining the actions and programmatic measures required to implement that strategy.

FUTURE LAUNCHERS PREPARATORY PROGRAMME (FLPP)

3.

LINDERLINES the need to implement the FLPP in parallel with the restructuring of the Ariane sector in
order to:

(a) develop European technological capabilities and hence enhance the long-term competitiveness of
European launchers;
(b) avoid the risk of Europe having to respond from an inadequate technological base, to a major nonEuropean technological breakthrough;
(c) permit the progressive restructuring of the industrial organisation for the next-generation launcher;
and

(d) develop system-level capabilities lacking in Europe but necessary for assessing the risks inherent in
developing and operating reusable launch vehicles.
4.

REAFFIRMS the importance of initiating international cooperation as a source of added value for
technology development and in the perspective of launcher developments undertaken in cooperation.

5.

WELCOMES Russia as the first partner in long-term cooperation on access to space, that partnership to
begin the preparation of future launchers within the FLPP and the exploitation of Soyuz.

6.

WELCOMES the preparatory work achieved by the FLPP potential participants which has resulted in a
programme proposal (ESA/PB-ARIANE(200l)112, rev.2), NOTING that the full implementation of this
programme is being affected by the Ariane-5 Recovery Plan and STRESSING, however, the need to start
in 2004 activities defined in the programme proposal, NOTES that the FLPP 1 will start in 2004 with
early activities covered by a financial sub-envelope amountingto 24 MEuro at2003 economic conditions.
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7.

NOTES the indicative scale of contributions forthe FLPP 1- EarlyActivities set out inAnnex I hereto
and INVITES the participating States to draw up by 9 October 2003 and subscribe in time for the
subscription of the Soyuz at the CSG Programme Declaration referred to in paragruph 14 of this
Resolution, a Declaration setting out their undertakings in respect of the early activities and including
provisions for deciding on the continuation of FLPP I following the completion of the Ariane-5 ECA
qualification flight mentioned in Chapter II A.l.b) of the Resolution on the Restructuring of the Ariane
Launcher sector referred to in the preamble, and to transmit that Declaration to Council, and in due
course, to draw up for approval by Council draft Implementing Rules containing specific provisions on
the management and execution of the Programme.

SOYUZ AT THE CSG PROGRAMME

8.

NOTES that the Soyuz launcher operating from the CSG complements the GTO and non-GTO launchers
and that its exclusive exploitation by Arianespace enhances the competitiveness of the entire launcher
sector.

9

DECIDES that the Soyuz at the Guiana Space Centre (CSG) prograrnme shall be carried out as an Optional
Programme within the framework of the Agency in conformity with the provisions of the Convention and
with the Agency's rules and procedures and on the basis of programme proposal ESA/PB-ARIANE
(2003)29 and add. l, which in particular defines the breakdown of the costs of investments required for
the exploitation of Soyuz at the CSG for a total amount of 314 MEuro.

10

NOTES the commitment by Arianespace (ESA/C-M/R (2003)4) to contribute, from the profits on Soyuz
launcher exploitation, to the funding of the Soyuz at the CSG Programme for a minimum amount of
121 MEuro covering at least all Russian deliveries.

n.

NOTES that the financial envelope for the Soyuz at the CSG Programme amounts to 3I4 MEuro at 2002
economic conditions and NOTES further the first indications on intended subscriptions to the Programme
expressed by some Member States as indicated in Annex 2 hereto, and the further interests expressed by
other Member States on their possible participation to the Programme, in particular based on their
potential industrial return during the corresponding development and exploitation phases.

t2 LTNDERLINES that the financial contributions of the Participating States indicated in Annex 2 hereto
will be reduced by the financial contributions to be made by Arianespace as provided for in paragraph
l0 above and ACKNOWLEDGES that no financial contributions of the Participatine States will be
called up before 2006.
13.

26

INVITES the States participating in that programme to: (a) include provisions in the Declaration aimed
at ensuring that the costs of the Programme stay within the 100 oh of the subscribed financial envelope,
(b) accordingly, instruct the Director General to keep the costs at completion of the Programme within
the 100 Yo of the subscribed financial envelope, including by means of fixed-price contracting with the
Programme prime.
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T4

INVITES the interested Participating States to draw up by 9 October 2003 and subscribe by 11 December
2003 aDeclaration setting out their undertakings in respect of the content of the Programme, to be fully
covered by their financial commitments, and to transmit it to Council, and in due course, to draw up for
approval by Council draft Implementing Rules containing specific provisions on the management and
execution of the Programme.

15.

AGREES that the Ariane Launcher Programme Board shall monitor the execution of this Programme and
take the relevant measures, in particular approval of the annual budget.

within the framework of the Agency, of the Soyuz at the CSG Programme
will call for the following additional legal instruments:
(a) the Agreement between the Agency and Rosaviakosmos on Long-Term Cooperation and Partnership
in the Field of Launchers;
(b) the Agreement between the Agency and France concerning Soyuz at the CSG.

16. STRESSES that implementation,

t7. INVITES the Director General to submit drafts of these Agreements to Council for approval in good time
for subscription of the Soyuz at the CSG Programme.
18.

INVITES the Director General to take the present Programme into account in his proposal, to be submitted
to Council in2004, concerning the CSG Resolution (2005-2009) and further INVITES him on the basis
of the elements contained in the present Resolution to propose the corresponding amendments to the
Convention between the Agency and Arianespace referred to in the preamble, for endorsement by
Arianespace, and to submit the amended Convention to Council for approval in the course of 2004.
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Whol is Spoce Weolher? The definition mo$ frequenlly
quoted is thot of the US Nolionol Spoce Weolher
Progromme:

"condilions on the Sun md in the solor

wind

nognetosphere, ionosphere, ond thermo'

spherc thot con inlluence the perlormonce ond

reliohility

ol

spoce-horne ond ground-based

technologkol syslems ond con endonger humon

lile or heollh".

This definition demonstrates that space weather encompasses
a collection of physical pbenomena having their origin at the
Sun and which give rise to effects that are of concern to
society. The two accompanying figures illustrate the solarterrestrial system and the complexity of the phenomena that
lead to space weather effects. Much of the science that
underpins space weather is part of the larger field of solarterrestrial physics. Here we focus on some of the main aspects
of the system - the Sun, heliosphere, magnetosphere and
ionosphere - and the key space weather phenomena that can
affect us here on Earth.
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typical period of I 1 years. This results in

Surroundings

a

The solor wind

The Sun is the primary driver of space
weather phenomena. Most space weather

sirnilar variation in the number of large
sporadic space weather events. These

In addition to

events have their origin in the solar corona:
the Sun's 'atmosphere'. The corona, which

events are most frequently observed

away from the Sun in the form of the
magnetised solar wind. The magnetic field
lines that are carried into space by the solar
wind remain tied to the Sun at one end and

tenuous plasma extending away from the
solar surface and out into the heliosphere.

around the tirne of solar maximum. The
most popular and visible consequences of
these large events here on Earth are the
spectacular aurorae or'northern/southern
lights', which may be observed at lower

The dominant feature controlling

latitudes than normal during very

is normally visible only during a solar
is a hot (>106 degrees Ketvin)

eclipse,

the

corona is the Sun's magnetic field. To the
naked eye, the Sun appears as a constant
bright yellow disk. However. in reality, the

Sun

is far

fron.r unchanging. This

is

drarnatically shown by the images and
movies produced by thejoint ESA-NASA
SOHO science mission. Viewed in these
other wavelengths, the Sun is seen as a
boiling cauldron of magnetic fields and
plasma. Sudden changes in these coronal

magnetic fields can result in explosive
solar 'flares'and 'Coronal Mass E,iections'

Auroroe ore

nused when

elechons predpilote

fron the

nognelosphere inlo lhe
olmosphere

by spirolling oround

nognelk field lines. At oltitudes
of 90 to 5000 km, electrons will
hil otnosphefu otoms ond
noleules. fhese olons ond
moleules will be given energy in
the rcllision ond will

enit light.

lhe colour of this light depends
on the oton or moletule ond lhe

(CMEs)

Solar activity is usually classified in
terms of the number of sunspots seen on
the solar disk, and the frequency of
occurrence of flares and CMEs. This
activity shows cyclical behaviour, with a

30

disturbed space weather conditions.
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energy of lhe elettron involved

in the tollision. 0xygen otons
will enit green ond red light,
whereos nilrogen olons will emil
violet ond blue (lnoge $urtesy

of

J. Monninen)

these transient phenomena,
charged particles are constantly streaming

stretch into space at the othcr. Solar
rotation pulls these field lines into the

of an Archimedean spiral. During
solar minimum. when the level of solar
shape

activity is low, the Sun's magnetic field
resembles that of a bar magnet, and field
lines open out into space at the northern
and southern polar regions. Coronal
material escapes in high-speed streams
from these regions, which are known as
'polar coronal holes'. The boundaries of
these polar coronal holes can extend to
quite low latitudes in places. even crossing
the solar equator on occasion.

Compression regions form at the
boundaries between these high-speed

effects occurring on an almost regular time

scale. Coronal holes are long-lasting
features and may endure for many weeks,
rotating with the Sun every 27 days. This
leads to recurrent space weather activity on
a similar time scale. This pattem can be
seen most clearly during solar minimum.

During solar-active years, the changing
magnetic field at the Sun disrupts this
pattern, and the coronal holes become
smaller and move to lower latitudes rather
than remaining close to the poles.

to block out light from the bright solar disk
(indicated by the central circle in the

accompanying images). These particular
CMEs were not directed towards the Earth,
but illustrate the spectacular nature ofsuch
eruptions in the corona.
Most CMEs that lead to Space Weather
effects at the Earth are called 'halo'CMEs.
The Earth-directed plasma is observed as a

bright halo completely surrounding the
occulting disk and expanding radially
outward in all directions from the Sun.

In order to be able to predict space
weather effects, we need to be able to
predict not only what wlll happen, but also
when. CMEs can take several days to reach
the Earth after we see them leave the Sun.
Predicting whether a halo CME will lead

to strong effects at the Earth, and when
these effects will begin. remains a major
challenge in space weather research.
Solsr flsres

Solar flares are sudden and rapid releases
of magnetic energy in the solar
atmosphere. They are most commonly
observed from sunspot regions where
magnetic loops interact, with explosive
consequences. Flares can last for a few
minutes to several hours, releasing
energies ol the order of I 02s joules - fifty

billion times the energy released by

a

50-megaton H-bomb! The radiation from

these events covers

a wide

range of

wavelengths, from radio waves to gamma
rays. This radiation reaches the Earth in a

matter

of

minutes, making

advance

warning extremely difficult.
Solor Energetic Porricles (SEPsl
CllEs

w

seen

ltEs orc huge tlouds of
hon the solor rcrono wilh speeds

hy 50H0/USC0.

nognetised plosno thot erupl

of up to 2000 kn/s. lhis figwe

shows

lwo CllEs exponding

inuhoneously in the rcronogroph inoge. 1ne exponds to the
norlhwest ond the olher to the southeost. Note how lhe size of

thue douds oppeors

to

dwol

the solor disk.

lhk

inoge of the

solor disk wos lsken hy the 50H0 Ell lelexope ond shows solor
feotures

ol lenperotures of

oboul

80 000 K

streams and the slower solar wind ahead.
Here charged particles can be accelerated
to higher energies. The interaction between
these compression regions and the Earth's
magnetic field can lead to space weather

w\{w.eso.int

Coronol Moss Eiecrions (CMEsl

CME,s are huge clouds of magnetised
plasma that erupt from the solar corona at
speeds of up to 2000 km,/s. These clouds
car.iy a mass of the order of a billion
tonnes - more than the mass of Mount

- and are superimposed onto the
expanding background solar wind.
The Large Angle Spectroscopic Coronagraph (LASCO) onboard the SOHO
spacecraft allows us to see CMEs more
often and in far greater detail than ever
before. Like the Moon during a solar
eclipse, a so-called 'occulting disk'is used
Everest!

Another key aspect of space weather is the
arrival at Earth of sudden bursts of highly

energetic particles originating from the
Sun. The largest such events can enhance
the radiation intensity in near-Earth space

by several orders ofmagnitude.

Solar energetic particles can either
originate from a solar flare or from
acceleration at interplanetary shocks
driven by fast CMEs. High-energy SEPs
can arrive at the Earth within tens of
minutes of the flare onset, and SEP events
can last for several days.
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30 ninules. Note the speed with whkh the

onive ond the steep inueose in poilkle flux.

1.E+04
.n

o

Because they carry an electric charge,
SEPs can only propagate along magnetic

ni 1 E+03
E

\

field lines. Therefore, the importance of
these particles at the Earth depends not
only on the characteristics of the flare or
shock from which they originate, but also

iaE

x t.tr+uz

tr
c

o 1.E+01
o

on the structure and behaviour of the
interplanetary magnetic field. Particles
most readily reach us if the Earth and the

o.

t!
cD

o

1.E+00

source region are magnetically connected.

c

The

1 E-01

Mognelosphere

ond

Neor-[orth

Environmenl

The region surrounding the Earth that is
1.E-02
.14-Jul

'15-Jul

. >1 MeV . >5 MeV

>10

MeV

16-Jul
>30 MeV . >50 MeV

17-Jul

.

>60 MeV . >100 MeV

dominated by its magnetic field is called
its 'magnetosphere'. The interaction of the
solar wind with the Earth's magnetic field
leads to a complicated system of plasma
convection and electrical currents which
form within the Earth's magnetosphere and
determine its entire geometry. The energy
loaded into the magnetosphere is related to
the local solar wind density, speed and
magnetic field. This energy is stored in the
geomagnetic tail in plasma and magnetic
flux and is released intermittently in events
known as 'substorms'. During such sub-

storms, most energy

is

released

in

a

direction pointing away from the Earth, but
a significant part is accelerated towards us,
leading to particle precipitation at high
latitudes and hence to aurorae.

Substorm development

involves

dramatic magnetospheric changes, which
have clear electromagnetic signatures in
terms of waves or magnetic oscillations
that are even detectable on the ground.
Geomagnetic perturbations have been

recorded

by a worldwide network of

magnetometers on a continuous basis for

seen hy lhe Exlrcne Ultroviolet lnrying
lelutope (Ell) onboord 50H0. lhk inoge shows solor enission

A solor flore, os

in the exlrene-ultrcviolet

(EUV) wovelength runge.

Feolwu in

the solor olmosphere seen here ore heoted to o lenperoture of

opproxinotely 1.5 x

Id

K. Note the bright nognetk loops

punctuoting lhe solor disk
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in the form of

of the

ionosphere may

decay of atmospheric neutrons created by

electron content

'geomagnetic indices'. These observations
provide an invaluable means of assessing
the short- and long-term effects of space

cosmlc rays.

cause sudden and unpredicted changes in
signal propagation paths through the

Atnosphere ond surorce

weather.

The ionosphere is the ionised part of the

ionosphere. This effect is important for
both our navigation and communication

Earthward-directed CMEs. or solar wind
stream boundaries, often interact with the

of atmospheric molecules that have been

many decades

so-called

magnetosphere, leading to the onset of
space weather effects such as magnetic
storms and enhanced aurorae. CMEs that
interact with the magnetosphere are termed

'geo-effective'.

It is not yet possible

to

predict which CMEs will be the most geoeffective before they reach the magnetosphere. Howeveq we do know that if a
CME is fast and has a strong southward
magnetic field component in its magnetic
structure, there is a strong probability that
it will lead to geomagnetic activity. In this
orientation, the magnetic field of the CME
is able to connect with the Earth's
magnetic field and solar wind energy can
easily be transferred to the magnetosphere.
The geomagnetic storm that may result

from this is, however, a result of
explosive release of energy from

Earth's atmosphere. It is composed mainly
ionised by solar ultraviolet (UV) radiation.
However, it also contains some particles
originating from the solar wind.
Direct electrodynamic coupling between
space and the upper atmosphere exists due
to the magnetosphere-ionosphere coupling

through precipitation of magnetospheric
particles, field-aligned currents and the
electric coupling along the magnetic field
lines connecting the magnetosphere to the
ionosphere.

systems that make use
for signal propagation.

of the

ionosphere

Shielding the Eorth from hornful cosmic roys
Geomagnetic shielding is the term given to

the diverting effects of the

Earth's
magnetic field on cosmic-ray particles and
solar energetic particles. These particles

to low
altitudes above equatorial regions of the
Earth's surface by the Earth's magnetic
field. During disturbed space weather
conditions, however, this geomagnetic
are prevented from penetrating

Artkt\ inpresion of the
Eoilh's nognetosphere.
Close

lo lhe Eoilh, the

field lines resenhle those
ol o lorge bor nognelHowever,

ol lorge
of

dislonces, the influence

the
the

the solor wind rcsults in

of the

the sunword side

magnetotail: the extende4 anti-sunwardpointing part of the magnetosphere. This
follows some time after the CME impact.

field being onpressed.

ln

conlrosl, on the onti-

sunword side,

field lines

ore extended to lorm the
mogneloloil, whkh con

Rodiotion belts

Some

of the solar wind material

slretch

may

lo

severol

hundred Eorth rodii

eventually become trapped and accelerated

in the Earth's magnetic field, contributing
to the filling of the radiation belts. These
radiation belts are layers ofintense particle
fluxes in the magnetosphere. Within these
belts, particles can be accelerated to high
energies. High concentrations of energetic
(MeV) electrons often appear in these belts
after storms. These particles are often
referred to as 'killer electrons', because of

can penetrate

the effects they are known to have on
spacecraft electronics. The highest

aurorae, these particles lead to an increase
in heating and, therefore, ionisation at

concentrations of these killer electrons
occur at altitudes of between 10 000 and
30000 km. At the geostationary orbit

these heights.

of 36000 km

frequently used by

communication and navigation satellites,
the flux levels are still hazardous.
At low altitude, the major source of
radiation hazards is the inner radiation belt
consisting of energetic protons. This is a

relatively stable population due

wuw.eso.int

to

the

of charged particles
atmospheric heights of
130 km at high latitudes during

Increased numbers
about 90

-

to

disturbed space weather conditions. In
addition to causing spectacular visible

The increased density

of

electrons

shielding is weakened leading

fluxes

of

to

larger

these particles than would

otherwise be the case. This may lead to an
increased radiation dose being received by
the passengers and aircrew onboard

aircraft flying at high altitudes. While
the increase is usually negligible for
passengers making a single journey, it
may accumulate towards the maximum

for regularlv

produced by ionisation is known as an
auroral E-layer. The high conductivity of
this layer means that currents can flow.

:,tt"l';:tott

These are known as the 'auroral electrojet'

An Applicotions Perspeclive

and can reach as much as I million
amperes, with dramatic effects on our

technologies

electrical systems on the ground below.
In addition, these sudden changes in the

radiation, plasmas, ionospheric currents,
particulates, etc. The resulting economic

dose

Space weather affects a broad range

and activities,
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Interortions with Other Entities
The science underpinning

[SAt spore weother oclivilies will remoin o priorily of the Agency's ftience Progromme, os highlighted by ils future missions surh

0rbiler ond BepiColombo. In oddition, [5A hos recenlly onnounced ils porliripofion in

fie

new Inlernolionol Living

wifi o Sfor progromme.

ILWS is

os the Solor

o new inifiotive in

whichspoceogencieswor|dwideorecoordino|ingfeiroc|ivi|iesloinvesligotehowthe5untvoriolionsoffedtheenvironmenlsoftorthondo|herp|one|sin|hesho
ond long lerm. In porliculor, lIWS will concentrole on those ospeds of fhe Sun-Eorlh system lhol leod lo spoce weolher effects. The progromme is o moior colloborolive
iniliofive benefiting from fie involvemenl of Europe, lhe Uniled Sloles, Rusio, Jopon, (onodo ond posibly olher nolions.

ESA's missions form o

vilol porl of

ll-WS. S0H0, Ulyses ond (lusler ore olreody providing unpreredenled doto, helping us

mognelosphere. In 2003, in colloborolion wilh (hino,

fie

fo understond the Sun, heliosphere

ond

Double Slor mission will be lounrhed fo romplement tSA's (luster mission. In o derode's lime, ESA's Sotor

0rbiterwi||fo||ow.Thisspocecrof|wi||trove|doser|ofe5un1hononyso|ormissioneverbefore.E5Awi||providegrounds|o|ionsforJopon's5o|oBmbsion(|ountn
2005), ond lhere is consideroble [uropeon porlicipolion in NASA's STERE0 (lounch 2005) ond 5olor Dynomks Observotory (lounrh 2007) missions.
In oddifion, ESA's missions lo lhe

lerreslriol plonels

-

Mors

ofier

Express

(lounch 2003), Venus Express (lounch

2005), ond

fie

Bepi(olombo mission

lo Mercury (lounch 20ll/2012), will
corry experimenls lhof look ol solorwind inlerodions with their respeclive
olonels.

lLWS builds upon

o

previous inler-

nolionol fromework between Europe,
Jopon, Rusio (formerly

lhe

Soviel

Union), ond the United Stotes
estoblished to study fie Sun ond its
effech on lhe Eorlh. Thot fromework

fie Inlernolionol Solor

Terrestriol

Physics (ISTP) progromme,

in whirh

wos

lhe S0H0 ond fluster missions were

porl

of

ESA's conlribulion.

The

(onodion Spoce Agenry hos
ioined this
colloborotion wilh lhe stort of lLWS.

fe need for furfer reseorch into fe opplirotions of spore weofer. Two Europeon
((oordinolion in Stience ond lerhnology) Aclions hove been initioted, forusing on increosed underslanding of fie science behind spore weofter

In lerms of spoce weolher opplicotions wilhin [urope, ESA is nol olone in recognising

(ommission funded

(0$

lhrough inlernotionol colloborofion. Bolh qim lo treole o nelwork of scienfish ond engineers wilh lhe common gool of undersfonding

fie

impocls of spoce weolher on

lhe environmenl.

Moniloring of

fe

spoce environmenl cunenlly tokes ploce within

fe

fromework of

fe

Infernolionol Spoce Environmenl Service (lStSl, which en(our0ges neor-reol-lime

moniloring ond predicfion of spote weolher ond the spoce environmenl. Dolo ore exrhonged between severol regionol worning cenlres (RW() distributed oround

fie

globe. The N0AA Spote Environmenl Cenler ploys o key role os lhe 'world worning cenlre', oding os o hub for doto exchonge qnd forecosts. ESA hos rerently become o

member of lStS ond will be responsible for creoling o working group 0n the effecr of

Spoce

fie

spore environmenl on spoceaufl.

weofier os on opplicolion oreo hos olso retenlly been rerognised in lhe Europeon Uniont Fromework-6 Progromme. Ihe lerm 'spoce weolher' is included unoer
GMES (Globol Monitoring for [nvironment ond Security) 'risk monogemenl', within fie ftemolic priorily of oeronoulics ond spoce. While 'risk

the heoding of

m0nogemenl' en(omposses only o smoll subset of spote weofher issues,

il is hoped thot fufure [U colloborolive proiecs will

roise oworenes of spoce weofier ond ils

impocl on soriely.

Oeorly, the scienlific uspecfs of spoce weolher ore olreody well coordinoled. lt is hoped

fol

frough roordinolion of

Europeon iniliolives ond colloborolion with the US

ond olher notionol progrommes such os ftose of Jopon, Rusio ond [hino, s similor level of coordinolion in spoce weolher opplicolions ron be ochieved.
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The Spoce Weother CDF Study
Following on from the n,ro porollel ESA Spoce Weother Progromme Feosibilily Studies, ESA conied od on oddilionol sludy lo consider posible elemenls of o fulure spoce
segmenl for on operolionol, servire-orienled, [uropeon spoce weolher syslem. The sludy wos corried oul using lhe (oncurrenl Design Focility ((DF) ol ESIE(. lts moin

slorling poinls were lhe spoce- ond groundsegmenl recommendolions proposed by fie two ronsorlio loking porl in fie feosibility studies.
Both the RAL ond Akolel ronsortio proposed severol interesling oplions for o spoce weolher syslem. As o resuh,

fie tD[ lo

il

fiol

wos decided

some of the proposed opfions should

fteir feosibility ond rosl. While o comprehensive spote weolher syslem should
beyond ftose studied by the (D[ following consuhotion wift the ronsorlio, il wos derided lo sludy fie following demonslrolor elemenls:
on elemenl for conlinuous moniloring of solor feotures ftol ore imporlont in ultimulely cousing spoce weofier hozords neor ond on lhe Eorfi
be onolysed ond furlher developed by ESA through

-

esloblish

include elemenls

on elemenl for conlinuously moniloring fte solor wind upslreom of the [orth, ond
o fleet of inner mognetospheric moniloring spocecrofi whkh would observe chonges toking plore within

fie

fie lerreslriol rodiolion

belts,

fie

mognelosphere ond porlly

ionosphere.

Ihe $udy wos conducted between ()ctober ond

December 2001.

Ihe oaomponying figures illuslrole the spore segmenl studied ond the type of dolo thot would

be

retrieved.

Elements
lhe

of the spote weolher systen studied within

hnurrenl

Design Flcility (CDF)

proposed spote segnent consisled

o solor wind nonitor md

t

fleet

0t

FSIEC.

lhis

ol o solor monitor,

of four inner

nognetospherit monitoring sporcmfl. Both the solor
ond solor wind monilors would he pernonently
situoled

Ll

in the

Logrongion

solor wind, in

o holo orbit oround lhe

point belween the iun ond the Esrth.

fhe nognelospherk nonitors would be louted in o
series

of elliptkol orhits wilhin the nognetosphere,

loking then though the Eorth's rodiotion hehs

A sinuloled soote weolher evenl in the Eorlh\
nlgnetosphere. lhis sueen shows the type of
doto lhol would he retrieved

hon

the

nognelospherit nonilors exonined os porl of lhe
spoce

weolher (DF sludy. The red orc in the lop-

left ponel indkotes the inietlion of energelk
oortitles into the rodiotion behs. lhis k

rcnfined

by lhe shorp deviolions in the neosured
quonlities

indinled in the olher four ponek
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impact is estimated to be some tens of
millions of Euros per year for those sectors
that are traditionally influenced by space
weather. Since society's dependence on

spaceborne technology such

as

communication and navigation systems is
continually increasing, the economic

impact of space weather may grow
considerably in the future.

The known 'victims'
effects already include

-

of

space-weather

variations can affect soacecraft orbits
and stabilisation.

-

Climate: Recent research has indicated
that space weather may have important

effects on climate. Global surface
temperature is thought to vary with the
solar cycle and the level of cloud cover

is also thought to vary in accordance
with cosmic ray flux. Clearly, these
effects need to be accounted for in
global change programmes.

:

users to take appropriate action if a space
weather event is predicted/detected.

Continuity of observations and longevity

of the mission might also be considered
less important in terms of scientific
mission objectives, whereas these would

be of key importance in terms of a
monitoring mission. Indeed, science
missions are normally unique and have

a

finite expected lifetime. In contrast,

a

space weather monitoring system should

Terrestrial power distribution grids:
These are affected by additional current

An overview of spote

flows in cables induced by currents in

weother effetls, showing

the Earth's ionosphere. The resulting

the wide ronge

donsins thol

current surges can destroy equipment,
necessitate operational system reconfiguration or special designs.

influemes. Not only

ipqce-bune syslens orc
offected: lerreslriol

Terrestrial communications: Some
systems that make use of transmission

-

of

il

syslens such os elerlrkol
power disnibution grids

snd lelercnnunkolion

via the ionosphere are seriously affected.
Many of these systems are military.
Users oJ space-based trans-ionospheric
services: Radio propagation through the
ionosphere can be perturbed by changes

cshles olso leel the
ef{ecls

of

spoce

weother

(lnoge ourtxy of Bell
Lohorotories, Lwent

lerhnologiesl

in the electron content. Ground-space
communications and navigation services
such as GPS and the future Galileo can be
disrupted, as well as radar-based remote
sensrng.

- Oil and mineral prospecting

and

: Geomagnetic field variations
can perturb magnetic readings routinely
used in these fields.
operations

Defence: The defence sector makes
increasing use of communications and
navigation services which are affected.
Space systems are important to this
sector. Over-the-horizon radars are also
adversely affected.

Airlines and aircraft

developers:

Advanced avionics systems are becoming
susceptible to cosmic radiation effects.
Aircrew are exposed to doses of cosmic
radiation, for which European legislation
now requrres monltofl ng.

Space agencies and commercial space
system operalors.' Space systems are
subject to numerous types of serious
radiation damage and interference.

Radiation hazards

to

astronauts are

significant. Spacecraft can

discharge

following plasma-induced charging,
causing anomalies. Rapid atmospheric
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Service requirements

have a replacement procedure built in such

Regarding space weather as a hazard and
developing strategies and systems to
circumvent the problems that it can cause
gives a very different perspective from the
scientific investigation of the solar-

that, as one element begins to fatl,

short notice to maintain an operational
servlce.

terrestrial system. These different
perspectives frequently mean that the

Applicotions

requirements of scientific and serviceoriented missions are not the same. For

A

example, any monitoring service will
require real-time or near-real-time data
downlinking, together with a negligible
delay in data processing and supply ofdata
to the relevant users. ln contrast, scientific
measurement of the same system may
require observations made at unprecedented

resolution for a short period of time with
no real-time constraint on data acquisition.

Availability of data may also prove

a

problem when instrument teams with
scientific goals wish to restrict data access
prior to publication of scientific results. In
the context of space weather monitoring
and prediction, the availability of real-time
data is of paramount importance to allow

a

replacement can be called into operation at

ESA Iniliolives

for

Spore

Weolher

Europeon Spoce Weother Progronne?

In 1999, ESA

embarked

on

investigation into the feasibility

an

of

a

coordinated space weather programme.
Contracts were placed with two consortia

consisting

of experts in the fields of

engineering, solar-terrestrial science and
space weather effects. These consortia
were led by Alcatel Space (F) and the
Rutherford Appleton Laboratory (UK).
The consorlia performed wide-ranging
analyses ofthe need for a European space

weather programme and the possible
content of such a programme, including:
analysis of space weather effects

-

analysis of the requirements of a space
weather system

-

definition of a service including prototyping aspects ofthis service
definition of the space segment
analysis of programmatic and organisational issues.

These studies were supported by a Space

which may be subject to disruption.
Security of this data may also become an

issue

identified

in the areas of

scientific

research, modelling and observatory
infrastructure. It was stressed that
federation of these activities, which are
currently spread throughout Europe, would

strongly benefit the space weather
community, both in terms of the
development of an applied service and in
terms of coordinated research into the

due

to

military

in US

space weather data
measurements and the increasing
dependency ofsociety on systems affected
by space weather.

The results of these studies are
via ESA's Space Weather

Weather Working Team consisting of
external experts who provided input to the
studies, analysed the work ofthe consortia,
and advised ESA on its future strategy.
Together, the studies identified a wealth
of expertise in space weather already
existing within Europe. Key strengths were

in the future

involvement

accessible

Applications website at:
www. estec. esa.nVwmwww/wma/spweather/

esa initiatives/index.html.
The Spoce Weother Applicotions Pilot Proiecr

This two-year Pilot Project follows

on

from the two parallel space weather studies
described above. It seeks to expand the
results ofthese studies and further develop
the community of space weather service
users and developers in Europe. It will
focus on the development oftargeted space
weather services based on existing or
easily adaptable sources of data, but there

Spote weolher services ore often lorgeled
spedolisls

in

ol

users

who ore nol

spoce weolher effeds. fhese users requfue thol the

conplex sporc weother systen ond how it oflecls lheir inlercsts

be interpreted by the servke provider ond rcnveiled inlo o

fornol thal is eosif underslondoble.
o 'troffk light' systen

This

night toke lhe fom of

solar-terrestrial system as a whole.
It was noted that, at the present time,
many European space weather applications
are based on a US service. It is frequently
the case that tools developed in Europe to
mitigate space weather effects rely heavily
on a US service provision infrastructure
based at the NOAA Space Environment
Centre in Boulder, Colorado. Consequently,

will

evaluation

usets

they receive data via an Internet link,

weather across the wide range of domains
that it aflects.
The Pilot Project will focus on the

(including drag effects)
Scientific spacecraft users (instrument

also be a strong emphasis on outreach

activities, collaboration, and the coordination of existing activities. A quantitative
evaluation of the benefits that a future
coordinated space weather service would

Areas in which service activities will be
developed include (but are not limited to):
Ground-based power distribution systems

bring to European industry and society
will be carried out in parallel. This

-

will independently assess the
benefits of a service devoted to space

development of a number of space weather
applications projects in key areas. These

Space-based communication services
Space-based navigation services and

Spacecraft development and operations

-

interference and campaign planning)
A i rcrew radiation-exposure mon itoring
Public outreach and tourism.

will

be integrated into a common network,
which will be developed in parallel. This

in turn, will provide support
to the individual service development
network,

activities and

will

create a space weather

It is anticipated that this network of pilot
services will pave the way for a future
coordinated European Space Weather
Applications Service.

application service provision infrastrucfure.

Al

present,

nosl spue weolher doto

is

provided hy xientifk

nissions snd the US NlAA neteorologicol sporcuofl- However,
useful spoce weolher

wt

infornotion is

olso

provided hy snoll, low

'hitthhike/ instrunents, of whkh the Stondord Rodiotion

Envircnnenl llonitor (SRElt) k on exonple. fhis infirunenl,
whkh providx dolo on lhe spoce weother rcndilions in lhe

vkinily of lhe sporcooft, hss heen flown on severol
induding lnngrol (shown here in lhe
lsunch) ond Proho.

ESTE|-

ESA

nissions

fesl Gntre prior lo

tuture nissions thot will mny

SRElvl

nonitors
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Thc New Norcia antcnrra is one of the
largest in the rvorlcl tbr telenretrv. tracking
and conrrland (TT&CI) applications and

ESA's

new 35 metre

deep-spote ontenno

ot New Norrio in
Western Austrolio

rcpresents the .jerveJ in thc croun for thc
ground-station netr.r'orl< opelated b,v'' thc

European Spacc Opelations Ccntre
(ESOC). This nerv antcnna is cssential fbr
high-perforr-nance cornnrLrnications r,,'ith
spacccraft in thr out rn spacc and ntissions
in highl,v elliptical orbits ri,hich take thcrl
fal fiom E,arth. ESA's Rosetta ancl Mars
Express scientific missior.rs fall squalelv
into that catcgory.
Reliablc' long-distance conrnrnnications'
bctween the Nerv Norcia glourrd station
and the Rosctta spaceclafi. rrou due for'
laLrnch in carly 2004. will bc csscntial to
acquirc thc scientific data bcing collected
by its instrurnents and to allor,i, E,SOC to
remotely control both tl.re spacecrafi and its

payload when

it is up to 900

ntillion

kilometres awzlr frorl E,arth rnore tlran
sir timcs the distance fiom thc Earth to the
Technicol teolures

Sun.

rvith spacecrafi oret'
huge rlistlnees puts \erv sllinserrt

of fie Stotion

Clommr-rnicating
tJrese

laclio-frequencl, (RF) requirentents on the
g|ound station's antcnna systetr. as $,eight
and energy constraints linrit the size and
transmitting por,ver of the antcnna onboarcl
the spacecraft Thc ground station
thetefore trceds rclV serrsrtirc reecircrs
and por,verful transn-titters. couplecl to a
high-gain antenna of its orvn. in order to
ensure reliable contmunication u,ith the

spacecraft This in turn lneans a large
antenna rvith a narlow beanr r,l'ic1th. and
hence a high pointing accuracv also. The
pror

isron of smooth ntotion b.v

the

Ihe

New Norcio deep*poce ground stolion (onsish 0f

oll of the other fipicol support equipmeil for on onlenno lronl-end. The overoll height of fte ontenno is
oround 40 m, ond fie slrudure ond equipmenl obove fie onlenno pedeshl weigh opproximotely 630 tons.
The onlenno is complemenled by stondord ESA ground+hlion bork-end equipmenl, instolled in 0 seporole

building. Advonced digilol lechnology hos been
used

ond orbil of

fie

fie

posilion

spocecrofi being operoled.

The proied to build the

shlion begon in 1998

ond

stlucture under thc prevailing local

(onodo,

rveather conditions are also lcquired tct
achieve optirnal or.'elall perfblnrance (i e. a
rnain-reflector surface acculacv of0.3 nrnr.

(onlrodor wos SED Syslems

rnole that

0 006 deg in thc Ka-band).
Like all of ESA's other outlving ground

stations. the Ncr.r, Norcia antcnna

rvill

be

lMrAxb

in fie re(eivers, fie demodulotors ond fie

ronging equipmenl used lo delermine

fie industriol leom (0ntroded for fie work involved

of no

The

35 m onlenno is mounted on o full-molion, lurning-heod pedeshl. There is o beom woveguide feed syslem,
(ryogeni(0lly cooled S-ond X-bond low-noise 0mplifiers, 0nd 20 kW 5- ond X-bond tonsmitters, together wilh

antenna's servo subsvstcnt and high
stifthess of the antcllna's rrrechanical

and a tracking error

fie onlenno fronl-end, fte sile infrosfructure fodlifies,

lhe onlenno bork-end, 0nd 0 high-predsion frequenry ond timing syslem bosed on hydrogen mosers.

sever0l c0mp0nies

fie

from

Europeon (ounlries,

Uniled Shtes ond Austrolio. The prime

of

(onodo. Moior

EffiionAIi'--

sub(onlroclors were: Bovis lend Leose of Austrolio

(sile infroslrudure), Nortel DASA SolCom of
Germony (bock-end equipmenll, Verlex
Anlennenlerhnik

of

Germony (mechonicol ond

servo syslem), ond Verlex Anlenno Sysfems of

fie

U5A (posive rodioJrequency system).

remotely contl'ollcd arrd opcrated frorrr
ESOCI in Dannstadt. This avoids the

tbr pclrnanerrt rlanning of thc
station and linrits the necd fbr rnaintenancc

needed

staff to visits on a rvcekll, basis.
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lnconing signols ore colleoed hy the moin

i5 n

dish

ond guided vio lhe sub+efledor ond vorious nirrors down to the rueiver

The

www eso tnl

station's location has been carefully chosen
to provide the necessary satellite visibility,
the required radio-frequency clearance for
data transmission and reception, the best-

available weather conditions, which
influence station performance (rain
attemration, wind speed), and to satisfy the
need for cost-efficient operation and
maintenance.

New Norcia is a small historic town
about one and a halfhours north ofPerth,
where the new ground station provides a

'bridge' between the 150 year old
of its Benedictine Monastery
and the high-tech world of operations in

traditions

deep space!

Gesa

lhe geogrophkol lorction
of lhe New Norcio ground
slotion
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Prepari ng

Reentry
EXPERT'S
- An Aerothermodynamic
In-Flight Research

Programme

lean Muyloer1 Fronrcsco 1pollini, Giorgio fumino, Willi Kordullo, Giorgio Socrctdo,

&

hnstontinos Stuvrinidk

ISA Direclorole of Technicol ond 0perolionol Supporf,
Morco
ESA

hporkci

Direclorole of Humon Spoceflight,

ESTE(, Noordwiik, The Netherlonds
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The Rolionole for Advoncinq
-

Europe's

Aero{hermodynomic Knowhow

The aerodynamic knowhow needed to
dcsign and saf-ely fly future hypersonic
space vehicles is generally obtained via
ground-based cxperimental sinrulations,
conrputational predictions and ground-

FULL-sCALE DEMONSTRATION AND QUA|.IFIOIION, WHERTBY PERFORMANG
ENVILOPES ARE GRADUATLY EXIENDED:

e.g.

-

Horvcver. unless these tools have been
validated by comparison with relevant
wind-tunnel and flight data, thcy lack the
verification needed to ensure optirnal

HOPE, HERMES, OsP

HER(ULES, S()CRATES

EXPERIMENTAL VEH ICLES FOR I N-FtI GHT SUALI FI T1TION OF SYSTEM/SU BSYSTIMS:

e.g.

engineering malgins. The best approach
for establishing that confidence in the

tools

SHUTILI, BURAN, AP0IL0, ARD, ARIANE-5

_ X38,

to-flight extrapolation rnethodologies.

aerotherrnodynarnic design

-

is

thcrefore to validate both the tools and the
design approaches against flight experiments
In the past, howcver, such atternpts have

- B0R4 for T[; B0R5 for GN(;
- HYFLEX for TPS; ALFEX for GNC
- IRDT for lNFl,ATl0N SYSTEM
- PH0ENIX I ond 2 for GNC
- I)(V (SPHYNX - PRT-X - USV)

often been harnpered by serious deflcier.rcies

IN-FLIGHT RESEARCH FOR DESIGN TOOYPHYSICAL MODTL VATIDATION IMPROVEMENTS:

such as poor measurement accuracy and
resolution, flow contamination, lirnited/

e.g.

-

-

isolated single-point measurements ancl. last
but not least. the high costs and risks
associated with achieving a successful

SHARP

Bl,

B2 FL|GHTS, HYSH0I

MIRKA,

EXPRESS

EXPERT

muhiple flighb for oerofiermodyn0mi( rese0rd

flight.
Lessons learned from past European
flight-test programmes, suclr as ESA's
Atmospheric Reentry Demonstrator (ARD).

and development work on lifting-body
vehicles such as the X38 crew-returnvehicle prototype, have underlined the
need for more accurate hypersonic flight
data to benchmark the quality of today's
computational tools and design approaches.

This is particularly the case for the most
challenging problems of hvpersonic flight,

such as flap efficiency and heating,
boundary-layer transition, hightemperature

or chemistry effects, and gas-surface
interaction effects such as catalysis and
oxidation.

The EXPERT flight test programme
of hypersonic flight data and at the same time
will provide the data needed to improve
wind-tunnel to flight extrapolation, by
flying at speeds ranging from 5 krn/sec,

'rl

addresses the current shortage

i

end 2nd slrges

1

corresponding to today's ground-based
hypersonic testing capabilities, up to
km/sec, which is approaching the reentry
of interest for future
space transportation system design. This
provides a unique opportunity in that the
hypersonic facilities can partly duplicate
7

fJight conditions
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EXPEflI

lounch troiectory
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the nose and conical parts continuous. The
12.5-deg conical leading edges generate

axisymmetric flows, enabling twodimensional sensitivity computations.
Two diametrically opposite flaps, presently
at fixed angles of 20 deg, will be open

to

study 3D micro-aerothermodynamic

effects at the corners. base flow recirculation, and non-convex re-radiating

wall effects. Two other diametrically
opposite flaps will be closed to protect
sensitive instrumentation such as an
infrared camera or pyrometer equlpment.
A Reaction Control System (RCS) for
attitude and spin control will keep the
flight angle of attack as close as possible to
the optimum (zero-trimmed incidence).
lhe Volnu I

scaling parameters such as Mach number
(compressibility), Reynolds number

feasibility study performed under ESA
contract, taking into account the payload

(viscosity) and high-temperature effects

mass and volume capabilities of the Volna

(real gas effects).

launcher as well as the need to provide
appropriate resolution for the aerothermodynamic phenomena of interest. It is
basically a 'blunt cone'with four flaps and
flat surfaces ahead of them. lt is 1.6 m long
and 1.1 m in diameter. It has an elliptically
shaped nose (0.55 m local radius) and a
smooth spline to keep the junction between

Thanks to the launch flexibility of
the Russian Volna rocket selecte4 the
EXPERT test vehicle will be able to make
controlled ballistic suborbital flights to
study all of the most critical aerothermodynamic phenomena and then be recovered
for detailed post-flight inspection.
EXPTRI

-

The overall shape of the EXPERT
vehicle has been dictated by the maximum
allowable heat flux in order to avoid
possible degradation of the nose's surface
material due to active oxidation, and by the
need to have clean laminar attached flow
over the majority of the flight path in order
to study gas/surface interaction (catalytic
and boundary-layer transition phenomena)
in sufficient detail.

A Bollistic Vehicle

The configuration finally chosen for
the EXPERI vehicle is the result of a

F Ct U

7C1

F6t.0

V,.at

trnli 6 t-7 A', N25o
W} 0742', ft250

n
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z= I
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Mactl
lleol flux versus Moch Nunber for different troieclories
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-

5, 6 ond 7 km/sec

Peok

hesrflux dkxibution for o 6 kn/sec lroieclory
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Free-slreon lrocking

A

pressure-bosed

Air

Dulo

Syslem (ADSI mounled

on

tXPtRIt nose cone will

be

colibroled so fiot il ron lro&

fie

free oir slreom lhroughoul lhe
otmospheric porlion
The Scientific Poylood

flight progrommes hove

will carry stateinstrurnentation fbr in-flight

The EXPERT vehicle
ot--thc-art

of

lhe

flight. Lesons leorned from posl

fie

shown

imporlonre ol knowledge of

this $reom's density for fie
improved inlerpretolion of

measurerrent of the critical aerothermodynamic phenomena: transition, catalysis,
real gas eflects on shock interaction, as well
as shock-layer species partial densities
and ternperaturcs. Special attention will be

onboord meosuremenls.

paid to the design of mcasurement sensors,
as well as to measurement of the freestream parallctcrs during re-entry (i.e. the
design of thc ADS).

Nose heoling meosuonenls
EXPERT

will hke

odvonloge of

inslrumenlolion originolly developed

for the X38

(fie

experimentol vehide

forerunner

of the

originolly

plonned ftew Resrue Vehicle for the
ISS)

to

meosure temperolures in

fie

nose region. PYREX ond posibly
Roflex gouges will be mounled inside

fie

Cotolysis meoswemenls
The ossessmenl of the rotolytic gos+urfoce inferodion is o

moior contern when designing o fiermol-proleclion
system. The degree of cofolidty

0f o moteriol offech

ile

heofing of the surfore (fie higher the degree of cotolicity,
the higher the woll heot flux), ond fius the design of the
protection needed. Undentonding this phenomenon colk

for very complex modelling ol the moleculor level, which
ron be only portly volidoled in ground-bosed plosmotron
fodlities. A series of lemperolure gouges, eoch covered

wilh cootings wilh different degrees of cotoliriry

ore

foreseen lo be flown on tuo diomelrirolly opposile leoding

,t

q0

edges of TXPERT to sludy

fie

phenomenon.

nose.

R oughne s

Lominor

s-indv ce d t r onsilion s

lo

lurbulenl boundory-loyer lronsilion

is

fie mosl criticol oerofhermodynomic
phenomeno due lo lhe ossocioled locol lemperolure
peoks. Most of the doto obtuined in ground-bosed

considered one of

hypersonic test focilities ore ronlominoled by ocouslic

effeds emonoling from lhe wind tunnel itself.
Roughness-inducing boundory-loyer lronsilion
elemenls
EXPERT

will be mounted on fte leoding edges of

in

diomelricolly opposile locolions. Their

posilion, size ond number

will be chosen such lhol

lronsition oaun in lhe lower ohilude, higher Reynolds
number port of the flight.

Shock inlersctions oround open llops
Boundory-loyer seporulion effecls in fronl of o
deflected

flop offea nol only the effkiency

of the flop for conlrol

lhe

purposes,

bul

olso

heoling ossocioled wilh sheor-loyer

reollochmenl. Three-dimensionol effeds, corner
ond gop heuling, boseJlow rirrulolion ond woll
cooling ore

oll criticol

issues

lhol need lo

be

oddresed in fte design of control flops. Specific

pressure, hesl-flux
EXPTRI's

ond force

will be

(momenl)

performed

using

fixed open flops to investigole

these

me0suremenls

effecb.

Heot lluxes inside closed llops
Toking odvonloge of todoy's copobilities for

meosuring lime-dependonl 3D phenomeno
using non-inlrusive lechniques, on infrored

comero will be mounled inside the dosed

flops. Invene mefhods will be opplied to

lhe dolo meosured beneoft lhe flops

in

order lo'reconslrucl' lhe exlernol 3D heql

flux during re-enlry.

As

fie deflecion of oll

four flops is idenficol, lhe flow results

con

be rross-rhetked with lhose predided using

the more closicol melhods.

Shock-loyer chemislry
When computing

o

hypersonir flow field, lhe fiermo<hemicol model used

ploys o dominonl role becouse

il

slrongly offeds lhe resuhs of

fie

numericol

simulotions. Unforlunolely, those opplicoble lo hypersonic flight could not yet
be fully volidoted ond hence lhere is on ocute need for o relioble sel of lhermo-

rhemicol meosuremenls, purliculorly within the shork loyer, whkh

EXPERT con

provide.

An inslrumenl bosed on

fte

eledron-beom fluorestence tethnique will

lhe concenlrolions of nilrogen ond nilrous oxide, providing very
vqluoble dolo for lhe volidolion of the thermo-themitol models ond
meosure

complemenling the dolo obloined from ground-bosed focilities. Ihe lechnique
currenily works only ot high ohilude, ond so more work is required to improve
lhe syslem.

47

Boundor y -loyer meosu emenl

t

Al the troiling edge,

be

EXPERT

will

equipped wifh o Pilol slolic pressure
roke ond o Longmuir probe in order lo
meosure, respeclively, fi e boun-dory-

loyer chorocteristics ond

fie

eleclron-

density profiles rlose lo lhe woll. The

resuhing choroclerisolion

of

lhe

boundory loyer ol fte toiling edge ol

fte vehirle will further ronfibule lo
our undenfonding of boundoryJoyer
lronsilion phenomeno.

Bose- ond sltip-flow

meoswements

Presure ond heol-flux
meosuremenls

will

be

mode ol seleded ooinls on

IXPERIt bose. Some slip

flow gouges ore to

be

inslolled ol specific poinls

on the vehkle's leoding
edges lo provide dolo wilh

whirh

to

volidote the

currenl Monle

(orlo

numerirol simulofion lools.

Block-out meosuremen s
EXPERT

will (0rry s0me refleclomelers,

similor

lo

lhose flown on

ESA!

Almospheric Reenlry Demonslrutor

(ARD), whirh combined with the
Longmuir probes will deliver

dolo-sel

o

good

for the volidotion of

the

ollenuotion codes describing the

lhernul proleclion
It is plonned to fly o smoll innovolive woler-rooled

blockoul phenomeno.

lhermol-profeclion syslem os o possenger. Bosed
on on ideo emonoting from the Technicol Universily

of Delfi (NL), il

uses

fie

concepl

of

forced

ronvedion firough o woler evoporolion process.

(onclusion

Tran

As an in-flight research programme, the prirne objective of the EXPE,RT
testbed is to irnprove our understanding of such critical aerothermodynamics phenomena as transition, catalysis, blackout, real gas effccts
and shock-wave boundary-layer interactions associated with flap
efficiency and heating Multiple flights using the Volna launcher are
foreseen, focusing on wind-tunnel to flight extrapolation as well as on
the use of modern in-flight measurement techniques. At prescnt, two
ballistic flights are planned at 5 and 6 km/sec. If successful, further

The authors are also indebted to Dr Danilkin and his tearrr
lrom SRC for providing the Vohra launcher specifications

flights at higher speed (7 km/sec) will follow for the study of aerobraking and jet interaction, and flights to study advanced materials
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associated with high-speed re-entry may also bc
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anticipated.

@esa

1sr Announcement and Call for Abstracts

(@esa
\;\.^j\l,i

i.;

:,;:

,:'

In the framework of ESAs Aurora programme and with the support of CNES,

the Working Group "Radiation of High Temperature Gases" (WG RHTG) is
organizing a workshop on Radiation of High Temperature Gases in
Atmospheric Entry.Topics of interest include:

(iltllililffiu,

cnes

CENTRE NATIONAL D'ETUDE SPATIALES

":l

i'i

_',1 t_.

t-:C:j

'

- Non Equilibrium Chemical Kinetics
- Hypersonic Flow
- Plasma Emission and Absorption
- Computational Fluid Dynamics
- Instruments and Facilities
- Flight Experiments
- Radiation Transfer
- Radiation emission & transfer database and models
- Re-building of selected radiative emission and absorption experiments
- Numerical axially-symmetric test-cases for flow and radiation emission and
absorption calcu lations
For further information see the Workshop website at:

I

wr,ryvu.

estec. e:ia . rriiriDn.ierencesi

s?tTurs

5UrE'1f

rceNrc

R

or contact
Prof. Paulo Gil
email: p.gil @ dem.ist.utl.pt
Tel: +351 21 841 71 96 (direct)
Tel: +351 21 841 71 97 (secretariat)
Fax: +351 21 841 94 68
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&

Aneurin G. Bird

Arlemis Progromme 0ffice,
ESA

Direclorole of Applicotions,

ESIE(, Noordwiik, The Netherlonds

After a

8

months, E SA's latest
assigned position in
geostationary orbit on 3l January. Launched on problematic Ariane-5 flight 142 on
12 July 2001, which experienced a malfunction in its upper stage, the satellite was
remarkable recovery operation lasting

telecommunications satellite Artemis

l

finally reached its

injected into an abnormal, low-energy orbit with an apogee height only half that of the
standard geostationary transfer orbit (GTO). For any conventional communications
satellite, this would have resulted in the total loss of the mission. Thanks, however, to the
combination of technologies onboard Artemis and the innovative control procedures
devised by the spacecraft control team, the satellite has been coaxed into the correct final
orbit and is now able to provide the operational data-relay, land-mobile and navigation
services for which it was desiened.

The Recovery (oncepl

Although Artemis carried

a

significant

mass of chemical propellant, it was judged
after the launch mishap that this was

insufficient to reach geostationary orbit

(GEO) and still have sufficient fuel
available to provide a useful stationkeeping function. It was therefore decided
to use chemical propellant to reach an
fhe overoll nonoeuvring slmlegy for Arlenis recovery

intermediate parking orbit and then use the
RNAL 6EO ORBIT

control mode, for the transfer to GEO.
A favourable balance was found between
the mass of chemical propellant remaining
for operations in GEO and the time taken

for the final transfer using the ionpropulsion system. The intermediate
parking orbit was chosen to be about
5000 km below GEO. This required
200-300 days of ion-propulsion operation
but still left sufficient chemical propellant
to meet the basic satellite-control
requirements in GEO.
The first and most urgent phase of the

FIVI PIRIGEI
B()()ST MAN()EUVR6

IHRIE PERIGEI
BOOST MANOEUVRES

satellite's experimental ion-propulsion
system, together with a new attitude-

ORBIT RAISIl{G

WIT]| ION THRUST

TRANSFER-()R8IT
AT INJEOION

CIR(UI.AR
PARKING-ORBIT

recovery was to make a series of engine
burns at perigee to lift the orbit of Artemis
beyond the Earth's destructive radiation
belts. lt was by no means straightforward
to adapt the control modes of the liquidfuelled engine to operate in eclipse, and in
the absence of telecommand contact.
Operation of the satellite's infrared earth
sensor well below its specified altitude
limits was also a critical element in
achieving success with these early operations.

eso bullelin

ll4-moy
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lwo ion lhrulers on lhe south foce of

There followed more conventional

Artenk

chemical-engine burns at apogee to raise

and circularise the orbit at the chosen
parking-orbit altitude and reduce its

inclination.

All of the manoeuvres

executed proved to be successful and were
also highly efficient. Within a few days of

launch, therefore, Artemis was safely
under control in its parking orbit, circling
the Earth every 5 days. A new global
ground-station network was arranged to
monitor and control it.
lhe RllA ion-propukion thruster

The lon-Thrusling Solufion

Up to that point, the possibility of using
the ion-propulsion system with a new
attitude-control mode had been only the
germ of an idea. The four ion engines are
mounted in pairs (for redundancy) on the
corners of the satellite, providing thrust
both perpendicular to and in the orbital

of
the satellite's orbital inclination, the in-

their almost imperceptible thrust, but with

plane component was unused. However,
this was the very component needed for

good efficiency, and more than 20 kn/day
could be achieved by using two thrusters

the rescue operation, which required thrust

simultaneously.

to be

The first few months, however, brought
many new problems to be resolved, related

plane. As originally designed for control

generated

in the orbital plane

to

increase the radius ofthe orbit. Harnessing

this in-plane thrust in the direction of to the daily passages through eclipse,
motion required rotation of the satellite in tuning of engine performance, and
the orbital plane by 90 degrees.
experimentation with different attitudeThus just a few weeks after launch, the
serious design work was started to devise,

test and program the new attitude-control
laws, data-handling modes and new flightcontrol procedures. In all, about 20%, of
the original spacecraft control software

had to be modified. Thanks to the reprogrammable onboard control concept
used on Artemis, these modifications

could be uplinked

to the satellite as

'software patches', amounting in total to
15 000 words

-

the largest reprogramming

of flight software ever implemented on

a

telecommunications satellite.
By the end of December 2001 , work on
the new software had been completed and
it was subsequently validated using the
spacecraft simulator. Once the new flightcontrol procedures had also been validated,

all preparatory activities were complete,
and on l9 February 2002 rhe orbit-raising
manoeuvres were commenced. The ion
engines started to expand the orbit with
52
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control techniques to orientate the satellite
for optimum propulsion from the engines.
These activities took time and sometimes
resulted in an interruption in effective
thrusting, slowing progress. The greatest
concern was the failure by JuJ'y 2002 of
three of the four ion-propulsion units. At
that time Artemis was barely half way on
its 5000 km route to GEO. The ensuing
months were a very tense period, but the
one remaining thruster unit continued to
perform well, providing an average rate of

stable performance and high efficiency.
The three engines that failed did so for
reasons unrelated to the fundamental ionpropulsion process or the design of the
thruster assemblies (possible breakdown of

high-tension insulation; sticking

of

a

thruster flow-control valve).

These
anomalies are still under investigation, and

those three thruster units may yet be

reactivated.

Still, the

ion-propulsion

subsystem has already operated for the
equivalent of 4 years of geostationing
lifetime, and the remaining operable
thruster has so far logged no less than 6000

climb of 15 km/day.

hours of in-orbit operation.

In evaluating the performance of the ionpropulsion system, we have to remember

The Artemis experience therefore
represents a major step forward for ion-

that two different, experimental technologies
were being flown and tested in-orbit for the

propulsion technology,

first time, and used in operational

performance,

modes

for which they had not been intended. In
practice, all four ion thrusters worked
successfully for periods ranging from a
few hundred to several thousand hours,

during which they exhibited a robust,

by dramatically
not only its impressive
but also the practicality of

demonstrating

low-thrust orbital transfer. The feasibility
of many of today's planned missions relies
on ion propulsion and they have been
eagerly awaiting the Artemis demonstration,
albeit not in such a spectacular fashion!

The (ommissioning Phose

The Services Provided by Artemis

When Artemis at last reached its assigned
slot in geostationary orbit on 3 I January

Dolo-Reloy Servkes

2003, there was hardly time for

Routine use of the doto-reloy links by 5P0I-4 ond Envisot storted in April.

congratulations, let alone a well-deserved
rest for the operations teams. Within hours

of its arrival, the

spacecraft had

to

be

reconfigured lor geostationary operations
using new attitude-control laws and new
operational procedures.
Although many spacecraft modes had
been exercised during the recovery
process, and although payloads had also
been checked out, the most remarkable
being the first optical data-relay link in
November 2001 with SPOT4 (reported in
ESA Bulletin No. 108), Arlemis had finally

arrived in orbit just when a significant
community of users was waiting for it. It

was therefore imperative to complete
formal commissioning and performance
assessment as quickly as possible. An
intensive measurement campaign

was

conducted using the test facilities at ESAs

5P0T-4

will moke operolionol use of fie

SILIX

doh vio

poylood fo fonsmil high-resolution imoge

Arlemis to the 5P0T lmoge dolo-processing cenlre in
Toulouse (F). Severol

opirol

posses per doy

will

be

used. 0aosionol use will olso be mode of the S-bond

dolo-reloy link for 5P0T-4 felemelry rereplion of the
5P0T-4

[onlrol (enlre.

tnvisol will use up lo two |(o-bond rhonneh wilh one

link every orbit. hs globol, borkground, ASAR ond
MIRlS inslrument dolo will be tqnsmifled vio
Arlemis lo lhe Envisol doh-processing (enlre 0l
ESRIN

in Froscoti (l).

Spoce-bosed dolo reloy offers o number

to Eorlh-observolion

of

benefits

missions: longer contod limes,

reohime lronsmissions, higher volume

of

improved reliobllity, ond greofer flexibility

dolo,

of

doto

seledion. When the firsl reohime imoges ore
received in Europe following on environmenlol
incidenl, fte full polenilol of doto reloy will be

in Belgium, followed by
interface tests with Artemis users. This
campaign thankfully demonstrated that the
spacecraft and its payload were both
performing according to specification.
The 50 Mbps optical data-relay link with
SPO}4 was again established with the
same high quality achieved in November
2001. The particularly exacting 100 Mbps

0pporenl. Dolo-reloy users need exlensive in-orbif

Ka-band data-relay link with Envisat was

Lond-Mobile Servkes

Redu station

experien(e with this new form of

doh collecfion lo

fieir conlrol ond operolions philosophy, ond
fie future of [uropeon dolo reloy will very much
odopl

depend on

fie Arlemis experien(e.

0lher users plonning lo the Artemis dolo-reloy
servi(es ore fie Aulomoled Tronsfer Vehide (ATV) ond (olumbus elemenl of fte Inlernolionol

Spoce Slolion

fl$).

fie

fte

also acquired at the lirst attempt and image

From April until the end of

transmissions and subsequent tests have
shown this link to be of very high quality.
The first Ka-band and S-band links between
Artemis and NASDA's ADEOS-II satellite

(EMS) service provided by Telespozio/Eulelsof.

yeor,

L-bqnd poylood of Artemis will corry

fie

Europeon Mobile Sy$em

Ihis provides low-dolo-role ond voire services to smoll mobile

usen (lrucks, boots). lt is expecled fiol under future conlrocls fie volume of fte service will sleodily increose
lo loke odvonloge of fie greoler copocily of fie Arlemh poylood.

Novigolion Service

were also realised first time without a
problem, and the whole test plan with

The Europeon Geoslofionory Novigolion 0verloy Servire (tGN05l is cunenily in protolype operoiion using

ADEOS was completed within three days.
Upon completion of these commissioning
tests. formal reviews have been held and

wilhod inlerruption of runenl servke. When EGN05 goes live oround
April 2004, fte Artemis lronsponder will form on involuoble elemenl of fte operolionol syslem, providing fie
odditionol (0veroge, prerision ond reliobility needed lo meel fie sy$em performonte requiremenls.

novigolion lronsponders on Inmonql solelliles. The novigolion poylood on Arlemis will be integroted inlo
EGN0S syslem in

fie

fie

course of 2003

Artemis has been declared fully
operationai and cleared for routine service
operations starting in April 2003.
Conrlusion

The Artemis mission has encountered

many programmatic and practical
problems during its development,
culminating with the unfortunate launch
failure. Thanks, however, to the satellite's

novel ion-propulsion and re-programmable
onboard control technologies, and the

ingenuity of its engineers. a unique
recovery operation has been possible. As
a result, the satellite is safely in orbit,
having already fulfilled its technology
demonstration mission admirably. Despite
the long and arduous recovery action,

Artemis is now ready, on time, to provide
the services it was designed foq both
demonstration and operational, with the
potential to promote and stimulate further
space-enabled data-relay activities in
Europe
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Medical Care
Telemedicine
Francesco Felkioni

Telecommunicolions Deporlmenf, [5A Direclorote of Applitotion Progrommes,
ESTE(, Noordwiik, The Netherlonds

'Telemedicine' can be defined in various ways, but the
underlying concept is based on the simple fact that, thanks

to

modern telecommunications links, diagnostic and

therapeutic medical information can be passed between
patient and doctor without either of them having to travel.
Initially and for quite a long period, voice communication,
via telephone or radio, was used to solicit the opinion of a
doctor in the case of an emergency, but the potential of
Telemedicine was boosted dramatically by the widespread
introduction of modern information and communication
technology (ICT) into the healthcare sector. Today we are
at the point where the boundary separating Telemedicine
and medical ICT is somewhat blurred. The prospect of

using satellite communications technologies and
associated connectivity services to support even wider
application of the benefits of Telemedicine was the reason
why ESA began actively pursuing activities in this
challenging domain back in 1996.
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to the availability of initial installation, the network of hospitals
is still routinely using the system every

Adivilies lo Dole

diagnosis). Thanks

The opportunity for ESA to promote
satellite communication in the field of

satellite broadband connections (384 kbit/s
to 2 Mbit/s), the system proved effective in

week.

Telemedicine with pre-operational systems
first arose in 1996 when, in support of the

providing video links with acceptable
quality and speed to transfer medical

The

humanitarian mission

in the former

images. Medical peripherals such as an

(onlribufion of

ARTES

With the launch of the Multimedia
Element of ESA's ARTES programme

Yugoslavia, a consortium of space industry
and two major Italian hospitals asked the

X-ray scanner and cameras in the
operating theatre were connected to the

Advanced Research in Telecommunications

Agency to provide support in setting up

system, opening new ways to exploit the
Telemedicine setup and to provide remote

Systems, dedicated to promoting and
enhancing the competitive position of

asslstance.

European and Canadian industry and

satellite-based

a

pilot

communication
system between hospitals in Italy and a
field hospital in Sarajevo. At that time, a
videoconferencing system, developed a
few years earlier in the context of the
Agency's Olympus Utilisation Programme

In

parallel with the tele-consultation
activity, a group of doctors from the

of Sarajevo started to use the
system as a learning platform, presenting

University

operators

in the field of

satellite-based

multimedia Telemedicinequicklybecame
a hot topic for that part of the programme

dedicated

to the

develooment

and

lhe field hospitol in
Soroievo whkh
hosted the ESA

leleneditine Fotility

fron

with

associated Local Area Network

connections, was installed. The possibility
to exploit the expertise of medical
specialists located hundreds of kilometres

away helped

to

reduce the feeling of

professional isolation experienced by the
doctors in the field hospital, particularly

when faced with medical problems that
were new to them.

The Telemedicine system hosted at the
Sarajevo field hospital was mainly used to
support tele-consultations concerning both
military and civilian patients, both on-line

(e.g. live video conferences) and offline
(e.g. by sending medical images for later
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and discussing clinical cases such as
vitreo-retinal surgery techniques and
pathology microscope images with
medical teachers located in the hospitals
on the Italian side.

After the initial running-in period,

the
system was progressively enhanced and
new functions added in response to the
explicit needs of the medical community.

Two additional satellite terminals and the
associated Telemedicine systems were
added to the satellite network, one in Pec
and one in Tirana. This method of working
has been readily accepted, to the point
where today, more than six years after the

validation

1996

to 1999

of innovative applications and

servlces.

Between 1997 and 2002, 20 different
projects have been undertaken within the

ARTES programme to explore

and

promote the different facets of
Telemedicine via satellite, taking a
pragmatic approach (see accompanying
table). These projects have been targeted at
developing the hardware, software and

content elements required by the specific
Telemedicine applications and then using
the resulting system in a pilot utilisation

phase

with real users and under truly

operational conditions.

Telemedicine-reloled Proiecls inilioled through ESAI ARTES
Progromme
(wilh porlicipoling counfries in brockels)
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The inherent global capabilities of
satellites make them the most suitable tool

for communication applications involving

high mobility, emergency and disaster
situations, broadband access from
underserved areas, multicasting and
dissemination of multimedia contents.
high capacity and fast deployment for
temporary use. For some of these
applications, satellites are the only
solution. A summary of the particular
relevance of satellite communication for
the different areas of Telemedicine is given
in the accompanying table.
Towords Susloinoble Telemedicine

An important

aspect addressed by the
Telemedicine activities hosted within the
ARTES programme is the sustainability of
the various operations after completion of

the contract with ESA. In this respect,
from the very early phase of the
programme it was evident that these
exploratory activities with new satellitebased applications and services could have

ended up merely as demonstrations of new
technologies, unable to progress beyond

Sotrom Aspecls

Telemedicine Areos

Broodbond, Highly Interoctive

solid regulation at international level

'showcase' status. This risk is particularly
in the field of Telemedicine,
where a number of operational,
organisational and regulatory aspects have
a strong influence on what has to
eventually become accepted practice
within a given healthcare system.
To prepare the different projects to deal
with such a risk, strong ernphasis was put
on ranking the proposed opportunities on
the basis of their strategic merits. In a very
early phase, therefore, the projects were

relevant

forced

to face the question of how

concerning Telemedicine services. The
second is the fact that costs incurred for
accessing Telernedicine services are not
eligible for reimbursement by the national

(with very few
exceptions, such as Nor-way). The third is
the lack of a clear process of certification
for distance-learning systeuts, to validate
the credits required by the Continuing
Medical Education progralnmes, which are
becorning mandatory in many countries.
healthcare systems

It is only

the

matter of time before these

initiative u,ould be sustained following

questions will be sorted out, by which time

the completion of the contract with ESA.
In pursuing this challenging objective,
all of the Telemedicine-related projects
have foreseen from the outset strong
participation by the user community. as a
representation of the target customer base
to which the system will be exposed in the

the mechanism, the technologies and the
services for Telemedicine must be in piace.

This is why ESA's role is both crucial and
tirnely in providing the opportunity for such
ventures through its ARTES programme.
Some Lessons Alreody Leorned

pilot utilisation phase.
Of course. a number of critical factors
are still to be resolved before Telemedicine

Although each ARTES project explores

can be deemed a consolidated opportunity,
of which three seem to play a major role.

critical features would seem to characterise
the current situation of Telemedicine as a
whole. They can be summarised in terms

The first is the lack

of

coordinated and

Broodbond

Multicosting/

High (opocity/Fost

Comnunicotions in

Atress from

Disseminotion of

Deploymenl for

Emergenry ond

Underserved

Multimedio

Iemporory Use

Disoster Situolions

Areos

(ontents

+

+

++

++

++

High lllobility

Applicolions

Dktributed Environment for
Medicol Simulotion
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parlicular strategic opportunity in
Telemedicine, a number of recurring

of the following lessons learncd:
Telemedicine is still at an early stage of
maturity. The process of gathering the

The Next Slep

valuable contribution in this dircction and

Telemedicine is an innovative field of
applicltion wlrere salcllite cotttntunicalions

havc allowed us to identify and explore
new technical solutions and applications
with the clear potential to becorne part of

user requiretnents has in rnany cases to

can play an important role, and where

be assisted by a process of awarcnessbuilding devoted to preparing the uscr
community for making the most of the

associated technology, applications and

Te

I

a

become part of the'traditional' healtl.rcare

monitoring, diagnosis, therapy

systern.

medical education, and to identify possible

The integration of Telernedicine into the
healthcare
professionals can only be pursued though

guidelines that should be taken into
account in delining future progranttnatic
actions for the further developnrent of

an intensive process of awarctress building
among the user comtnutrity and the
stakeholders in the healthcare system. The

Tel

respect.

ernedicine opportunity.

Telemedicine brings changcs in the
organisational environtrent of any healthcare system. As these systems are often
already very complicated Telemedicine
can be successfully introduced only if
conceived and proposed in

not only to coexist with, but also to

thc future Telemedicine practices.
ESA Telecom is continuing to play an
active role in encouraging and prornoting
the use of satellites for Telemedicine. A
Symposium at ESRIN in May 2003 will
bring together communications specialists
and healthcare professionals to review the
current status of satellitc-based Telemedicine services and technologies in

services can quickly be turned into
concrete benefits for mankind. In this

proper context,

and not imposed on the basis

of

a

technological push.
essence, Telemedicine is primarily an
information flow between healthcare
professionals. As such, it should not try
to impose new corrmunication paths, but
rather enhance and etnpower the existing

thc several activities launched

within ESA and the E,uropean Urrion have
already contributcd to the process of
bringi ng Telemcdic i ne from demonstration

to operational reality.

Sucl.r

realities have

working environment of

In

projects launched so far have provided

ones.

ernedicine vi a satellite

and

@esa
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For a demo version or details on ordering
the software : fastrad@trad.fr
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News from the

Rkhurd G. Morsden
ESA

Direclorole of Scientifir Progrommes, [ST[(, Noordwiik, The Netherlonds

Edwurd J. Smith
Jet Propukion loborolory, (olifornio In$ilule of Technology, Posodeno,

lnfroduclion

Trueto its clossical nomesoke in Donte's

Inferno,the

Launched from Cape Canaveral more than 13 years ago, Ulysses
is well on its way to completing two full circuits of the Sun in a
unique orbit that takes it over the north and south poles of our
star. In doing so, the European-built space probe and its payload
of scientific instruments have added a fundamentally new
perspective to our knowledge of the bubble in space in which the
Sun and the Solar System exist, called 'the heliosphere'.

ESA-NASA Ulysses mission hos

ventured into the'unpeopled world
beyond the Suni in the pursuit

USA

of

'knowledge high'!

1'- t.
stF

!

a

r-'{

.r_l=
6l

A small spacecraft by today's standards.
Ulysses weighed just 367 kg at launch,
including its scientific payload of 55 kg.
The nine scicntific instruments on board
measure thc solar wind the heliosphcric
nragnetic fielcl natural radio ernission and
plasma waves, energctic particles and
cosrnic rays, interplanetary and interstellar
dust, neutral interstcllar heliurn atoms, and
cosmic gamma-ray bursts. The Ulysses

science team responsiblc for the
instruments is truly international, with
investigators fronr many European
countries, the Unitcd States. and Canada.

Following its initial exploration of the
solar polar regions

in

1994-95, when the

Sun was in its most quicscent state (known
as 'solar minimum'). Ulysses returned fbr

a second look in 2000-2001. This time,
however, solar activity hacl reached the
peak ('solar rnaximum') in its I l-year
cycle, presenting scientists with a unique
chance to compare conditions at these two
extremes in stellal behaviour.

With a journey of well over 6.5 billion
kilometres already undcr its belt. the
intrepid European-bui lt Ulysses spacecraft
is still in excellent health, and continues to
deliver first-class sciencc.
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With the cornpletion of the

seconcl

nortlrern polar pass in December 2001.
Ull,sses pror"ided thc first. and 1bt'thc
lbrseeablc fLrture onlv. sulvel, ofthc highlatitude heliosplierc u.ithin 5 AU of the Sun

over thc firll range of solar activit,r"
conditions Thc spacecraft is currcntlv
hclding lr$ irr litr|tt thc Surr ()n( c ilgJin. oll
its way touarcls aphelion at llie end of

.lr-rne

2004.

Thc rcsults fionr the first sct of
passes.

in

polar'

199,1-95. lrar"e been clcscribcd in

carlicl Bulletins (e.g. E,SA Bulletin 103.
pp zl t-47). and in particulat' in the rcccnt
book 'Thc Hcliosphere Near Solar
Mininrirm: thc Ulvsses Perspectirc'
(published by Sprin-ucr-Praris). We therctirrc fbcLrs here on -just a t'cu' of the

scientific highlights from the reccnt'solar
naxitnun-t nlsston'.
Scienrifir Highlights
Solor wind ond magnetic lield
Ulysses' crploratiorr of the solar u'incl ancl

its physical characteristics

spccd.

temperatllrc and cornposition duling
maximurn solar activity has revealed au

cntilcly dit'f-erent configr-rration fionr that
observed near solar r-uiniuruur. Thcn
Ulysses tbund a

he

liosphere dorninatcd by

the fast wincl fl'onr the southern

Hislory of

fte Mision

This joint ESA-NASA

collaboratir"c
n-rission. thc first er er to flv ovcr thc polcs
of the Sun. as lautrclred b1, the Space
"t
ShLrttle 'Discolelv' on 6 October 1990.
tusin-{ a cunrbined IUS, PAM-S Lrpper-sta-se

to

in-jccr

thc spacecrafi into a direct

Ull,sses' prin.rary objective is to explorc
the heliosphclc in tbur dimerrsiorrs: three
spatial dirnensions plus tinre. AlthoLr-rlh
Ulysses Iras rnade ground-brcaking
discovclics at rlrany points along its uniquc
trajectory. thc 'polar passes'(the segrrents

above T0" heliographic latitudc

in

each

Earth .lupiter tlarrsfcl orbit Arrir ing at
.lLrpiter rn Fcblualy I 992. Ulvsses executecl
a grar itv-assist r-nanocLrvrc that placed it in
its fi nal S u rr-centeled. out-of'-cc I ipti c orbit.

henri sphcrc) have attractecl speci al i ntclcst.

With a period of (r 2 years. thc orbit is
inclined at 80.2" to thc solar eqLrator. the
pcrihelion (point ofcloscst approach to the
Sun) is at 1.3 AU (IAstronomical Unit is

Ulysses allivcd ovcl the Sun's sor-rth polar
regions for the second time in Novcnrbcr'
2000. Solal activitl' retiched its rnaxirnunr

thc nrcan Surr-Earth distance. equal to 50
nrillion J<nr). arrd the aphelion at 5.4 AU
(the nrost clistant point in the orbit).
1

www eso inl

ancl

rrorthern polal colonal holcs+ (not unlike
the Earth's ozone holes). but cluring solar
rraxirnurr those lnr-{e polar coronal holcs
had disappcared arrd the heliosphcrc
appcarccl truclt tnore sltntmctrical. The
solar wind tlou s rleasured throughout thc
south polar pass. arrcl nruclr of Ulysscs

rapid transit frorr sor-rth to north. showed
no systcn.rtrtic dependence on latitudc. At
all latitudcs. the wind itself r.vas gerrcrallv
slower and rruclr rrorc lariable than at
solar rninirnurn.

Thc first suclr passes took placc in 199,1
(south) ancl 1995 (north). as Lhc Sun's

acti\it\ \\lrs Jppf()irehirrg a

rttirtirttrrrtt.

in 20(X). so that Ulysscs crpcricrrced a i'ery
ditl'erent environmcnt fi-onr thc one it had
cncoLrntered duling thc
passes

first high-latitude

+ ('otttrtul holt's utt' t'rlent/t'l tcgiotts irt rltt' Strtt'.s
tttutosltltctt. or (oton(, lhut Ltlpcdt tlui; itt \-ttr,,
itntges of tltt' Strtt (ht'trrt' tht' nuutel 'lhis is
bt'tttu;t Iht't tttc tr:xtlt't, ttntl Less tlertst, lltutt tht
surrottntlittg tot ontt ('otttrutl holtr urt' lurgtsl tttttl
tlto\l :tdl)l? dl or ntur lltt solur lxtlcs, ltttt titLtlttr lt

n(dt'\t)lur uittitttunt, ttnl ttn'l;ttotrtt lo ht'lltt'
1tr

ittttu.t sourtt of ltigh-s;1tt't'tl srtfur t intl
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A rcnporison of solor-wind observolions during the lirst (solor
ninimun) snd sercnd (solor noxinum) orhits.lhe rcloured

o lunclion of Ulysu' Iolilude,
ogoid o bockground inoge of the Sun fron 50H0/E\T/USC0

troces show solor-wiml speed os

(Cowtesy of D.J.

ltdonw,

SWRI

/

P Riley, SAI(J

When Ulysses reached high northern

latitudes

in late 2001. however. it

of a
new polar coronal hole. This clearly
witnessed the formation and growth

marked the start of a return to more stable
conditions. The solar wind became faster
and more uniform, resembling the flows
seen over the Sun's poles at solar
minimum. By the end of 2001, regular
excursions into variable, slower wind were
once again the order ofthe day for Ulysses.
The explanation for these differences can
be found in the fact that the Sun had only

just begun its transition to more stable
conditions during the second northern
polar pass, whereas solar-minimum-like
conditions were already well-established in
1994t95.

A

characteristic feature at times of

enhanced solar activity

is the frequent

of so-called

'Coronal Mass

occurrence

or CMEs'. These violent
eruptions from the Sun are often
Ejections,

associated with solar flares, and are one of
the principal drivers of'space weather' (on

which there is an article elsewhere in this
Bulletin). A typical CME can involve as
much as l0 million million kg of ionized
gas - equivalent to 25 million fully-loaded
747 jumbos! - travelling away from the
Sun at speeds up to 1000 km,/sec. When a
fast-moving CME encounters the Earth's

magnetosphere,

the

weather effects.

A

latter becomes
compressed, resulting in magnetic storms
that in turn are the source ofmany spaceCME-driven shock

wave that swept past over Ulysses in May
2001 was responsible for the most intense

interplanetary magnetic field, and highest
solar wind densiry ever observed by the
spacecraft.

The development of the global solarwind characteristics discussed above was

reflected

in

Ulysses' magnetic-field

observations. One of the many questions
that has been investigated is how the high

solar activity level affected the structure
and dynamics of the heliospheric magnetic

field. Although the solar magnetic field,
corona and solar wind were highly
variable, the magnetic
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field at

Ulysses

time Ulysses was at high northern latitudes
for them to be carried out by the fast solar
wind.
Energelic porticles

One of the key discoveries made during the
high-latitude passes of Ulysses at solar
minimum was the unexpected ease with

which energetic charged particles, mainly
protons, were able to gain access to the
polar regions of the heliosphere. This was
surprising because the source of these
particles was known to be confined to

much lower latitudes. This discovery
prompted lheorists to re-assess existing
models of the heliospheric magnetic field.
and even led to new suggestions regarding

the source of the solar wind itself. An
obvious question, then, when Ulysses
returned to high latitudes at solar
maximum, was: Do energetic particles
have the same easy access when the
heliosphere is much more chaotic? Ulysses

(-1.5

2.5 AU from the Sun) maintained a

surprisingly simple structure, rather like a
bar magnet. In contrast to the situation at
solar minimum, however, the equivalent
magnetic poles were located at low
latitudes rather than in the polar caps. This
is consistent with the presence of coronal

Presumably, the newly formed fields in

the south polar cap had not yet

been

carried out into space by the solar wind
suggesting that the open fields measured
by Ulysses in fact originated at lower
latitudes. In contrast, the polar cap fietds in

the north had evolved sufficiently by the

provided an unequivocal answer: Yes. ln

fact, the intensity profiles

of

energetic

particles recorded at all latitudes were very
similar to measurements made near the
Earth, close to the solar equator.

Scientists knew that

the source of

energetic particles at solar maximutn and

holes near the Sun's equatol and their
absence at the poles. The spreading out of
the field lines from these equatorial
sources to high latitudes, in turn, caused

Solar Flare

the solar wind to be deflected poleward.
Another phenomenon of great interest

was the reversal of the Sun's magnetic
polarity that occurred during the 2000 and
2001 polar passes. It was found that the
reversal process is a complex one that
takes several months. while the corona
evolves to reflect the changes occurring at
the Sun's visible surface, or'photosphere'.
This meant that although ground-based

I
o

r

observations showed that the reversal of
the surface magnetic field in the southern
polar cap had already taken place when
Ulysses was at high southern latitudes, the

field measured at the
still had the 'old' (negative)
polarity. A year later, when Ulysses
heliospheric

130

spacecraft

Shock

reached high northern latitudes, both the
surface and heliospheric magnetic fields
had the same 'new' (negative), polarity.
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patterns

will

soon become established,

enabling Ulysses to add another chapter in

Solar Minimum

the

of global particle
in the three-dimensional

investigation

transport
heliosphere.

fi-4

Iocol lnlerstellor Mediun
Ulysses science does not focus exclusively

10-6

1995.5

on the Sun. Observations made by the
instruments on board have also added

scattering by small-scale twists and turns
in the heliospheric magnetic field, and drift
motions caused by the large-scale pattern
of field lines. The direction in which the
cosmic rays drift depends on the electric
charge carried by the particles, and on the
Sun's magnetic polarity.
At the time of the Ulysses solar-

Interstellar Medium (ISM) surrounding the
heliosphere. The Sun has recently entered
a rather small, but relatively dense, warm
cloud - the Local Interstellar Cloud or LIC
with profound consequences for Earth

significantly
solar is not the same. As noted earlier, fast
CME-driven shock waves give rise to the
numerous large increases in particle flux

that are characteristic of solar maximum.
In addition to revealing the presence of
large fluxes of energetic particles over the
poles, the Ulysses measurements indicate
that the number of these particles in many
events is comparable to that measured
simultaneously in the ecliptic near 1 AU.

to our knowledge of

the

that are not yet fully understood. The
physical characteristics of the LIC have a
strong influence on the heliosphere,

This has led to the idea of the inner

direction of positively charged cosmic-ray

its size and shape, and
Ulysses is unique in having the right orbit
and instruments to measure the properties

heliosphere near solar maximum acting as
a 'reservoir' for solar energetic particles.
The precise mechanism by which the
particles fill this reservoir is still being

particles entering the heliosphere

of this LIC

debated.

It is certainly different from

that

in operation at solar minimum. Whatever

the mechanism, however, Ulysses

has

shown that energetic charged particles can
the
heliosphere during all phases of the solar

gain access to all regions of

cycle far more easily than expected. This in
turn has consequences for our ability to
predict the 'space weather'that astronauts
venturing far away from Earth are likely to
encounter.
Cosmic

roys

Galactic cosmic-ray particles moving
through the heliosphere are affected by a
combination of processes that include
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minimum high-latitude passes, the Sun's
field was such that the predicted flow
was

inward over the poles. By the same token,
these particles were predicted to leave the

heliosphere along

the

helio-magnetic

equator. Under these conditions, Ulysses
was expected to observe more cosmic-ray
nuclei over the poles. Such an increase was
indeed found but was smaller than
expected, suggesting that charged particles
of all energies are less restricted in their
motion by the heliospheric magnetic fields
than previously thought.
With the Sun returning to a more stable

state following the

determining

instrument,

gas. The Ulysses GAS

for

example, provided the
comprehensive direct
measurement of interstellar helium. As a

first and most

result, we now know precisely the relative

velocity between the Sun and the LIC
(26.4+0.5 km/sec), the temperature of the
LIC gas (6480+400 K), and the density of
interstellar neutral helium (0.015+0.002

an

cm-3). On
even grander scale,
measurements of the chemical and isotopic
composition of the LIC permit us to make
inferences about

the history of

the

solar-maximum
activity, the associated reversal of the
dominant magnetic field polarity provides

Universe.

a unique

opportunity to test our
understanding further. Now we expect

The above highlights represent only

positively charged particles to flow into the

being provided by the unique data

heliosphere along

the

helio-magnetic

0ther

Results
a

small fraction of the new scientific insights
sets

acquired by Ulysses' instruments. Other

areas

of

research

to which the mission is

Ihe

Sun's polar regions,

Fufure

but from

lower

making valuable contributions include the
search for the origin of gamma-ray bursts,

The Ulysses mission was originally

latitudes than Ulysses. On the NASA side,

foreseen to end in October, 1995. Owing to
and

a

the nature of the interstellar dust grains
that enter the heliosphere, and the source

the outstanding scientific success,

of the solar wind itself.
ln all of these areas, the combination of
a unique orbit that takes the spacecraft to
high latitudes and also allows it to 'dwell'
for extended periods at distances of several

AU from the Sun, and the technical
excellence of the scientific instruments
on boar( makes Ulysses a remarkable
research

tool. Add to this

the

unprecedented data coverage provided (a

better than 95o/o average throughout the
mission), and it is clear that the mission to

date can be qualified as an outstanding
success. This success has been augmented

in

recent years by the role that Ulysses
plays in both the interplanetary network of
gamma-ray detectors, and especially
within the fleet of solar and solar-

terrestrial missions that includes SOHO.
ACE, Win4 and Voyager-l and 2. Many
multi-spacecraft studies rely on Ulysses'
unique capabilities.

equally, to the robustness ofthe spacecraft
and its scientific payload, ESA and NASA

have already approved two mission
extensions. The first, until December
2001, enabled comprehensive observations

to be made over the Sun's poles at both
solar minimum and solar maximum. The

second, with funding for spacecraft
operations until September 2004 and
archiving activities within ESA until

December 2006,

is providing

the
opportunity to observe the initial effects on
the Sun's
the global heliosphere
magnetic-field reversal.

of

So what does the future hold for

mission called Telemachus (son of

Ulysses) is being studied which will also
carry remote-sensing instruments and will
use the same Jupiter flyby technique as
Ulysses to reach the highest latitudes, but

with perihelion much closer to the Sun
(0.2 AU). If approved Telemachus will be
launched in the 2010-2015 time frame. ln
the meantime, Ulysses remains the only
spacecraft able to sample the Sun's
environment away from the ecliptic plane.
Global coverage ofthe inner heliosphere
between the Sun and the Earth is a key
element of the recently launched
International Living With a Star (ILWS)
initiative, the principal goal of which is to
stimulate, strengthen and coordinate space

in

order

to

understand the

Ulysses? Many questions still remain to be
answered concerning the heliosphere and

research

its many constituents. Plans for follow-up
missions to Ulysses exist, in particular
ESA's Solar Orbiter. With a likely launch in
2011-2012, Solar Orbiter will extend the
range of out-of-ecliptic measurements to
include imaging and spectroscopy of the

as an integrated entity. Among the space

processes governing the Sun-Earth system

missions expected to make major
contributions to ILWS is NASA's
STEREO, planned for launch in December

2005. By putting two space probes

at

different locations in the ecliptic plane, in
heliocentric I AU orbits that will lead and

trail the Earth, the STEREO mission,
together with Ulysses at high latitudes,
could form part of a valuable ILWS
network to further extend our threedimensional studies

of the

heliosphere.

Such a network would also include SOHO,
and possibly NASA's ACE spacecraft.

Even without this network, there are
many important contributions to our
knowledge of the heliosphere that only
Ulysses, with its extended record of
continuous observations, and unique orbit,
can make. From a technical point of view,
extending the mission beyond 2004 with a
core payload able to acquire a meaningful

set

of

scientific measurements

is

a

possibility. To this end the NASA project
has submitted a proposal for review by the
Sun-Earth Connections Senior Review
panel in mid-2003. If successful, this could
open the way to a continuation of the epic

journey on which Ulysses set out in
October 1990, with the possibility of a third
set of polar passes in 200112008. @esa
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Why ore lmpocl (rolers of Fundomenlol lmporlonte?

Impact craters are ubiquitously present on the Earth, the Moon and Solar System's
planets. Logically, therefore, the identification ofimpact craters can help us deepen our
knowledge of the geology of the Earth in the context of our Solar System. The terrestrial
cratering record is unique in providing a detailed picture of the history of our Solar
System over the last few billion years, as well as its celestial environment. The search for
the scars of ancient cosmic impacts is therefore of fundamental importance from both the
astronomical and geophysical points of view. Firstly, we can obtain an estimate of the flux

and size distribution of the impactors meteoroids, asteroids, comets that have hit
Earth during the last few billion years. Secondly, the identification ofimpact craters can
improve our detailed geological knowledge of the Earth's surface.
lmpoct (roters in the Solor Sy$em

Impact craters are the geological structures formed when a large meteoroi4 asteroid or
comet hits the surface of a solid planetary body. Impact cratering has marked the surfaces
of all these bodies over the last 4.5 billion years and given them their most characteristic
features. During this period the Earth has been hit by countless asteroids, comets and
meteoroids. Study of the resulting impact craters is an important field of space-science
research, as they constitute an important link between planetary studies and geoscience
(geology, geophysics, geochemistry) investigations of our own planet.
Impact craters occur throughout the Solar System and they hold precious information
about the impacting body, about the surface conditions of the impacted body at the time
ofthe collision, and also about the body's interior ifthe crater is sufficiently deep. Rather
than being just passive remnants of planetary collisions, impact events have driven the
geological evolution of many solid planetary bodies, especially in the early days of the
Solar System.
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Following the condensation

of

=

the

primitive solar nebula and the accretion of
the different planetary bodies, a period of
heavy bombardment followed, which
lasted until about 3.9 billion years ago. The
surface of the far-side of the Moon, for
example, is covered with craters of all

\=
.s

sizes, produced by a cratering rate perhaps

100 times higher than today. All of the
planetary bodies have experienced
bombardment, but only those having solid
surfaces still show the scars of even minor
body collisions throughout the lifetime of
the Solar System.
However, the impression left by the first
Mars fly-bys was somewbat disappointing
since the images sent back were

morphologically similar to those of the
Moon. These observations covered the
older, southern hemisphere of the planet,
which is indeed dominated by impact
craters. When the Mariner-9 orbiter finally
provided global coverage of the planet, it

revealed

the majestic volcanoes

and

canyons that characterize the northern
hemisphere. The Pioneer, Voyager and
Galileo missions to the outer planets have
observed enormous impact features, such
as the Valhalla basin on Jupiter's moon

Callisto.

At the other end of the Solar

System, Mercury was revealed as a near
twin of our Moon, its surface being pockmarked with craters of all sizes. More

recently, close-range observations of

with sizes
larger than 60%o of the diameter of the

hoters on the Msilion

asteroids have shown craters

suloce deteded with
por

onel er r esolu tion xoling

body.

Other observations have shown that
several planetary bodies have much lower

impact-crater densities. This is certainly
the case for Venus, Io, Europa and icy
satellites such as Enceladus (a satellite of
Saturn) or Miranda (a satellite of Uranus).

these processes has changed radically as
planetary exploration has progressed. It is

The Moon, for example, which

has

experienced limited internally driven

geological activity and lacks

The example of the Earth suggests that this
situation arises when resurfacing processes

now clear that impact cratering was the
dominant geological process during the
growth ofthe planetary bodies ofthe Solar
System. Consequently, the role of impacts
in the Earth's evolution is now receiving

have erased all but the latest impact
craters, i.e. when the surface is younger

much greater attention. The space
exploration programmes of the last four

dating back more than

than some hundreds of millions of years.
Years ago impacts by extraterrestrial
bodies were regarded as an interesting but
certainly not an important phenomenon in

decades have changed our perception of
planetary bodies in our Solar System from

and minerals. By contrast, the Jovian
satellite Io, exhibiting a high rate of

'astronomical' to essentially'geological'
objects. This'extension' of knowledge has
provided new insights into the nature and

resurfacing due to the constant volcanic
activity driven by tidal forces induced by

the importance of impact cratering in

craters whatsoever.

the spectrum of geological processes
affecting the dynamic evolution of the
Earth. However, the perceived relevance of
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an

atmosphere and hydrosphere, exhibits
striking evidence of impacts. The scale of
this process is extremely variable, from
more than 1000 km-sized impact basins,

4 billion years,
down to micron-sized impact pits on rocks

Jupiter's presence, has no apparent impact

planetary evolution.
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lmpoct Crotering ond Spote Science
lmpod aolering is increosingly being rerognized nol os
eorly history of the Solor Syslem, bul os one of

fie

fie

possive record

of morginol evenls in fie

driving mechonisms of plonelory geologitol

evolulion even 0n our own plonet. The following ore some of

fie mosl slriking

exomples where impocl

crolering hos helped to exploin moior scienfifit phenomeno:

.

Ihe eorly heovy bombordmenl of the Moon, resuhing in fie excovolion of lorge impocl bosins subsequenily filled by lovo flows, occounls for

fie

usymmelry betueen

fie

neor ond for sides of the

Moon.

o

.

.

Stresses induced by the formolion of the

(oloris impod

bosin on Mercury resulted in o moior globol

compressive leclonics episode unlike its subsequenl hislory.
The dirhotomy on Mors beMeen

fie norlhern

ploins ond

fie soufiern

highlonds is posibly exploined

in lerms of severol moior impocls eorly in ils history.

0n Eorft, fie heot generoted by impocts is believed to hove led lo oulgossing ond dehydrotion of

its

volofile-rich eorly rrusl, fius ronfiibufing lo ils primordiol ohosphere ond hydrosphere.

o Moior impocls moy hove guided the breok-up of the Eorth's rrusl, lhus ronfiibufing lo

.

of oceonic rifi zones ond posibly the formofion of onomolous conlinenhl ousl, os in

fie

fie

opening

cose of lcelond.

The rims ond cenfiol uplifts of severol impocl slruclures in sedimenlory deposils hove provided oil

ond gos reservoirs suiloble for economic exploilolion, ond

fie

extensive copper-nickel deposils of

the Sudbury Bosin in [onodo ore reloled lo o huge Precombrion impod (1850 million yeors ogo).

o

A number of onimol ond plont extindions lhroughod

Iriosic
when

fte

fie tortht

hislory, such os

ftol of the eorly

fhk inoge,
portion

(250millionyeorsogo)ondinporliculortholofthelote(reloreous(65millionyeonogo),
dinosours berome exlincl, ore linked to globol effeds resuhing from moior impocfs. In

token

of the

by the ApolloJ

l'/ioon's heovily

I

ostronouls

in I 969,

uolered for side

fie

loiler cose, fiis wos fie impod ftot produced the ftitxulub croler in Yucolon, Mexico.

The Morphology of lmpoct (rolers
Studies

of fie Moon hove demonslroled thqt fte

syslemolirolly wilh

morphology

of

ir impoo crolers chonges

roler diomeler, which in turn depends lorgely on proiedile

lroieclory. Smoll lunor rrolers (oboul

l5

size, lype, velotity ond

km in diomeler or les) disploy o simple bowl-shoped covily.

l5 km in diomeler, fie complexity increoses lo indude lenoced wolls ond fien o flot floor ond
o centol peok in the ronge of severol lens of km lo more fion I 00 km in diomeler. The next

Above

inrrementol $ep obove I 75 km in diomeler is to gel o ringshoped uplift, whkh develops inlo o full size
conrenlrir ring, fius becoming o muhi-ring impocl bosin, typicolly between 300 ond over 1000 km in
diomeler. The lorgesl lunor bosins hove oflen been filled by volconk lovos well offer

fie

impod

occurred.

The different grovity fields on olher bodies, however, leod
morphologkol fipe of aoler. 0n Eorlh,
(compored lo

fie

fie

to different diomeler ronges for

eoch

higher grovitolionol oaelerolion produces smoller versions

Moon) of the firee moin types of croler: 'simple', 'complex' ond 'muhi-ring bosins'.

fie croler morphology refleds terloin chorqderislis of the lorgel plonel ol fie fime of fie impoct,
such os fie fluidized eiecto crolers on Mors indiroting ftol woler or ire-rirh moterioh were excovoled,
or fie ponroke-shoped crolen on Venus beoring wilness lo the high otmospheilc pressure of fte plonel,

Also,

which concenlroles

fie eieclo blonket

dose lo

{
E

=
lhe fulork

Bosin

on llercury (diom. | 300 kn)

fie rroler rim.
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The dynanric proccsses occLrrring on Earth
'hidc' most of the collision rccords
Erosion. sedimentation ancl volcanisrrr
quickl-v remove inrpact structr-lres: approx-

irrately 30% of thc knoirn telrestrial
cratcl's are buried beneath post-inlpact
sedirnents. Thc detection

of these

impact

craters is therefbre rr.rore challcnging and
courplex. Luckily. however, Earthobservation satcllrtcs provide an extremclv
rich variety of ir.nages that carr bc used in
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irnpact clatcrs on our planet, u,ith
diameters ranging fionr a f'cw hundred
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locotions

of the lorgest

impod strurtures on lhe Eorth

to several hundrccl l<ilontetres This
loli, nunrber is duc to the relatively 1,oung

rnetres

agc and thc dynarric nature of thc
terrestrial gcosphcrc. We also have to takc
into account the fact that two-thirds of the
Earth's surface is covered by occans, arrd
that the tectonic moverrcnts of continental
plates, as well as erosion, volcanisrrr and

120

90'

60
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sedirnentation processes, have crased
and/or hidden most of the original
morphologicll cll'ccts of irnpact-crarcrirrg.
On thc Moon there are over 300 000
inrpact cratcrs, with sizes greater than or
equal to that of Meteor Crater in Arizona.
which is approximately I kn.r across. If we

assurre

comets

a sirrilar flux of asteroids and
fbr our own planet. the total

nunrber ofirnpact events that havc affected
the Earth is estirnated to be about twenty
timcs greater If no sulfacc rcncrval and

reworking had occulrcd.

the

E,arth's

surface shoulcl appcar at least as scarrcd as
thc Moon's, and so the rclativcly small
number of krrolvn structLtres represent a
small sample of a much largcl population.
The known inrpact craters on E,arth are

o

concentrated in thc Pre-Canrbrian shiclds
Europc and Atrstralia
(see accompanying figure). for perhaps

f\

of North America,

')

two

\)r.-

reasons. Thcsc areas have been
relatively stablc fbr quite long periods in
geological terms and ntay be considered
the nrost reliablc surfaces for presen,ing
impact craters Tl-rey are also regions where

past scientific activity has been
concentrated. Thc 'scarcitl,' of known

180

150
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90

craters in other areas such as Africa and
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South America seems to be due to the lack

in removing smaller craters. There is

also

The Earth's known impact craters range

of geological information as well as the
absence of active systematic search

an atmospheric shielding effect at work in

in age from recent craters, formed during

the rare formation of terrestrial impact
craters with diameters of less than about

the last century,

Terrestrial geological processes also
introduce a number of biases into the

I

known terrestrial impact record. Firstly, it
is temporally biase{ with over 6070 of the
known terrestrial irnpact structures being

Norway and Montagnais in

billion-year-old ancient structures like that
at Acraman in Australia. In dimensions,
they range from a few mctres in diameter

younger than 200 rnillion years. This

completely or partially on land. No inrpact
structures are known from the true ocean
basins, partly reflecting their relative
youth, but also our lack of detailed
knowledge of the ocean floors. Progress
can be made here also with the help of
space technology, by analysing gravirnetric
and radar data collected by satellites.

programmes

reflects the greater probability ol removal
of impact craters by terrestrial processes.
In addition, there is a deficit of known

craters having diameters smaller than
about 20 krn. This deficit increases with
decreasing diameters and reflects the
greater cfficiency of tcrrestrial processes

krn.

With a few exceptions like Micilnir in
Canada,

in relatively shallow waters, all
known impact structures on Earth are
located

Eastern Siberia,

like Sikhote Alin in
to the highly eroded

like the Kaalijarvi (Estonia) and Henbury
(Australia) crater complexes, to a few
hundred kilometres, like the Vredcfbrt
(South Africa), Sudbury (Canada), and
Chicxulub (Mexico) impact structures.
Those that remain have been preserved
either because of their young age. large
size, occurrence in a geologically stable
region (Precambrian shields), or through

rapid burial by younger sediments
subsequently removed by erosion. The
smaller and more recent craters (less than a

few million years old) are best preserved in
the desert areas of the World. ln any case,

orbital satellite imaging at radar

and

visible-infrared wavelengths, and satellite
radar altimetry, are ideal tools with which
to find and explore impact craters.

How Besl lo Recognise lhe (roters on Eorlh?

Tmpact craters have an approximately

circular shape (possibty

elongated).
although the renrnants may have become
so irregular that it is hard to see a circle.
Therefore, to define a model that
represents a crater, the circular shape,
being the feature most relevant, is certainly

a good candidate and for

particular

recognition techniques (optical and radar),
can be effective. The adoption of such a
simplified model has the obvious
advantage of allowing recognition under a

variety of circumstances (although the
number of false identifications will
increase), while a more complex model
would allow more refined recognition, but
needs to be modified for different cases.
Having analyzed various techniques that
did not need to consider separately

. <0.01 -5km
o <5-20km
a <20-50km
a < 50 -'t00 km
O <100-300km

different image types or different crater
morphologies but would still deliver robust
results, an

al

gorithm based on the so-cal I ed

'Hough transform' was developed. The
Hough algorithm exploits a geometric
model of the craterh shape and allows the
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detection

of

craters

in

images from

different types of sensors - a Martian crater
in an optical image can be very different
from a crater on Earth seen by a syntheticaperture radar (SAR). While on planets

like Mars impact craters can be wellpreserved, on Earth they can be highly

modified

by

erosional and tectonic

processes and thus representation
complex model is often impossible.

by

a

The use of the Hough transform in
circular-shape identification and in craterdetection algorithms is not new, but the
development of an algorithm robust
enough to cope with multi-sensor images
(optical and radar) is far from trivial. The
natural digitization of the image and the
quantification of the parameter space can
introduce
Aoroungo Croter

in

Chod,

Aftks (dion. U kn)

a

loss

of

precision. so

it

is

necessary to use special techniques to cope
with the irregularities in crater shape due
to erosion and other factors.

The results of tests on Martian surface

images running the Hough algorithm
indicate that craters with a wide range of

radii are clearly detected. The Hough
transform algorithm can also be improved
by introducing an adjustment in order to be

able to detect highly degraded craters,
sometimes called'ghost craters'. It
certainly improved the detection of such
craters on Mars, and can also be used for
the Earth. While for the surfaces of Mars
and the Moon, a simple classification with
a few patterns covers all types of craters,
the situation on Earth is more complex,

lloniouogon troter, Quehet, Conodo (dion. 70 kn)

because ofthe degradation due to tectonic

processes and erosion of old impact
structures. Study of ERS SAR, MODIS

and Landsat images has shown that
degradation, as well as vegetation
coverage, can make crater recognition a
challenge even for an expert image analyst.
The work done so far has focused on
automatic recognition of clearly visible
craters, which is the 'classical'recognition
approach. However, this has shown clearly
that the detection ofcraters not revealed by
simple visual inspection can be further

by exploiting data from
multiple sensors, i.e. optical, multipursued only
(hitxuluh hoter; lucoton
Peninsulo,

(diom.
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spectral, radar, altimetry, magnetic and
gravity data. The contribution from spacebased remote sensing is becoming more

The Hough lronsform
The Hough lronsform ollows

0 pqromeler spoce in whkh
curve in

fie imoge

fie deteclion of simple geometric obiects of known poromelric form, like lines, circles ond ellipses. The moin ideo is to build
fte deledion is compulolionolly eosier. The coordinoles of fte poromeler spoce ore lhe poromelers thot define fte sought

spoce.

Ihe fundomentol olgorifhm consisls of three bosic sleps:

.

Eorh pixel of lhe imoge spoce is lronsformed inlo o rurve (or surfore, depending on
in

fie poromeler

spoce is defined by

fie

some equotion

fiol

fte number of poromelers) in fie poromeler spoce. The curve
fie imoge spoce, by tonsidering fte poromelers os voriobles.

de{ines lhe soughl curve in

. The spoce of porometers is divided into celh. Eoch pixel of the imoge conlribules one vole 1o lhe cells lying on fie tonsformed curve.
. Ihe cell with moximum number of voles is selected ond ils coordinoles in the poromeler spo(e ore used to identify the curve lo be found in lhe imoge
500(e.

In

fte

cose of

rroler recognilion, lhe poromeler spoce hos lhree dimensions - fte poromelers ore fte Mo coordinoles of lhe cenlre ond fie rodius of

crofer - ond ils size depends on the imoge size. To improve efficiency ond ollow lhe procesing of lorge imoges, lechniques for speeding up

fie

fie retognilion

fie memory requirements ore needed. A decisive soving in rompulolionol lime ton be obtoined by exploiilng lhe knowledge
of the direclion of the grodient ot eoch point of the imoge. Moreover, slotislicol lechniques (e.g. Monle (orlo simulofion) con be opplied lo improve lhe
proces ond for reduring

compulolionol efficiency.
Preliminory lesf resulls showed o dependency on fie size of fie crolen. lorge crolers tend lo hove more irregulor rims fton smoller ones. In oddilion,
lhe rims of the smoller rroters ore 'smoolhed' by the limited resolulion of the imoge. (onsequenlly, when uniformly sompling lhe poromeler spote, lhe
olgorilhm works well only for o smoll ronge of rodius volues. The olgorilhm con lherefore be improved by scoling the resolulion of lhe porometer spoce
wilh lhe rodius volue. A shope is recognized os o rircle when il fils o perfect cirde wifiin o cerloin loleronce. In porliculor, lhis error con be quonfified
os on increosing function

of

fie

rodius, thereby ollowing lorger circulor slruclures o higher rodius error lhon smoll circles. A similor molhemolkol

orgumenl con be mode for lhe posilion of the crolert cenlre.

available.

approach to local problems. Howcver,
terrestrial impact-crater research is a broad
scientific topic with far-reaching

A remote-sensing-based catalogue of
the features of all known terrestrial impact

implications in such diverse fields as
meteorite and asteroid research, Solar

and more irnportant due to the vast amount

of

data and computational powcr now

craters (about 160.1 stitl does not exist.
Previous compilations (by Crieve in l9uu
and Hodge in 1994) are ttow inconrplete,
because 30'% of thc craters known today
have been discovered in the last l5 years,
thanks in part to the increased availability
of remote-sensing data. The availability of
multi-sensor data tiom ESA's latest Envisat

satellite should provide the

nraterial for such a

necessary

comprehensive

Observation Directorates, which began a
few years ago when dctailed studics and
the compilation of a new catalogue of our
home planet's craters were initiated using
data from ESA's E,RS-l and 2 satellites.

System evolution and evcn the search for
beyond our planet. Comparison of the
cratcring records and crater rnorphologies
on difTerent planets represents a fruitful
field ofinvcstigation for reconstructing the
history of our Solar System. Moreover, the
algorithms developed fbr impact-crater
recognition from space may wcll provide

@esa

life

the methodologics that will make it
possible to respond successfully to the

of automatically recognizing
even more complex structurcs on our

cataloguing activity.

challenge

(oncluding Remorks

fragile planet in the future.

The work done so far shows that, by their
nature, impact-crater studies call for a very
interactire research process. rcquiring a
multidisciplinary team effort, which in
turn necessitates perseverance and a global
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he work to create a successful strategy for the commercialisation of'the
International Space Station (lSS) has reached a critical juncture. Thc
International Partners in the ISS - NASA. CSA. RSA. NASDA and ESA - have
recognised that one of the platforms for a successful commercialisation strategy is
the development and exploitation ofa coherent, powerful and global ISS brand.
Why have its Partners decided that the ISS needs to be marketed in this way and
why is branding important for commercial success? This article seeks to answer

these questions and to describe the process and organisation that two of the
Partners, ESA and the Canadian Space Agency (CSA), have already initiatcd.
Whol is o 'Brond'?
A quick rummage through the on-line bookshelves ofAmazon throws up more than
60 articles with the words 'brand' or 'branding' in their titles. Through this fog of
often-conflicting guidance one single truth emerges. This is that brands are different
things to different people. Now, this may appear rather trite, but contained within

this conclusion is the key insight to revealing the answer to the question, 'What is
a brand?'.
Before going on to reveal what this insight is, perhaps we should start by saying
what a brand is not. A brand is not a logo or a slogan, although these are ilnportant
tools for communicating about a brand. A brand is not a static commodity, product
or idea. It evolves constantly, as frequently as consumers change their minds, their
opinions and attitudes, which is frequently. A brand is not an advertising campaign.
although advertising and other forms of brand communication are essential tools
for building and nraintaining a brand's presence in the minds of consumers.
So if a brand is none of these things, what is it? There are many definitions, but
two of the best known will give us the start we need to answer the question. The first
is that 'a brand is a promise delivered', and the second is 'companies make
products, but consumers own brands'.
A 'prornise delivered' seems pretty clear. The essence of what a brand is concerns
the trust that is built up over time between consumer and manufacturer or service
provider, and the belief that this trust will be 'repaid' each tirne the two interact. As
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someone who enjoys a non-alcoholic,
sugary, fizzy drink you know that 'Coke'
will deliver this experience each time you
buy a can. For the car driver who prizes

communicated. A brand is also defined by
consumers'impressions of the people who
use it, as well as their own experience."

safety, reliability and

Whot Hos AllThis Got lo Do wilh the ISS?

owner's perspective. The brand positioning

expertise, the chances are that buying a
'Mercedes' will deliver what you expect.
And in the non-commercial world which is

Successful commercialisation of the ISS
means that the Station will need to have

will

perhaps more relevant to the ISS, we
instinctively know what the Red Cross is
for, we have a feel for its values, and
maybe even empathy with these values

and development platform vis-a-vis other,
earthbound R&D facilities.
But, as several market research studies
have clearly indicated, the ISS is relatively

also.

unknown amongst the audiences it will
need to connect with if commercialisation
is to succeed. The research has also

engineering

But it isn't that simple of course. There
if not hundreds of other nonalcoholic drinks that are just as sweet and
fizzy as Coke and there are now many

are tens

other car manufacturers with equal claims
to Mercedes' safety, reliability and quality
engineering. Even in the non-commercial
world, the Red Cross needs to compete
with other organisations for people and

funds. This means that the successful
brand must have other qualities and
perhaps more importantly, a special

believable and relevant brand positioning
for the ISS is essential. It is not enough, as
has been the case until noq to

communicate about the ISS from the

demonstrated its unique value as a research

indicated that even when people are aware
of the ISS they too frequently cannot say
what it is for and why it is relevant to them.
These are fundamental barriers to the ISS's
commercial success.
The feedback from this research has also
indicated that the ISS has great potential
value as a vehicle for sponsorship, which,
if fully exploited would contribute to the
ISS commercialisation Drocess.

provide

all of

these potential

audiences with their own reason to believe.
It will enable communication about the
ISS to be user-focused, and in doing so the
ISS will be able to compete successfully
for the time and money that its commercial

audience has available for the sort of
investment that it seeks to attract (see
accompanying illustration).
The l5S Bronding Proglomme

(onlent

ofa strong brand requires not
only a smart brand definition, but also time
and skilful planning. The International
Partners, working together in a Multilateral
Commercialisation Group, have agreed to
create a global ISS Branding Programme,
and have initiated the creation of an ISS
Brand Management Plan, which addresses
the legal, financial and organisational
The creation

issues surrounding

thrs

programme.

The foundation upon
which the ISS brand rs
built includes the creation,
protection and evolution

of

the basic symbols
Define ond proled

fte morks: ISS

Promole imoge lowords lorgel morkefs

and
statements that encapsulate
the values ofthe ISS, such
as the loso and name.

ktoblish relofions wift customers

nome, logo, mission slolemenl, elc
lhe bronding progronne

relationship with the people it interacts
with.
All of us use our own experiences and
knowledge to form the mental picture of
what we see and experience, and we do this

in wildly or mildly different ways. My
chilled 'Coke' is about refreshment and
energy on a hot day; your

'Coke'is

about

being hip and cool. Consumers therefore

'own' brands. Perhaps there
definition that can bring all

is
of

one

this

together. Even though it was written in the
1960s, the insight that it contains probably
remains the best and most succinct answer
to our question:

'A brand is a complex symbol. It is the
intangible sum of a product s or semiceb
attributes, its name, packaging and price,
its history, reputation, and the way it is
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Building a unique brand positioning for

the ISS is an essential first step in the
commercialisation process. Potential
customers in the R&D markets need to
know why they should divert limited
resources away from the traditional
recipients oftheir budgets to the ISS. They
need to know clearly and succinctly what
the ISS is 'for' and what competitive
advantage it will offer them.

Potential sponsors probably

have
different needs. They need to believe that
the ISS has values with which they would

wish their own brands to be associated.
They are also looking for the competitive
advantage that will accrue to their brands if
they link themselves with the ISS, as
opposed to. say. the Olympics.

For all of these reasons, a compelling,

The name of the station

we know

it today

will remain

as

'International Space

Station - ISS' until approaching
assembly completion. On the other side,

the Partners are well advanced in

the
selection of a logo, which they will register

and trademark worldwide to protect its
usage, thus creating one
for the global ISS brand.

of the platforms

But the process of brand development
doesn't stop there. The ISS brand is more
than the logo, the name, descriptions and
images

of its

physical infrastructure in

space. The brand positioning must
incorporate the qualitative and the
emotional values of the ISS.

express

It must also

the values of the

Agencies
involved. So, the process ofbrand creation

is

centred

on the identification

and

and to suide them to concrete

definition of these values and their
relevance to the potential
markets (see accompanytng

investment prospects.

Also, concrete opportunities

for R&D in

illustration).

Very few brands

one message, one volce,
one image works every-

for all of the Partners to exploit.

of events and participating in commercial

communi-cation of the brand will be the

responsibility of each Partner in their own
territories. Even in the globalised

exhibitions dedicated to markets such as
biotechnology, health and new materials.

Whol's in o brond

The Cooperation Agreement partners will

economy, local relevance is essential.

of

scale will

accrue ifAgencies choose to work together

product as innovative and unusual as the

and pool resources behind particular
actions. And in this spirit of cooperation,

ISS.
The final process (Brand Print) led to the
identification ofa single brand positioning
area, which appeals to both R&D and

ESA and the Canadian Space Agency have
already agreed to collaborate, sharing
experience, funds and resources to jointly

develop and manage the ISS brand in
Europe and Canada by using a specialised
communication company, Ogihy Public

on the basis of

competrtlon.

sponsorship

targets

an ideal combination

of emotional and rational values, focusing
on what humans can do in space, the sense
of exploration and discovery, suggesting
that only human spaceflight and the ISS
can offer a place beyond all boundaries.

The Brand Print was then used
The Protes
The process of Brand Definition followed
three steps: Research (Brand Scan),

Analysis (Brand Audit) and Development
(Brand Print).

to identify,
analysis
of a wide
through review and
research
material,
range of background
general
public
as well
interviews with the
The Brand Scan helped

as Agencies' internal and external
stakeholders, the key findings from which
to derive the potential positioning of the
Brand.

Following extensive research, a Brand
Audit was performed. Three potential
positioning areas have been identified and
competitively tested with representatives
of the R&D and corporate world with the

sorts of people who are the decision
makers in relevant markets for R&D and
sponsorship ofthe ISS.

The three positionings that were fieldtested had been developed to appeal to

risk-taking, idealistic, entrepreneurial
leaders - who could be enticed with a
www eso.int

be

research. To this end ESA

the time. So, whilst the TSS
brand will be a global platform

Relations, selected

will

order to

will expand its collaboration
with the aerospace industries
being part of the Cooperation
Agreement, implementing a series

where and with everyone all

course, economies

in

attract the R&D community
in the private sector to space

attained the position where

Of

space

communicated

have

as

for

developing the creative
concepts, the visual identity architecture
guidance

and the key messages. And the final step of
this process has been the identification of

also provide comprehensive'end-to-end'
services to customers under Dromotional
conditions.

In addition, Brand Protection must be
institutionalised, in order to prepare the
ISS brand to face the challenges of illegal
competitive exploitation.
(onclusion

The development of an ISS brand is an

tool for implementing any
to the ISS,
botti',- for commercial R&D and for
essential

commercial activity related

innovative markets such as sponsorship. It
is necessary to brand and to protect the
image of the ISS in order to ensure that a

the communications strategy and the
tactical plan that will be used to promote

coherent and consistent image is presented
across all activities and that the image and
brand are not diluted or unfairly exploited.

the ISS brand into the market were it could
R&D and
compete successfully

performed with a sound communication

sponsorship.

plan whereby the potential customers

for

From Brond Prinl lo Brond Presence
The core objectives of the communications
strategy are to establish the ISS as the

global brand of private/public partnership
for the exploration of space, to create
demand for that brand and to establish
ESA and CSA as the 'gateway'to the ISS
brand in Europe and Canada.
Human spaceflight will be positioned as
a long term strategic issue by a top-level
debate about the future of human
spaceflight, initiated and led by visionary
business leaders. in order lo attract privatesector company strategists and marketeers
to the opportunities of space exploration

The promotion

of the brand will

be

will

partner with human spaceflight and the
ISS to explore the benefits of commercial
activities in space. E,SA will also leverage
on the promotion and service capabilities
of its Partners in the Cooperation
Agreement.

The implementation of this programme
endeavour for the Agencies
partnering in the ISS. By collaborating in
this programme, the International Partners
have the opportunity to open the ISS to

is a new

global markets and to maximise

the

possibility of fully utilising the Station to
perform world-class research to the benefit
of the whole of mankind.
@esa
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progrlmme is o co-operotive endelvour by

lhe

MSG

ESA

ond Eumetsot, the Europeon lrgonisotion for the

Exploitotion
1986

to

syslem

for

of

estohlish, moinloin ond operote

of

meteorologicol salellites.

designing

sotellites

Meteorologkol Sotellites set up in

ESA

o

Europeon

is responsible

ond developing the first of the four

in the illSi proylmme (lhe fourth of whkh

hos recently been opprovedl, whilst Eunetsot, hased

in

Darmstodt, Germony, has overall responsibility for

defining the end-user requirements, developing the
ground segnenl, ond procuring the launchers.
Eumelsat, whkh

will

also operole the system, is

contrihuling about 30% of the developmenl cosls for
MSG-I und

fully finoncing the lhree subsequent flight

units (MSG-Z, MSG-3 and MSG-4).

ollowing on from Meteosat, the Meteosat Second
Generation (MSG) programme promises to provide
advanced and more frequent data for short-range and
medium-range weather forecasting and climate monltoring
for at least the next 12 years. MSG will transmit more than 20
times the volume of information delivered by its predecessor,

with a spatial resolution of

I km in the visible spectrum

compared to the current 2.5 km. It will therefore beam down
sharper images of changing weather patterns, over an area
that includes all of Europe and Africa as well as some parts
of Asia, every 15 minutes instead of the 30 minutes that it
now takes. MSG will help to monitor developing weather
systems over areas such as oceans, where such information is
lhe ttiG-l

sotellite's

lnduslry, hnnes)

finol inspetlion before lounth (photo rcurtesy of Akolel

Spoce

normally sparse, to help predict extreme weather conditions. With its

12

channels (the current Meteosat has only 3), MSG will provide
meteorologists with new insights into the condition of the Earth's
atmosphere, land and ocean surfaces.
The first satellite in the new series, MSG-1, was successfully launched

on 28 August 2002, and is currently in the midst of its in-orbit

Commissioning Phase, during which the performances of both the
spacecraft platform and the sophisticated instruments that it carries are
being thoroughly checked out before putting the satellite into operational
servlce.
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(ommissioning the Sotellite

How

fte

Inslrumenls ore Performing

The results from the SEVIRI instrument
(Spinning Enhanced Visible and Infrared

SEVIRI

Imager) instrument have been very

The SEVIRI Imaging Radiometer is the

encouraging. The first image was received

main optical payload on the MSG satellite
series. Since the launch on 28 August
2002, SEVIRI has successfully undergone

on 28

November 2002. The basic
functionalities of GERB (Geostationary
Earth Radiation Budget) instrument have
also been successfully tested and the first
image from that instrument was received

on 12 December.

On the spacecraft side, two anomalies
have been detected both of which have
been thoroughly investigated and solutions
put in place to mitigate their consequences.
Described

in more detail in the

accom-

panying panel, they have no impact on the
data acquisition or lifetime of the mission,
but the onboard-amplifier (SSPA) anomaly

has some repercussion for the

data-

dissemination scenario.

Two Problems

the un-locking of its scanning mechanism,
a decontamination exercise, and has taken
the first images. It has been taking images
almost continuously since the beginning of

2003.

The goals for SEVIRI during

the

Commissioning Phase are two-fold:
- to check the radiometer's functionality
against the specifications given to
industry, and

-

to demonstrate its imaging and radiometric

performances using the Image Quality
Ground-Support Equipment (IQGSE)
and verif, its compliance with the design
specifications established by ESA and
Eumetsat.

- Two Solutions

The sotellite (ommissioning Phose identified two spocerrofi-reloted problems:

Wobble
The (ommissioning Phose slorted wilh the sotellite spinning

0t 100 rpm ond with o remoining mms

of 1220 kg. After the ploform ond rodio-frequency link volidotion, o 'wobble' (smoll
rhonges in spin-oxis tilt) wos delecled on

fie solellile. h

reffir

wos nol signifkonl, however, ond

fie

solellite performon(e rem0ined well wifiin spe(ificolion. Deloiled invesligotions were inilioted ond

by l3 Jonuory the problem wos solved. h furned od to be coused by the migrofion of fuel due to
heofing - ond lhus exponsion - of the fuel.

An Amplifier Anomoly
0n

l/

0dober,

fie (ommissioning

Phose hod fo be lempororily suspended due

lo on onomoly in

o

Solid-Stote Power Amplifier (55PA). SSPA-C, used for the disseminotion of proressed imoges in High-

Role lmoge Tronsilion (HRIT) mode, experienced on unexploined switch-0ff, which is still being

4/3 redundoncy for fie SSPA, it seems
for the high-rote ond low-rote disseminolion (HRII/LRIT) 0f

invesligoled. Although the sotellite wos designed wifh o
prudenf nol

lo rely on the

55PA

proressed imoges. (onsequenlly, on ohernolive dolo-disseminolion scenorio using commerdol
rommunicolion solellites is currenily being invesligoled. The MSG-l mission communirotion system
will then be limited to the downlinking of row sotellite doto, its seorch & Rescue mission (GE0sARl
ond dolo receplion from the Doto (ollecfion Plotforms (D(Ps).

The MSG-l poyloods were reocfivoted on 26 November in o new configurolion to minimise

fie

risk

of fudher ssPA problems. The on-going (ommissioning Phose is neverfteless demonstroring thor,
despile

fie

SPPA problem,

exceeds 7 yeors.
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fte plotform

is working well ond the predicted mission lifetime sfill

The Commissioning Phase also includes
optimisation of the overall imaging system
to allow Eumetsat to operate MSG-I under
the best possible conditions.

The first SEVIRI image was acquired
successfully in all channels at the first
attempt on 28 November, with very

promising quality even without any
rectification. The subsequent imaging
functional and performance tesls
conducted using the IQGSE have been
proceeding successfully, giving results ofa
very high quality. The ground-segment's
tuning has been completed satisfactorily
with the IQGSE, and it is ready for
'pseudo-real-time' processing of SEVIRI's
image data. The calibration trend (gain
drop) exhibited by the long-wavelength

mSG-l Event log Sinre lounch
28.08.02

22.45h UI(-MSG-I lounched from Kourou

25.09.02

MSG-l conlrol honded over lo Eumelsol

17.10.02

(ommissioning suspended due lo 55PA onomoly

26.1 1.02

Poylood re-odivolion wilh new solellile configurolion

28.r 1.02

First StVlRl imoge received

09.12.02

GtRB oclivoled

12.12.02

Finl GIRB imoge received

13.01.03

Wobble problem solved

End Jon. 03

First lronsfer of un-rectified imoges lo Meleorologicol Produd [xlroclion t0(iliry (MPEFI

06.02.03

Mini sron funclionol lesl

12.02.03

tirst l0G5E recfified imoges

28.02.03

Storl spring edipse seoson, losting unfil I 6 April

r8.03.03

Slorl SEVIRI deconlominolion

27.03.03

Successful Sotellite (ommissioning Resuhs Review Deho

((R

foreseen for midJuly,

ofier rompletion of SEVlRl ond GIRB commissioning
April 2003

Firil qhernolive disseminolion lriol

June 2003

Commissioning Phose-B wilh finol lmoge Protessing Fucilily (IMPF)

End 2003

Entry inlo operolionol servite

The ERB is the balance between radiation
coming from the Sun and the outgoing
reflected and scattered solar radiation, plus

thermal infrared emissions to space.
GERB will also be flown on the next three
satellites in the MSG programme.

The GERB measurenents
of an increase in
contamination (humidity) level, as
channels showed signs

expected. A long decontamination exercise
was therefore performed during the

satellite's eclipse period in March,
restoring SEVIRI's full performance.

GERB

The Geostationary Earth Radiation Budget
scientific instrument is accommodated on
the MSG spacecraft as an Announcement
of Opportunity (AO) payload. GERB is a
highly accurate, visible-infrared radiometer
designed to make unique measurements
of the outgoing short- and long-wave
components of the Earth's Radiation
Budget (ERB) from geostationary orbit.

www.eso inl

from

geostationary orbit offer huge advantages
in terms ol temporal resolution compared
with similar instruments in low Earth orbit.

Such measurements have not

been

The initial post-launch checkout of the
GERB instrument was completed in early
December and showed that all systems
were working as expected. The first GERB
image was recorded on l2 December. The
instrument is subjected to a constant force
of 169 due to the satellite's rotation, and
this particularly affects the de-scan mirror
mechanism. Since correct functioning of
this mechanism is critical to the operation
of the instrument, it has been monitored

achieved previously and are extremely
important because they will permit a
rigorous check on our understanding ofthe
diurnal variations in the ERB. which in

very closely during the Commissioning

turn will enable improved operational
weather monitoring and permit further
important progress in climate-change

Rutherford Appleton Laboratory (RAL) in
the UK in near-real time, processed at
RAL and then forwarded to the Royal

research. Both shorl-wave (0.32 - 4 micron)

and total (0.32 - 30 micron) radiance
measurements will be made, with the longwave (4 - 30 micron) data being obtained
by subtraction. The accuracy requlrements
are consistent with previous radiationbudset measurements.

Phase and its performance is excellent.

GERB's image data are sent from
Eumetsat in Darmstadt (D) to the

Meteorological Institute of Belgium
(RMfB) about 20 minutes later. RMIB

performs further data processing, which is
then available to the science team about
two hours later. This system is working

well and fully validated data will

be

available to users later this year.
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GER| inoges loken ot
12.55 Ul

on l

200i. lhe

one

Fehruory

on lhe lefl

shows rodionces

in the

short- wove thonnel, ond
the one

on the right

rodiomes

in lhe tolol

thonnel

This payload's commissioning is composed

GEOSAR

The small Geostationary Search and
Rescue (GEOSAR) communications
payload carried by MSG will detect and
relay distress signals transmitted by

ofthree phases:

Phase-1:

MSG-l SAR

transoonder

distress beacons to an international rescue
network developed by Canada, France, the

verification
Phase-2 : GEOLUT/MSG-l transponder
compatibility (coordinated with CNES)
Phase 3 : Demonstration and evaluation

USA and Russia, and designed to

(organised by COSPAS-SARSAT).

-

assist

Phase-1 has been successfully completed,

with all parameters well within specified
values, as confirmed by the Test Review
Board on 27 February. Phase-2 began in
March and is still in progress, while Phase3 is foreseen to start this summer.
@esa

search-and-rescue operations worldwide.

ffi.,"n-, Spacecraft Systems Engineering
5-Day Course, 7-Il July 2003
University of Southampton
Internationally recognised centre of excellence in spacecraft engineering education
Topics covered by the course:

* Spacecraft Systems Engineering
* The Space Environment
* Mission Analysis

* Launch Vehicles

* Rotational Dynamics
* Attitude Control
* On-Board Data Handline

* Propulsion

* Structural Design
* Thermal Control
* Spacecraft Mechanisms
x Telecommunications

* EMC
* Power

* Ground Operations
* Remote Sensing Payloads
* Science Payloads
* Product Assurance
+ Assembly, Integration & Test
* Case Studies

Systems

The Spacecraft Systems Course presents an integrated approach to the total systems design
of spacecraft. It has proved to be of value to a broad range of companies including spacecraft
manufacturers, insurers and satellite operators from many different countries world-wide.
This course has been run at ESTEC and Southampton for over l5 years.

For funher information and application form: www.aero.ses.soton.ac.uVcont edu.htm
Tel. +44 (0)23 8059 2501, Fax. +44 (0)23 8059 3058
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Grid Development Todoy
In

fie

United Kingdom, Grid developmenl h

fie cenlrepiere of o moior nolionol drive consisting of hundreds of proieds

ond iniliolives

lo develop lhe new 'e*cience' infroslrudures. In the Uniled Shtes severol progrommes ore underwoy, most nolobly
Informotion Power Grid,

fie

Deportmenl of fnergy (D0E) Science Grid,

fie

fie

(bofi funded

(Fl,

I

by

fie

Europeon (ommission),

ESA is

o member, is mode up of

different countries ond is currenlly running otross mony of Europet moin compuling (enlres, e.g. (ERN

RAL (UK), (NAF

(l) ond

In the Grid communify,

fie

fie

Germon UNIC0RE science ond engineering Grid. All of these

infroslruclures include widely digributed resour(es ond siles. For inslonce, lhe DoloGrid, of which
porlners in I

NASA

Notionol Science Foundoilon TeroGrid, ond the Allionce

Notionol Technology Grid, In Europe, lhe moin iniliolives ore DoloGrid ond turoGrid

Nordugrid testbed formed moinly by the Scondinovion r0unlries, ond

fie

2l

(t/(H), lyon

NIKHEt (NLl, oll of whkh ore shuring lheir resources.

emergence of Web Services technology hos nol gone unnolked, ond developers hove responded lo

fie

chollenge by proposing on Open Grid Services Arrhileclure (0GSA). This is expeded fo evenluolly provide o slondord fromework for

fie integrotion of

Grid ond Web Services. Technicol specificolions hove been developed by the Globus Proied ond lBM, ond ore being

pul forword ot lhe Globol Grid Forum for distussion, refinemenl, ond shndordisolion.

esobullefinll4

Grids ond Eorth-0bservolion Applicolions
For environmental Earth Observation (EO)
applications, there are several benefits that

a computing Grid can offer to the user
community. Applications of remotesensing satellite data are wide ranging,
from studies of the Earth's mantle,
atmosphere, oceans, ice and land
formations, to agriculture and cartography,

to name but a few. Many national

and

internationalprogrammes bothresearch
and operationally oriented build on
specific application domains to provide
large-scale monitoring and analysis of
dynamic Earth-system interactions and to
better understand and be able to predict

of these
large-scale,

prevailing conditions. Many
investigations make use

of

coordination and interaction between a
large number of players in the scientific,
operational and commercial sectors. A

resources, algorithms and data products in

Participation in the European DataGrid
Project (EDG), a major EC-funded Grid

a coordinated way.

project begun in

Satellite-borne EO sensors are capable
of collecting data globally and over
extended time periods, generating a huge
volume of data to be catalogued archived
and processed. ESA's Envisat satellite, for
example, generates some 400 terabytes of
data products per year, which have to be
handled by the dedicated ground
infrastructure distributed across various
E,uropean countries. A remote-sensing
survey that needs to analyse data collected
over a wide area during an extended period
will consume large amounts of computing

instrumental in allowing ESA to gain firsthand experience in the use of emerging
Grid technologies. ESA leads the DataGrid
EO application development activities.
assisted by close collaboration with its
partners in the project, the Royal Dutch

sized local facilities, the Grid can provide
the extra resources needed durine times of
oeak load.

by

providing a standard infrastructure and

The Europeon DoloGrid

share data, storage and processing

time, network bandwidth and storage
space, requiring that the supporting
Information Technology (f T) infrastructures be dimensioned accordingly.
Where it is preferable to maintain down-

high-capacity distributed processing
facilities and also involve considerable

Grid facilitates these interactions

collaborative framework within which to

a

.

The tSA demo Web site: hflp:/gkerver.esrin.eso.int
o ISA SporeGrid proied: http://www.sporegrid.org/

.
.

been

Meteorological Institute (KNMI), the
French Institut Pierre Simon Laplace
(IPSL) and ENEA (the Italian National
Agency for NewTechnologies, Energy and
Environment).
To test the capabilities of the system, it

was decided to use data from ERS-2's
GOME instrument, consisting of global
atmospheri c-ozone measurements collected

over several years ofthe mission. This data

was chosen because it is

fairly

representative of the kind of large-scale,
collaborative types ofEO applications that
stand to benefit most from a Grid-type
scenario. Several ESA, KNMI and IPSL

biomedical VOs. Other participants in the
EO VO are other members identified in the
process of promoting Grid technology in

o The Iuropeon DoloGrid proiet|: http://www.eu-dotogrid.org
Globol Grid Forum Web site:

1, has

members formed the EO Virtual
Organisation within DataGrid. working
alongside the high-energy physics and

Relevonl links

.
.

200

http://ww.ggl orgl

(E05 Grid WGl55: http://teos eso.intlteos_wgiss_gdd/
Astrophyskol Virluol 0bservotory: http://orchive eso.orglovo

the EO community. Tn particular,

GRtASE: htp://phon.dutrhspore.nllgreose/public/
o [5A Grid Iniliolive: hflp://esogrid.eso inffndex.html

it

is

worth mentioning the collaboration started

within the CEOS (Committee on

Earth

Observation Satellites) Working Group on

Information Systems and Services) for
demonstrating the potential interaction of
European and US-based Grid systems, and
with the company Dutch Space to
demonstrate the use of the Grid for E,O
instrument simulation.

EST

o

ESA sites

Lvon
'al

GOME Dolo Procesing ond Volidotion

c

GOME is one of several instruments
onboard ESA's ERS-2 remote-sensing
satellite, which has been orbiting the Earth

Liebon

since 1995. Every day, GOME

elona

or

Ca anta
Europeon DoloGrid siles

88
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of

2003)

:

-t

makes
some 30 000 measurements of atmospheric
ozone and transmits them to the ERS
ground stations. The raw readings are sent
to the dedicated Processing and Archiving

Facility

in Gerrnany

(D-PAF), which

produces the standard data products and
distributes them to scientific investisators.

Raw sotellitc dotq
from thc 6Ol/lE instrument

lhe G0llE processing

(.75 68 - .Soooorbits/y)

ond volidotion

xhene rclying on

scientists to irnprove the

forecasting models used

lne U0l0lrn0

to predict future ozone

envitonmenl

concentrations in the near

and longer term.

Two

different ozone-profiling

E5A(IT)

oy

-

KNfiu(NL)
Processing of rqw 6OME
dota to ozone prof iles.
olqorif hms
2 olfernoiive
lfernoiive olgorif
^28-ffF pofiles/day

algorithms developed by

iotal Or)

(NL)

KNMI

and

ESRlN/University of Tor
Vergata (I) have been
selected for the purpose.

rPsWR)
tlqlidate somc of ihe
6O[AE ozone profilo* (.O'ly)
Goincidsnt in rpee qrd iima

\

The EO

applications

urith

need to be able to access

6round-Based mcagrremcnts

the available Grid
resources and services
through user-friendly
application portals. The

DataGrid
environm ent

GOME Web Portal
which constitules

In recent years, a research activity has been
started to derive special higher-quality data

at any location. By analysing the global
GOME dataset over the whole period

products so-called 'COME Level-2
Products' which include the E,arth's

together with ground-based measurements,
it will be possible to obtain an accurate
picture of the speed with which the ozone

'ozone profile' and 'total ozone column',
which give the precise gas concentration at
different altitudes above the Earth's surface

The G0ME Web Porlol

concentrations

in our atmosphere are
in turn, will allow

changing. This,

a

prototype integration of
Grid and Web services - allows scientists
to select a given geographical area and
time period, retrieve the corresponding
GOME Level-l products and process them
into Level-2 products. Data products
covering an extended geographical area
selected by the user can be processed in
real-time by distributing
the processing load
across several available

Grid

resources. The

resulting products then

glEIgffiEE

+

remain 'on the Crid'
and can subsequently be
accessed or validated by

other members

of

the

EO Vift ual Organisation.

The GOME Portal is
Ecbcl e-Fo

q'.y I nry!
i!'UDAR

@l
t

10c

an excellent example
of the integration of
several technologies

+
|

and distributed services

rl|lim

Dcssn

to provide and

stc 0

end-to-

end application process
capable of being driven

Ircknowlcdgmernr ]

rytqry

I ryqr. I

Ess.l

.

"v?!

*l

*q*1il..

qrqqs

lhe Weh Porlol for protesing G0llE

l

prodwls using Grid resources
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by the end-user. It integrates:
user authentication servrces
Web Mapping services for map image
retrieval and data geolocation
access to metadata catalogues such as

Multimission User Information Services

-

and we are considering extending this

to include other E,SA facilities
such as ESTEC and building on Grid
experience gained within the CEOS
approach

community, to incorporate access to wider
international Grid infrastructures.
(onrlusion

and retrieve the data

The first European DataGrid

access

to Grid FTP transfer protocols to
transfer the data to the Crid
access to the Grid computing and

release has been successfully validated and

storage elements to process the data and

dernonstrated, but we are still in the early
stages and much work remains to be done
to make the Grid sufficiently user-friendly

retrieve the results - all in real-time.

for a wider range of

ESAt Grid Infroslruclure

the

European DataCrid project is
currently running a Grid testbed
involving some of Europe's main
computing centres, commonly

It

provides DataGrid users with a
wide range of services via three
main levels of access:

6'
ID

candidate Earth

of our evaluation using the

EDG Testbed show that it is possible to cut
processing time one-hundred fold or more
using the Grid rather than conventional
local resources (such as a single powerful
PC, Sun or Linux work station). Althoueh

-l

Web Poftal
Application

applicaii0r

tltl

Efl

Web Service Interface
EO

1T

GRID Engine

mt

c)

F

Applkotion/Grid interfocing using
lhe

Observation and Earth

the computing and storage

applications. Grid developments over the
next few years, and on-going projects such
as the EC's IST 6th Framework project, are

resources

resources.

Campus Grid: this utilises the gigabit
link connecting the ESRIN and ENEA

Science

to bring rapid advances and
lmprovements in the design of
expected

EDG environment and

has made significant progress

integrated into the EDG testbed and
visible to all EDG users.
Experience to date with the ESRIN Grid
infrastructure has been very encouraging

t0

Grid Engine

u

using a cluster system might speed the
execution somewhat, it is a solution with
limited scalability. The Grid on the other

hand, provides almost

unlimited

scalability, as well as a standard framework
for collaboration.

with otherrapidlydevelopingtechnologies Acknowledgements
such as Web Services and the Semantic This work has been partially funded by
Web.

distributed

Eil

architectures and protocols, aligning them

high-performance computing facilities.
European-wide Grid: thts provides access
to the full set of resources making up the
throughout E,urope. ln this mode, both
the local and Campus resources are fully

HE
F€l

Dah Grid Services
Fabric & Resources

U

Local Grid: the user can access only

eso bullelin 114 - moy 2003

The results

=.
o

available locally in ESRIN. In practical
terms. the Local Grid allows the user to
have greater control over the use of local

90

Testbed

GRID Surfer

of a dedicated infrastructure at
ESRIN with resources that

(MUIS).

can be transferred between Grid nodes and

l-B

E
g

ESA's contribution is in the form

services system

scaie processing of EO data is promising.
The ease with which large amounts of data

concurrently executing jobs is impressive.

known as the 'EDG Testbed'.

include a cluster of 32 PCs and
a relatively Iarge disk-array
providing 5 terabytes of storage,
interfaced to the ESA-ESRTN
EO reference archive and user

of a Crid system for carrying out large-

processed using large numbers of

and SPTTFIRE to identify the datasets of
interest, access the ESRIN AMS archive

As mentioned above,

the near future. For Earth Observation. the
initial assessment of the Dotential benefits

the DataGrid project, under the

Since the start of the EDG project, ESA

in

EU

Commission Information Society Technologies (lST) 5th Framework Programme.

recognising Gdd as a technology that will
bring signilicant benefit in various spacerelated disciplines. The results ofthe ESA

Acknowledgements are also due

internal Grid initiative, started with the
SpaceGrid project and continued with the

(IPSL), Universitil di Tor Vergata (Rome)
and ENEA for their contributions to and

recognised need to build an ESA-rvide
Grid infrastructure. will become visible in

partnership in the project.

to the
Royal Dutch Meteorological Institute
(KNMI), Institut Pierre Simon Laplace

@esa

Don't just predict
your real-time system's
perfonnance. Prove it.
III

VVirtr xpC Target software and the new xPC TargetBox industrial PC, you can accurately test the peformance ofreal-time embedded control system designs long before

your final target hardware is available. Simulink@ code generation
products convert block diagrams to C code for rapid prototyping.

This code can then be downloaded for real-time testing and
validation of your designs in the xPC Target environment.
leorn how xP( Iorget enobles ropid profolyping on our
xPC Target and xPC TargelBox

enabLe

real-time rapid control prototJ+ping of

The MathWorks

ronvenienl P( syslem.
To get your Rapid Prototyping Technical Kit, for pricing,

embedded designs.

or to buy online now, visit www.mathworks.nVxpes.

Visit www.mothworks.nl/xpes
or coll +31 (01182 537644
We have a worldwide network of otTiccs

lnd

international representatiles Visit ourWeb site at

www mathworks corr for more infbrmation

modis.
Modis have been providing manpower to ESA
for over 25 years. We are currently providing
the following manpower within Estec:
. Metallurg! Engineers
. Components Testing
.

Administration

. Digitsl Engineers
. Purchuse Officers
.Informatics Support
. Materials Testing Engineers
. RF Engineers/Technicians
. Antenna Engineers
. Metallurgy Technicisn
. Ground Systems Engineer
. Communication Systems
. Human Exploration Science Coordinator

EM

Modis is the European market leader in the provision of
human resource and project services to organisations
and industry. Modis has rightly earned a reputation for
quality, efficiency and innovation in the supply of staff
across the complete commercial and industrial spectrum.
Modis'philosophy is to forge three-way partnerships
between our customers and our staff that will sustain
over the long term. We regard our staff as Associates people with whom we work to provide continuity of
employment and career development. Our customers are
partners for the long term so that Modis continuously
seeks to provide a truly pro-active service focused on our
customers' business goals and needs.

to find out more about Modis'
services and our opportunities then please contact:

If you would like

Douglas Murdoch, Space Division
douglas.murdoch@modisintl. com
Aalsterweg 5, PO Box 155, 5600 AD Eindhoven,
The Netherlands

+31 (0)40 2948680

www.modisintl.com
A Member of MPS Group Internutional
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observation was immediately approved by the
XMM-Newton Project Scientist for execution at
the beginning of orbil 590, which was starting

The ISO Data Centre Active Archive Phase
activities have continued to run smoothly. The

at 11:09 UT the same day. The observation
began at 16:39:39 UT and lasted for a total of
49 ksec. Already after the first 1 000 sec of

Archive remains busy and, on average, each
month in 2003 has seen 60 users downloading

exposure, two sources were clearly present in

some 13% of the content, i.e. the equivalent of

the MOS field of view Initial results can be

the full scientific content is being retrieved

found at:

every eight months by the community.
Requirements have been consolidated for a

http//xmm.vilspa.esa.es/external/xmm_news/it

new version of the ISO Data Archive (V.6),

ems/9rb030227/index.shtm

I

planned for release in July, which upgrades
the functionality associated with, and visibility

The above sequence of events clearly

of, the Expert Reduced Data (i.e. data reduced

demonstrates XMM-Newton's ability to rapidly
(< 6 h) follow up external triggers, and

systematically'by hand'). Projects focussing on
reducing data from selected observing modes

illustrates the powerful and unique capabilities

are undenivay and a campaign for soliciting

offered by operating the Integral and XMM-

reduced data from the communitv is about

Newton observatories in combination.

1o

start.
By the end of March, some 280 papers based
on XMM-Newton data had been published in,

A new approach to data-quality assessment
has been laid down, upgrading from a small
of 'technical quality flags'to a well-

set

2000, to ensure satellite operability throughoul
ils potential lifelime up to 2010.

or submitted to, the refereed literature.

structured quality reporl, which often includes

a'scientific assessment'. lmplementation of
this approach, which is the same as that

Data processing and data shipment is
proceeding according to plan; over 2500

foreseen for the XMM-Newton Science
Archive, is planned for version 7 of the ISO

observation sequences have been executed,

archive, due for release end-2003.

shipped. Version 2.0 of the XMM-Newton

ISO continues to have a significant presence
in the refereed literature, with about 1000

and the data for 2400 of these have been

Following its successful commissioning and
performance-verification phases, Integral

Science Archive (XSA), including the first

has entered routine operation, conducting

release of the Survey Science Centre (SSC)
generated source catalogue, was successfully

observations on behalf of the astronomical
community and guaranteed-observingtime

articles drawing upon lS0 data having

released on 7 April for use by the whole

holders. Operations are proceeding smoothly

appeared since late-1996, 143 of them in

astronomical community.

with no major concerns.

2002, with a similar number expected this
year. These |SO-based papers cover almost

The programme-completion status is as

In February, the observing programme was

all areas

follows:

interrupted to allow observations of the Crab

oJ astronomv.

- Guaranteed

time

:96.9 %

programme :93.5 %
- AO-2 programme :39.4 %
- AO-1

Nebula'standard candle' source. These
observations will allow the sensitivities and
responses of Integral's high-energy instruments to be accurately derived and provided

The third call for observing proposals (AO-3)

to observers. Unfortunately, the Crab Nebula

was released on 17 March, with a deadline of

was not visible earlier in the mission due to

XMM-Newton operations continue to run

30 April, and is open to all astronomers

solar-aspect-angle constraints.

smoothly. Radiation levels around the belts

worldwide.

and during the remainder of the orbit have
started to increase again, which is a well-

As part of the guaranteed{ime programme,
On 27 February, a Gamma-Ray Burst (GRB)

Integral regularly scans the Galactic Plane

alert was received from ESA's Integral satellite

looking for unusual activity and new gamma-

maintenance manoeuvre and the spring 2003

and XMM-Newton was used to follow up this

ray sources. The first such new source, named

eclipse season went by without any problems.

event. GR8030227 was discovered at08:42

UT on 27 February in the lield of view of

IGR J16318-4848, was recently found in this
way and prompted follow-on Target of

All XMM-Newlon ground-segment elements

Integral's lBlS telescope. Notification was

Opportunity observations with ESA's other

are being upgraded from SCOS-1b to SCOS-

received by Vilspa (E) at 10:00 UT and an

high-energy mission XMM-NeMon. These

known seasonal effect. The recent
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orbit

revealed a compact high-energy source deeply

preparations for off-loading the fuel are

since been transported by two Antonov-124

embedded in dense surrounding material. This

undenvay. lt will now remain there and will be

cargo planes to Baikonur, on 19 and
March, respectively.

21

material blocks many of the emitted X-rays,

used for testing any software updates before

while allowing the gamma-rays through much

the new launch campaign starts later in the

more easily. This results in a relatively faint

year.

Concern about the proper functiontng of a
power distribution box on the spacecraft

a bright gamma-ray source for Integral. Since

The engineering-model spacecraft has been

necessitated the removal and repair of this

then, Integral has discovered two more similar

transported to ESOC, where it will remain

unit. lts re-installation on the soacecraft in

sources, hinting that such sources may be

throughout ihe mission. lt will also be used to

Baikonur required extra work, inducing a slip in

much more common than astronomers

test any new so{tware updates, to train for the

previously believed.

flight operations, and eventually as a facility for
studying any anomalies when the spacecraft is

the launch date from 23 May to early June.
The launch campaign is progressing well, with
activities being executed ahead of the planned

in orbit.

dates.

X-ray source as viewed by XMM-Newton, but

The detailed Integral observing programme
is olanned about one month in advance and

The Ground Segment Readiness Review was

can be found on the web site of the
Integral Science Operations Centre

successfully completed in early February, and

(http://astro.estec.esa.nl/lntegral). The f irst

the Flight Acceptance Review for the spacecraft
was held in mid-March.

oublic data are now available on the web site
of the Integral Science Data Centre

After the spacecraft had successfully

(http://isdc.unige.ch/) located near Geneva

completed all relevant tests, the Beagle-2

(CH), and the first shipments of data and

landing craft was mounted on it for the first

orocessed science oroducts to observers are

time in early March. The spacecraft, Beagle-2

expected to start shortly.

and all necessary support equipment have

See

page 107 lor latest news

llors Express solellite integrclion ol the Boikonu lounth sile

Various new mission scenarios were presented
to the Agency's Science Programme
Committee (SPC) in February.The outcome
was an SPC recommendation to study in
detail a mission to comet ChuryumovGerasimenko, which could be launched on an
Ariane-S G+ in February 2004. A ground
observation programme has started to further
characterise the new target comet, and a
Lander Working Group has been set up to
consider in detail the difficulties of landing on
this particular comet nucleus, which is larger
than Wirtanen.
An allernative is a mission to the original
target comet Wirtanen, to be launched in
January 2004 but using a more powerful
launch vehicle, e.g. Proton. A back-up to
these missions is also available to comet
Churyumov-Gerasimenko with a launch on an
Ariane-S ECA or a Proton in February 2005.
The final decision will be made bv the SPC in
May 2003.

The Rosetta flight-model spacecraft remains at
the launch site in Kourou (Fr. Guiana), where
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After completion ol the environmental tests,
the SMART-1 llight model successfully passed
the second System Functional and
Performance Test (SFPT-2). The Flight
Acceptance Review (FAR) Board, meeting on
20 February, confirmed SMART-1's readiness
to fly, provided that the actions assigned

-

mainly a documentation update and some
extra verification tests

-

were satisfactorily

closed out. Arianespace has identified a
launch opportunity for SMART-1 between endJuly and end-August. The spacecrafl activities
will be resumed with the final functional test
and system verification test with ESOC, and
the integration of the solar anays, before
transportation to the launch site. In the
meantime, the FAR actions are being
lhe SltARl-l leon in fronl of the Lorge Solor Simulotor

completed.
Preparation of the Mission Control System
(MCS) at ESOC (D) and the Science and

(LSS)

st

ESIEC

in

Noordwtik

(NL)

Due lo the launch-configuration uncertainties,

Technology Operation Co-ordination (STOC) at
ESTEC (NL) is going according to plan.The

Arianespace has still to pedorm the final

Ground Segment Readiness Review for the
MCS has already been held, while a delta

associated review is now expected to take
place in June, and its success is a pre-

review for the STOC will take olace at the end

condition for the mission Flight Acceptance

Following the successful completion of the

of May.

Review, expected to be held in early July.

Spacecraft Preliminary Design Review (PDR)

mission analysis for the SMART-1 launch. The

at the end of 2002, the project turned its
efforts towards the detailed activities. Lower
level PDRs look place for many units and
subsystems (including some major ones such
as the Attitude Control Subsystem), further
contributing to the technical definition of the
spacecraft at every level.

t

The Mission PDR

I

- encompassing

not only

the spacecraft, but also the ground segment
and the science operations

- took place

successfully in February and cleared the way
for the programme to progress towards the
nexl major milestone, the Critical Design
Review (CDR).
There has also been progress in the definition
of the later spacecraft testing activities. A
facility specifically designed for vibration
testing the Herschel instruments at cryogenic
temperatures (- 260"C) has been finalised at
CSL in Belgium, and so the Project can now
simulate on the ground the conditions that the
Petok
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experiments will encounter during launch.

Testing of the first qualification models of the

that requires major changes with respect to

Research). In parallel, European scientists are

Herschel payloads in this cryogenic vibration

the Mars Express re-use philosophy.

refurbishing and adapting their Cluster flight
spare instruments for delivery to CSSAR by

facility is scheduled for May,

0n the payload side, the scientific community
The scientific inslruments themselves are also

mid-May.

has set up regular meetings to advise the

advancing in their development, and the first

project, and planning

full hardware models are being built and will
be tested throughout the rest of this year.

observations durino the mission has started.

oJ

the scientific

At that time, the European and Chineseprovided instruments will be subjected for the
first time to an integrated system test and will
undergo a full suite of interface and functional

Another area where major milestones are

testing. Thereafter, all spacecraft and payload

being achieved is in the manufacturing of the
Herschel Telescope, The 1 2 petals that, when

instruments will be mounted to the DSP-E
(Equatorial) satellite structure, the first of the

put together, will make up the full 3.5 m

Since the birth of the Double Star project with

two Double Star satellites to be launched from

primary minor have already been manufactured and will be joined together (by

an agreement signed in July 2001 between

Xichano in southwest China in December.

ESA and the Chinese National Space

brazing) in the coming weeks. ThereaJter, the

Administration (CNSA), regular interface and

complete minor has still to undergo a number
of other lengthy processes, including polishing,

coordination meetings have been held

coating, and cryogenic optical testing.

engineers. After eighteen months of intense

The Eddington mission, to be implemented in
the Science Directorate's new'Cosmic Vision'

between Eurooean and Chinese scientists and
After a 19-month journey in transfer orbit,

interlace de{inition work, the cooperative
activities entered the hardware testing phase

the spacecraft finally anived at its nominal

last autumn, with a successful compatibility

geostationary position on 31 January, an

strategic plan as part of the overall
Herschel/PlancldEddington programme, has

test of European and Chinese equipment

odyssey reported in some detail in an article in

being canied out at lmperial College in

also made major progress.The ESA Industrial

London (UK).

the last issue of the ESA Bulletin (February
2003). Since then, the remainder of the
platform commissioning tests have been

Policy Committee (lPC) approved the
procurement proposal at its January meeting,

Assembly of the structuralthermal model

performed and all subsystems were found to

authorising the release of the lnvitation to
Tender (lTT) for industry to conduct parallel

(STM) spacecraft was completed in China and

be in good order. All specified functions are

it successfully passed its environmental test

available (and many non-specified ones as

definition studies, which should be kicked off
in May. A contract has been placed for the

programme in February. The electrical

well, which have been discovered only as a

subsystems for the first of the two flight-model

result of the very novel way in which we had to

manufacture and testing of the special CCD

spacecraft are being tested in Beijing and

detectors needed for the Eddinoton mission.

readied for the integration of the European and

operate the spacecraft during the orbit-raising
manoeuvres). In parallel, the communication

Chinese payload instruments at CSSAR

payload characterisation tests were executed

(Centre of Space Science and Applied

by the Artemis team at the Redu station in
Belgium. They were also very successful,

with all payload functions available and all
characteristics comoliant with or better than
lmplementation of Venus Express has been

soecified values.

progressing at a rapid pace. The structural
Rather soectacular communication tests have

elements are being assembled at Contraves in
Zurich (CH). lmplementation of the ground

also been performed. Optical data links

segment has been initiated in parallel and its

between Artemis and Spol4 have been

Design Review will be completed by July. The

established successfully and have confirmed

conlract for launch-service provision is being

the good results of November 2001. Data-relay

negotiated with Starsem and will be completed

services between Artemis and the Envisat

before the summer.

satellite have been canied out for the first
time. Envisat pointed its high-gain antenna

The Spacecraft Preliminary Design Review

towards Artemis, whose data-relay anlenna

has already been successfully completed. The

received the signal, locked onto it and
maintained the link for the pre-programmed

hot thermal environment is a major challenge

for the mission design, impacting both the
spacecraft's thermal protection and the design

time. lmage data were transferred at 100

of the solar array. The latter is the one item

the processing centre in Frascati, ltaly.

www.eso.inl
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Perhaps even more impressive were the tests
performed between Artemis and the Japanese
ADEOS-|l satellite. High-data-rate link tests
similar to those pedormed with Envisat were

subsequent Commissioning Phase-B with the

final lmage Processing Facility configuration,
with the goal of entering the MSG operational
phase by the end of the year.

Integration work on the first flight model

conducted, bul in addition TTC (telemetry,

continues, with preparations for the start

o1

tracking and command) data were transmitted

An Enquiry Board established to investigate

MetOp-1 satellite integration and test activities

to and from Artemis. Commands generated in

the anomalous swilch-ofj

being well advanced. Work at Payload and

the ADEOS-Il control centre in Jaoan were

power amplifier (SSPA) on 25 October has

Service Module level is thus nearly complete

transmitted via terrestrial lines to Redu. Redu

now been concluded, with recommendations

ior MetOp-1, and is continuing at full speed for

then transmitted the data to Artemis, which

on the ooeration of MSG-1 and on the

MetOp-2 and -3.

fonruarded it to ADEOS-Il. The commands were

retrofitting of all SSPAs for MSG-2 and 3.

o1

a solid-state

executed on ADEOS and the corresponding

The Satellite Qualification Review is cunently

telemetry data relayed back to Japan via

The MSG-2 satellite-level on-ground test

being held, which is evaluating the results of

Artemis and Redu.

activities are nearing completion. Following the

the important module-level testing, examining

thermal-vacuum testing in December, an

the preparations for satellite-level integration,

These tests marked the end of the Artemis

optical vacuum test to verify the pedormance

Commissioning Phase. The satellite is now

of the SEVIRI imager was conducted

and checking the qualification status of all
design elements. In parallel, Eumetsat is

operational, with the Land-Mobile payload
being used since 1 April to provide an

January. Preliminary results show that all
pedormances are nominal. Following a Pre-

the overall Polar System, with active support

operational service lo Telespazio/Eutelsat. By

storage Review (PSR) planned in Cannes (F)

from ESA and the MelOp team.

the end of April, the daily data-relay service to

for early June, the satellite will be put into

Envisat and Spof4 will begin, and EGNOS
will use the Navigation payload from summer

for January 2005.

in

storage to await its launch, which is scheduled

onwards.

performing its own Critical Design Review of

The first flight model of the lASl instrument is
now well into its acceptance test cycle, with
delivery to MetOp foreseen in the summer. A

For MSG-3, pre-integration activities have
started wilh the mating of the propulsion

number of oroblems have been identi{ied in
this process, e.g. with the (redundant half) of

subsystem and thermal hardware onto the

the corner-cube mechanism, and the acouslic

satellite structure. As all of the remaining

sensitivity

subsystems have now been delivered, the

fonruard on these issues is being investigated.

o1

the laser subsystem. The way

satellite's main AIT (assembly, integration
and test) programme will start in May.
The MSG-1 in-orbit commissioning activities
have continued since the satellite took its lirst

image on 28 November. In December, they
were temporarily intenupted to analyse an

observed'salellite wobble'. Detailed
simulations showed thal it had been caused by
fuel migration within the thermally regulated

fuel lines.
Functional and performance testing of the
MSG-1 SEVIRI imaging radiometer are
proceeding nominally. The preliminary results
are of a very high quality and resulled in a
successful Commissioning Results Review by
the end of March.
Both the GERB inslrument and the Search
and Rescue (S&R) transponder have also
been successf ully commissioned.
MSG-1 commissioning will continue until midJune, at which time Eumetsat will start the
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The second flioht model of the GOME-2

instrument has just been delivered. One

It has been decided that definitive launcher
selection will not take place until late 2005.

on ascending and descending passes add

performance issue has recently been
identified, which points to a degradation in

This will allow the on-going evolution in

time-dependent assimilation scheme.The line-

the gratings used in the instruments. The

the launcher market, and particularly the

ol-sight measurements used in this study

cause is not yet clear, but the solution may

readiness of Vega for Aeolus, to be taken into

provided a significant contribution to the

require a retrofit.

account. The structural-model campaign to be

analysis of tropical wind patterns.

significant inlormation when integrated into a

started next year will therefore ensure basic
The GRAS instrument conlinues to make

compatibility with several launchers.

progress, albeit rather slowly. The antenna
metallisation issue has been resolved, by

The ground-segment configuration to support

the selection of gold to replace the silver

data reception is being studied by ESRIN.
It must receive and orocess the data and

The satellite development programme passed

forward them to operational meteorological

a major milestone in March 2003 with the

Failure of the AMSU and HIRS instruments

centres within three hours. lt will have one

delivery of the Cryosat spacecralt structure

during the MetOp environmental testing has

European ground station (probably Svalbard,

from Contraves (CH)to Astrium GmbH (D).

required their return to the USA, where the

Tromso or Kiruna) and another in North

Work on the test-beds for electrical and

problems are being investigated and the

America. Point Barrow, a NOAA station

instruments reoaired.

Alaska, would be a suitable candidate, but the

progress. The Critical Design Review process

possibility of a new Canadian station with a

has been started with a presentation at

2.4 m antenna is also being discussed.

ESTEC and will assess the maturitv of the

Supporting science studies have investigated

design prior to the integration of the protoflight

The Agency has discussed with industry the

the quality of Aeolus wind data based on

model satellite.

lifetime-assessmenl programme run on laser

backscatter inlormation from the US LITE

previously used.

Eumetsat and NOAA have recently agreed a

in

functional verification is making good

'Joint Transition Agreement' which addresses

the respective roles of the NPOESS system
and EPS/MetOo in the 2010 time frame.
The Agreement preserves a strong role for
Europe in respect of the infrared atmospheric
sounding mission in the morning orbit.
Stemming from this Agreement is a possibility

to have a rapid relaunch capability for MetOp,
in the event of a launch or early-orbit failure.
This concept is being evaluated.

Almost all of the Invitation to Tender (lTT)
packages for subsystems and equipment have
been approved. Proposals for about 15 of
these tender actions have been received, and
several have already been evaluated. In
particular negotiations are taking place with
Galileo Avionica with a view to placing a
contract for the laser transmitter assemblv

On the payload side, integration oi the SIRAL

pump diodes in preparation for the Aeolus

Shuttle experiment. They have shown that data

mission. That programme has shown that an

at least as good as that from radiosondes can

altimeter engineering-model boxes at Alcatel

adequate stack lifetime is achievable, and

be obtained over most of the globe, There is a

Toulouse (F) is nearly complete. The antennas

significant elements of the qualification

good wind yield in priority areas where few

are currently being assembled at Saab-

programme for stacks have been agreed. The

other wind measurements are available.

Ericsson (S) and the electrical pedormance
tests are scheduled to begin by the end of

programme will include extensive screening of
stack components and a lot acceptance test

A separate study has shown that the two

May. Doris instrument development is

on the flight stacks.

different wind directions measured by Aeolus

progressing nominally at Thales (F); the flight
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model has been assembled and the initial

withstand the vibrations experienced during

Requirements Document (SRD) has been

electrical tests have started.

launch. The accelerometer electronics

thoroughly reviewed and updated. System

development is an area of some concern due

support studies have started on 4 March

lntedaces between the satellite and the

to the delays encountered so far. The Front

with CNES/Alcatel in support of payload

Eurockot launcher have been refined and

End Electronics Unit (FEEU) breadboard

develooment. and on 18 March with Rockot

are now under review in Moscow with

testing activities were recently completed

for satellilelo-launcher coupled load and

EurokoVKrunichev

and the results show a satisfactory level of

trajectory analyses.

compliance with the gradiometer performance
The ground segment's development is

requirements.

progressing well, and preliminary activities

The ground-segment definition phase (PhaseA) with GMV, Indra and INSA, is proceeding

have started at the Kiruna station. The

Concerning the lon Propulsion Assembly,

according to plan, with completion expected by

Cryovex campaign, which forms part of the

breadboard test activities for the xenon feed

mid-2003.

Cryosat Calfual activities, is planned for April.

assembly have been completed and microvibration testing is in progress. Manufacture of

The MIRAS Demonstrator Pilot Projects 1 and

the ore-verification model of the ion thruster

2 should be concluded by September. Tasks

has been completed, and a short 500 h

remaining tasks include a measurement

endurance test has been initiated.

campaign with a Noise Injection Radiometer
(NlR) at

About nine months into Phase-C/D, the space-

HUI the final design

review {or the

Ground-segment activities have focussed

Digital Conelator (DICOS) at Astrium, and

segment development activities are focussed

on finalisation of the documentation relevant

optical harness (MOHA) breadboarding and

on completion of the detailed satellite design,

to the Invitation to Tender (lTT) for the

testing at Contraves.

achieved through breadboard manufacturing

development of the Payload Data Segment

and testing and through the execution of

equipmentlevel Preliminary Design Reviews

(PDS), responsible for scientific data
processing up to Level-1 B and for the running

(PDRs). Such PDRs have recently been

archive of data products during the mission.

successfully concluded lor the S-band

The PDS ITT was released at the beginning ol

transponder and antenna. the Power Control

February and contractor selection is expected

The last three months of usage of the PROBA

and Distribution Unit (PCDU), the Command

by the middle of this year.

spacecraft has been shared between

magnetic torquer. In addition, PDRs are in

Finally, the documentation relevant to the

from the spacecraft's space-environment

progress for the ion-thruster assembly, the

launch of an in-depth study of the tasks to be
performed by the Calibration and Monitoring

the Earth-observation instruments (HRC,

the Gradiometer Accelerometer Interface

Facility (CMF) has been completed. The study

CHRIS). The first CHRIS-PROBA Workshop

Electronic Unit (GAIEU). The manufacture and

itself is expected to start in May.

has taken olace in ESTEC to review the

and Data Management Unit (CDMU), and the

satellite-to-satellite tracking instrument, and

technological activities and data collection
instruments (SREM, MRM and DEBIE) and

testing of the main on-board computer (i.e.

results from the first year in orbit and to

CDMU) breadboard has been finalised and it
is presently being used to support software

prepare the observation plan for the next
campaign. The ground support for PROBA has

development activities.
The GOCE industrial consortium is nearly

The payload design phase (Phase-B) is

complete. Negotiations have been concluded

progressing well, with successful conclusion

successfully with the suppliers selected for the

of the Payload System Requirements (PSR)

solar generator's Photovoltaic Assembly (PVA)

Review with the prime contractor, EADS-

and substrate, respectively. Moreover, the

CASA, on 1 April. The PSR identified a major

indeoendentsoftware-validation

discrepancy between the payload mass and

and the star-

tracker contracts have been kicked-off.

deployed inertias, and the capabilities of the

On the Gradiometer side, mechanical testing

solutions were initiated to recover the

of an accelerometer sensor head equipped

situation.

PROTEUS olatform. lmmediate work-around

with the selected stop material and coating
was performed during the second half of
March. On-going inspection of the test

The formalisation of ESA-CNES cooperation
is proceeding with the finalisation of a draft

specimen is expected to confirm whether the

Memorandum of Understanding (M0U)

current sensor-head desion is able to

between the two parties. The System

I
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ATV-1 will be based on Vulcain-2 and the

been upgraded so that data will now also be

However, before that the decision was taken t0

collected by the ESA/Earthnet station at

reinstate Node-3 as a part of the ISS baseline,

EPS upper stage. lf Vulcain-2 is not qualified

Kiruna in Sweden, as well as ESA's Redu

and to outfit it with the US regenerative

station in Belgium.

Environmental Control and Life-Support

in time, it will be launched by an existing
qualified Ariane-5 configuration using Vulcain-1

System (ECLSS), thereby fulfilling one of the

and EPS, with reduced payload capability, but

US obligations that were not met in the'US

still within the planned up-load mass for the

Core Complete' configuration.

first ilight.

Space inf rastructure development
As part of the flightmodel acceptance testing,

Work on Europe's contributions to the X-38
vehicle has been completed.

the Columbus Laboratory thermal and electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) tests were

Operations and related ground segments

performed success{ully. Hardware/software

Proposal negotiations for the Columbus
Control Centre have been completed and

conseouences for the ISS have been

compatibility testing has started and system
functional qualification of the Electrical Test

analysed. The Space Station Control Board

Model continues.

Research and applications programmes
Following the tragic loss of the Space Shuttle
'Columbia'and its crew on 1 February, the

signature of the contract for the main
development phase (Phase-C/D) took place
on 31 March.

(SSCB) evaluated the logistic needs for 2003
and 2004 assuming an absence of the Shuttle,

Node-2 flighfunit mechanical integration has

and made several recommendations. As a

been delayed by the unavailability o{ certain

Following the ATV Control Centre proposal

result, the Multilateral Control Board (MCB)
has decided to convert Soyuz flight 65 (April

hardware and re-working of that already

evaluation and negotiation, the technical and

delivered. The Node-2 Flighl Acceptance

financial baseline has been agreed and

2003) into a Crew Rotation Flight, and from

Review (FAR) has been concluded, but

signature of the contracts for design and

April onwards a two-person crew will be the
ISS baseline until the Shuttle returns to flight

numerous issues remain open.

development, as well as for ATV operations
preparation, is planned for mid-April.

(a three-person crew is unsustainable, with the

The Cryosyslem design phase (Phase-B)

available number of Progress vehicles, beyond

is ongoing and the System Requirements

end-August 2003). Furthermore, the MCB
approved the SSCB 'Option 2'scenario, which

Review (SRR) has been successfully

An in-orbit operational problem with the
Microgravity Science Glovebox (MSG) has

performed.

been resolved and operations restarted.

and another in 2004, conditional upon funding
availability. Unfortunately, to date this funding

Flight-unit harness and Meteroid and Debris

The Data Management System in the Russian

Protection System (MDPS) deliveries have

has not become available.

been made for the Cuoola.

Service Module (DMS-R) is continuing to
perform without problem.

Soecific activities related to the Heads of

Flighfmodel manufacture and integration of
the Automated Transfer Vehicle (ATV) is

Utilisation planning, payload development
and preparatory missions

their meeting in Tokyo in December, have

progressing. Manufacture of the refuelling

been slowed down bv the Columbia disaster.

system has been completed and Integrated

Nine new Mrcrogravity Application Promotion
(MAP) continuation proposals had been

has added one extra Progress flight in 2003

Agency Programme Action Plan, agreed at

Cargo Canier flightmodel integration has
started. Electrical integration of the Functional

received by end-March, and they have been
passed to the Expert Panel for evaluation.

Simulation Facility (FSF) with the Electrical
Test Model (ETM) has been completed and

electrical testing started. The System Critical
Design Review (CDR) has also started. Some

The -80 degO Freezer (MELFI Flight Unit 1)
has been installed in the Multi-Purpose
Logistics Module (MPLM) ready for launch.

technical problems with propulsion-bay
equipment are being worked on and flight

Delivery of the Hexapod to NASA is planned

software delivery delays have been

for May.

announced by Industry.
Following the Ariane-S launch failure last

The S0LAR Instrument Safety Workshop
identilied a lack of design maturity in the

December, the Ariane-5 configuration for

scientrfic instruments. Relocation of the
EXPOSE facility from the EXPORT assembly
(with Coarse Pointing Device) to the EuTEF

Doto

hon

PR00A\ SREtt

inslrunent deorly indinle the

increond prolon flux in the South Allontit Anonoly

assembly (without CPD) has been
imolemented.
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The payload Phase-C/D for the Atomic Clock
Ensemble in Space (ACES) is on hold due to
uncerlainties about the funding of PHARAO.

ISS education
A review of the pilot version of the ISS
Education Kit (for 12 to 15 year olds) by 800
teachers has been completed, with positive

The two main industrial contracts for the Vega

The Critical Design Review (CDR) for

results. The final version of the kit will be

Programme were signed in Colleferro (l) on

Matroshka has been successfully completed

produced in the last quarter of 2003. On

and thermal testing is now in progress at
ESTEC.

2/3 March, a workshop for Primary School
Teachers was held at ESTEC to prepare for
the develooment of the ISS Education Kit for

25 February. The first, for a firm lixed price of
221 lllEuro, is between ESA and ELV tne

Functional qualification testing of the flighl

Primary Schools.

industrial commitment to future launch pricing.
The second, for a firm fixed price of 40.7

continuing, but the launch date and scenario

Commercial activities

MEuro, has been signed by CNES, on behalf
of ESA, and Fiat Avio, the prime contractor for

for ERA remains undefined

An industrial initiative has been taken to

The seven ESA payloads that were part of the

establish a European ISS Business Club,
the purpose of which is to contribute to

Spacehab mission onboard Space Shuttle

the promotion of ISS commercialisation

have concluded an intense negotiation phase

model of the European Robotic Arm (ERA) is

Vega prime contractor and includes an

the P80 stage demonstrator. Signature of this
contracl is complemented by a significant
industrial investment. These concurrent events

'Columbia'were lost in that tragic accident.

opportunities throughout Europe's business

in January and mark the full deployment of

Telemetry and/or video data are available for

communities. lt will consist of contractors,

ARMS, COM2PLEX and FASf, representing

subcontractors and suppliers in the area of

the resources needed to achieve the Vega
launcher objectives, including a first launch in

ISS development, exploitation and utilisation,

July 2006.

approximately 100% of the expected scientific
return, For

APC[ Biobox, Biopack and

thus forming a unique industrial network

ER|STO, however, the scientific outcome was
dependent on return of the processed

motivated to Dromote the lSS.

Current Vega activities include the finalisation

samples, which were destroyed in the

A number of commercial proposals related to

of conlracts at the lower industrial levels, and
preparations for the Avionics Preliminary

accident.

the improvement of crew quality-otlife have
been received and are being considered for

The Science Reference Model for Biolab is

future ESA Taxi-flight missions.

Design Review and the Level-1 Safety Review.
The P80 development effort is also proceeding
according to plan.

undergoing biological testing prior to delivery,
the flighlmodel subsystems delivery is almost

In preparation for the selection ol one or more

In the ground-segment area, final discussions

complete, and flighfmodel integration is also

commercial agents, a workshop for potential

have taken olace between IPT and

approaching completion.

agents was held at ESTEC in February. lt was

CNES/DLtuSDS on the basis of the uodated
proposal for the'Technical Management

attended by members of the Cooperation

The Fluid Science Laboratory (FSL) system
flighfmodel assembly, integration and testing

Agreement, the USOCs and the technology-

Engineering and Test Activity of the Ground

transfer network, and new companies that

has been completed. Integration of the

operate as R&D brokers in Europe.

Segment'. Preparation of the Invitations to
Tender (lTTs) for the main ground-segment

Canadian Microgravity Vibration lsolation

elements has progressed and the pre-Tender

System (MVIS) will now take place following

Astronaut activities

Evaluation Boards for three of them (civil

the completion of FSL flight-model

Andr6 Kuipers and Pedro Duque continued

acceptance.

their training in Russia tor their Soyuz Taxi-

engineering, metal structures and control
bench) took place in
@osa

flight missions which, due to the'Columbia'
Testing of the NASA Quench Module Insert

(QMl) in the engineering model of the Material
Science Laboratory (MSL in US Lab) has

accident, have been postponed by six months.
Their training schedules have been revised
accordingly.

been successfully completed. Engineeringmodel delivery to NASA is expected by May,

The training of Christer Fuglesang and his

and flight-model assembly has been initiated.

fellow crew members for the STS-1 16112A.1

The European Physiology Module (EPM)
flightmodel system integration is ongoing with

'Columbia'accident, but resumed on 18
February. The luture Shuttle flight schedule

harness and thermal subsystems. NASA's

awaits the outcome of the accident

Human Research Facility HRF-2, including the

investioations.

mission was suspended following the

EPM contribution, the Pulmonary Function
System, has been integrated into the MPLM
and is awaiting launch on ULF-1.

I
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"1A - First Application" in
Space Weather, Science, Education and Culture
lA - First Application is a German company founded for applications in space weather
science, education and culture event management. lA supports organisations, institutes

and

cornpanies in order to develop a European space weather service.

of lA-First Application

Experiences and typical activities

-

are:

pronrotion and organisation ofpublic outreach activities at a
European level (EU/European Science and Technology Week 2002, foreseen2004),
educational programmes in space weather related topics for industry
<levelopment of space weather related software like for applications in the field of
telecommunication and satellite navigation for organisations, institutes, commercial
cornpanies and SMEs
promotion and organisation of scientific events with strong public awareness and culture

background
interacts with a scientific advisory board. A pool of software engineers and scientist are
placed at lA's disposal.

lA

Find out rnore by contacting:
Marion Jenrich - lA-First Application - Arn Ciutspark l-5. Warbende, 17291 Nordwestuckermark wr,r,w.1A-FirstApplication.de - FAX +49 (0) 39855 36904
marionjenrich@;t-onlinc.de -

JOB OPPo.RTUNITIES

'N

SPACE

Serco is the lorgest iechnicol services controctor to ESA. We hove been supporting the Agency's progrommes for over 30
yeors ond regulorly hove iob opportunities bosed ot ESTEC (Netherlonds), ESRIN (ltoly), ESOC (Germony), ESA/HQ (Fronce),
VILSPA (Spoin) ond Kourou Spoceport (French Guiono).
Typicol octivities within the spoce field encomposs:

.
.

Engineering
Component Testing ond
Foilure Anolysis
. Antenno Engineering
. Eorth Observoiion
o Ground Segment Engineering
. Rodio Novigotron
AIV

.
.
.
.
'

Support
System Administroiion
Soflwore Development
Doiobose Development ond
Monogement
PC

.

.
.
.
t

Web Development
Proiect Monogement
Product/Quolity Assuronce
Technicol Authoring
Telecommunicotions

TT & C Engineerrng

lf you would like to be considered for future iob opportunities with Serco pleose send your full curriculum vitoe to:

Molcolm Thomos, Serco FM BV
Ambochtsweg 2OA
2222 AL Kotwiik
The Netherlqnds
Tel.: +3t 71 4O9 0644 - Fox: +31 71 4O7 4Ol4
E-moil: mthomos@serco-fm.nl

serco

Serco is on Equal Opporfunities Employer
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The agreement reached by the Agency's Member States in a Council Meeting at Delegate level in Paris

on 26 May has cleared the way for the official launch of the legal entity that will have the task of
coordinating ESA and European Union involvement in the Galileo Programme. The Agency is now able

to finalise the conditions for participation in this European initiative to develop a global

satellite
navigation system, and to approve the Galileo Joint Undertaking founding act soon to be signed by ESA
and the EU.

In Brief

The Galileo Joint Undertaking, to be headquartered in Brussels, has a key part to play in implementing
the various phases of the Programme. This unique organisational structure, which will pave the way for

the entity that will eventually operate the Galileo system, will be responsible for Galileo's development
and validation phase, and also for the preparations for system deployment and operations.
Galileo will complement the existing satellite navigation system, which presently relies entirely on the
American Global Positioning System (GPS). Funded equally by ESA and the EU, Galileo is designed to
provide a complete civil system, which is scheduled to be operational by 2008. lt will offer the citizens
of Europe and the rest of the World an accurate and secure satellile positioning capability supporting a

broad range of applications: e.g. control of road, rail and sea traffic, synchronised data transmission
between computers, and many others.
Projections point to very significant economic benefits from this first project to be carried out jointly by
ESA and the EU, with a return on inveslment factor of 4.6 and the crealion of over 140 000 jobs. The
Galileo system will be built around 30 satellites (27 operational and 3 reserve spacecraft) occupying
three circular Earth orbits, inclined al 56" to the Equator, at an altitude of 23 616 km. This conf iguration

will provide excellent global coverage. Two Galileo Control Centres will be established in Europe to
control satellite operations and manage the new navigation system, from which all of Europe's citizen's
will derive benefit.

On hearing about the successful
outcome of the Council Meeting at
Delegate Level, Mrs Edelgard Bulmahn,

the German Minister of Educatron and
Research, in Paris to chair the ESA
Council at Ministerial Levelthe followino
day, commented:

"l am extremely delighted with this
result. Galileo is now on its way. I am
grateful to all ESA Member States that
have striven to find a balanced solution

and pleased that Europe nas once
again proved able to remain at the
forefront of high-level technology for a
programme useful to all of us in our
everyday
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ESA signs contract with DLR for
Golumbus Control Centre

ISS Node 2 ready to go
The first European node for the International Space Station
has passed its acceptance review and is now about to be
shipped to Kennedy Space Centre.

On 31 March at Oberpfaffenhofen, near Munich, Germany, ESA Director
of Human Spaceflight Jorg Feustel-Buechl signed a 37.7 MEuro contract

The nodes are elements interconnecting the laboratory and

with DLR, the German national agency for aerospace research and
spaceflight, to develop the Columbus Control Centre for the European

habitation modules of the lSS. When completed, the Station

Columbus laboratory on the International Space Station (lSS).

will have three nodes. Node 1, called Unity, has already been
developed and manufactured by US industry under a NASA
contract and was launched in December 1998. lt connects the
Russian Zarya module with the American Laboratory Destiny.
Nodes 2 and 3 are berng made in Europe for NASA, under a
barter agreement, using European know-how and technology.
Node 2 will connect the US Laboratory Destiny, the European
Columbus Laboratory, the Centrifuge Accommodation Module,
and the Japanese Experiment Module Kibo. lt also will be the
attachment point for the Multi-Purpose Logistics Module
(MPLM), and the Japanese H ll Transfer Vehicle and it will

cany a docking adapter for the US Space Shuttle. lt will control
and distribute resources throughout these Station elements
and provide support to the crew and experiments, and will also
provide a working base point for the Space Station Remote

The main functions ol the Columbus Control Centre will be to command
and control the Columbus laboratory systems, to provide and operate the
European ground communications network for the facility, and to
coordinate operations for the European payloads on board the lSS.

Manipulator System.
ESA entrusted the ltalian Space Agency ASI with responsibility
for the management, development and manufacture of the two
nodes, which are being built under the prime contractorship of
Alenia Spazio in Turin, leading a consortium of European

"The Columbus laboratory and the Columbus ControlCentre are vital
elements of the European participation in the lnternational Space
Statlon, " said Jorg Feustel-Bi.iechl, "the signature with DLR for the

Columbus Control Centre demonstrates Europe's commitment to the
lnternational Space Station programme".

industrial companies.
After a successful transportation readiness review, the Node 2
will be flown to the Kennedy Space Centre, Florida, USA,
where it will be formally handed over from ASI to ESA and

from ESA to NASA, which according to the terms of the barter
agreement will then become the final owner of this ISS

element'

Gesa

Once the Columbus Control Centre is set up in Oberpfaffenhofen, on the
premises oJ DLR's German Space Operations Centre (GSOC) and ready
for operations in 2004, DLR will take responsibility under a furlher ESA
contract lor management of the centre and coordination and support of
all on-orbit operations of the Columbus laboratory on behalf of ESA.
The Columbus assembly mission, scheduled for October 2004, and the
first period oi Columbus operations will be managed by an Integrated
Flight ControlTeam consisting of DLR, Astrium and ESA personnel led
by an ESA Flight Director. For subsequent periods, DLR will lead the
Columbus Laboratory Flight Control Team, with up to 90 operators. The
team will act on ESA's behal{ vis-d-vis NASA and other ISS partners for
the execution of all Columbus operations.
In placing this contract, ESA is recognising the long-standing experience
and competence oi DLR in Oberpfaffenhofen in the management of
manned spaceflight operations. DLR has been involved in spacecraft
operations for 35 years and in the management of manned spaceflight
missions since the lirst European Spacelab mission in 1983. Since 1998
DLR specialists have contributed to the design and preparation of the
Columbus Control Centre.

The

www.esa.inl

ptinaty structure of the

@esa

Node 2 flight unit at Alenia in Turin (l)
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New Director of Launchers

Successful launch
for Maxus 5

Antonio Fabrizi will be ESA's new Director of Launchers from 1 July
for a four-year term. Mr Fabrizi replaces Jean-Jacques Dordain,
the current Director of Launchers, who takes up his new duties as
ESA Director General on the same date.

The European Space Agency's
Maxus 5 sounding rocket mission
was successfully launched on

Antonio Fabrizi, 55, graduated in Mechanical Engineering at "La
Sapienza" University in Rome. From 1975 to 1989 he held several

GMT) from Esrange, north of the

1 April at 08:00 CEST (06:00

positions at BPD, including responsibility for feasibility studies on

Arctic Circle near Kiruna in

Ariane booslers

northern Sweden.

In 1990 he was appointed Commercial Manager at FiatAvio in charge of new initiatives development. In 19g3
he became head of the Space Transportation Systems Business Unit at BPD Between 1997 and 1999, within
FiatAvio/UBS, he continued with the same responsibilities, including the Cyclone and Vega programmes.

fuelled Castor 48, carried a

The rocket, an 11.5 tonne solid-

488 kg payload of five scientific
experiments with their associated

Since 2000 Mr Fabrizi has been Vice-President, Space Business Unit, at FiatAvio and responsible for all
space activities ln addition he holds several directorships (including Europropulsion, Regulus and

telemetry and video links. The

Arianespace) and is President and Director General of Veoasoazio.

five self-contained modules. They

@esa

five experiments were stacked in
were designed to investigate
phenomena in biology, fluid
physics, material science and

Europe's antenna in Australia

fundamental physics.
The launch, originally planned for
later in the morning, was brought

The European Space Agency's first deep space

forward due to the bad weather

ground station opened in New Norcia, 150 km

forecast for later in the day.

north of Perth in Australia, in March. The station
will play a major role in the Agency's deep space

a partially cloudy sky to reach a

missions, including Rosetta and Mars Express.The
latter was launched on 2 June

maximum speed of about 3600
metres per second and maximum

Maxus 5 hurtled upwards through

height of just over 700 km. From
The key component ol the ground station is its

booster burnout 70 km up, until

massive antenna which weighs over 600 tonnes

atmospheric re-entry 740

and is more than 40 metres high. lt can move

seconds later. the payload was in

540 tonnes of ballast, cantilever and 35-metre dish
while maintaining precision pointing of its beam

excellent microgravity conditions.

Construction of the 28 MEuro project began in

monitor the experiments

April 2000. The last six months of 2002 were

functioned perfectly. Video

devoted to testing the electronic and

rmages and data received at

Mission telemetry used to

communication equipment. After an initial manned
period, the station will be controlled remotely from
ESA's European Space Operations Centre (ESOC)
in Darmstadt in Germany and the Perth

deep space operations and is sufficiently distant
from urban areas so that no other transmission

soon after landing and was

International Telecommunications Centre at

devices disturb the satellite's transmissions." he

recovered by two helicopters

Gnangara in Australia.

SAIO

about 80 km downrange.

David Southwood, ESA's Director of Science, says

The Premier of Western Australia. the Hon

New Norcia was chosen over a number of sites in
the southern hemisphere. "This site has excellent

space ground station

weather conditions, sits at the pelect latitude for

I

Esrange show that the
experiments went well. The
payload package was located
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Dr Geoff Gallop, officially 'switched on' the deep
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in time lor Christmas

soften the final impact. This crucial

En route for the Red Planet
ESA's Mars Express space probe

Sun, that its solar panels had

There

been successfully deployed, and

At the end of November, Mars

phase in the mission will last just

has been placed successfully on a

that all onboard systems are

Express will get ready to release

trajectory that will take it beyond

operating faultlessly.

Beagle 2. The 60 kg capsule

ten minutes, from entry into the
Martian atmosphere to landing on

containing the tiny lander will be

the planet's surface.

our terrestrial environment and
speed it on its way to the Red

Mars Express is now speeding

released on 20 December and will

Planet, where it will arrive in late

through space at more than

enter the Martian atmosphere on

Having deployed its solar panels

December. This is the Agency's

30 km/s on its six-month and
400 million kilometre journey

Christmas Day, after five days of

and the payload adjustable

ballistic flight. As it descends, it will

workbench, a set of instruments

planet and it go into orbit around
Mars, from where it will pedorm

through the Solar System, during

two spectrometers) mounted on

detailed studies of the planet's

will contact Earth only once

be protected in the first instance
by a heat-shield, two parachutes
will then ooen to provide further

surface, its subsurface struclures

per oay.

deceleration, and three airbags will

will proceed to explore its new

first probe to head for another

most of which the spacecratt

(two cameras, a microscope and
the end of a robotic arm, Beagle

and its atmosphere. lt will also

environment, gathering geological

deploy Beagle 2, a small

and mineralogical data that should

autonomous station which will land

allow Martian rock samples to be

on the planet to study its sudace
and look for possible signs of li{e,

dated with absolute accuracy for
the first time. Using a grinder and

either past or present.

corer, and'the mole', a wireguided mini-robot able to bunow

Weighing in at 1120 kg, Mars

under rocks and dig to a depth of

Express was built for ESA by a

2 m, it will collect samples to be

European industrial team led by

examined in the GAP automated

Astrium. lts Soyuz-Fregat launcher,

mini-laboratory, equipped with

operated by Starsem, lifted off

twelve furnaces and a mass

irom Baikonur in Kazakhstan on

spectrometer. lt will be the
spectrometels job to detect

2 June at 23.45 local time (17:45
GMT). A first firing o{ the Fregat
upper stage put the spacecraft into

possible signs of life and date the
rock samples.

an interim orbit around the Earth,
minutes later it was injected into

Meanwhile, the Mars Express
spacecraft will have performed a

its interplanetary orbit.

series of complex manceuvres and

and one hour and thirtytwo

motor firings in order to achieve a
"Europe ls on its way to Mars to

7.5 hour quasi-polar orbit around

stake its claim in the most detailed

the planet, which will take it to

and complete exploration ever

within 250 km

made of the Red Planet. We can

be very proud of this, and ot the

there it will carry out a detailed
investigation of the planet, pointing

speed with which have achieved

its inslruments at Mars for

this goal", said Prof. David

between half-an-hour and an hour

Southwood, ESA's Director of

per orbit and then, for the

Science, witnessing the launch

remainder of the time, at Earth to

Jrom Baikonur.

relay the information that it has

o1

the surface. From

collected, and the data transmitted
ESOC, ESA's satellite control

to it by Beagle 2.

@esa

centre in Darmstadt, Germany,
quickly established contact with

A full feature on the Mars Express

the spacecraft, confirming that it

mission will appear in the August

was pointing correctly towards the

2003 issue of the ESA Bulletin,

www eso.int
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In Greek mythology Hermes is the

happens just once every 23 times

Sun.This black spot was 1/160th

swift messenger of the gods who

Mercury passes the Earth and this

of the diameter of the Sun and

flies across the heavens at great

has occurred only 14 times in the

caused an almost undetectable

speed. Hermes, or Mercury in the

last century. lt is thus a relatively

dimming of the solar light. ESA's

Roman form, has given his name

rare occurrence despite the

SOHO spacecraft was able to

to the closest of the planets to the

swiftness of Mercury's orbit

detect this, however, and

On 7 May Mercury made one of

measured it to be a diminution by
one part in 30,000.

Sun since early times. Mercury is

a relatively bright object in the
night and early morning skies,

these infrequent transits. The

visible to the naked eye, orbiting

transit, as viewed from ESTEC,

the Sun every 88 days. Mercury's

began at 9:50 CET and lasted five

CEI

As with other solar events it was
possible to view the transit in a

orbital inclination is tilted at seven

and a half hours until 15:17

degrees relative to the Earth's and

During the transit Mercury was

use a small telescope with a

it is usually unnoticeable when it

never more than a small black

screen of white paper below the

passes between the Earth and the

spot, invisible to the naked eye.

Sun. A visible transit of the Sun

against the backdrop of the glaring

eyepiece, allowing the telescope to
project an image of the Sun onto it

ESIEC sclenllsts,

The safest way to see Mercury was to
look at its projection on a piece of
cardboard.

complete with the shadow cast by

who had set up

Mercury. This was one of four

different telescopes

ways used to view the transit at

outside the reception,
patiently explained the

ESTEC

- alongside

a 15-cm

refracting telescope, a filtered

heavenly spectacle to

ol

the long queues

number of ways. The safest was to

video camera and screen and a
telescope with protection filters for

curious staff.

the sunlight also provided a
glimpse of the event. Some 500
people queued up during the day
in hopes of distinguishing Mercury
and some were more successful
than others in seeing the tiny black
dot. The next planet to make a

transit of the Sun will be Venus on
8 June
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Space weather comes to Berlin

Space to make space
ESA is calling upon European design
students to create products featuring
new interior storage concepts by
applying 'space methods to life here

on Earth.

The Space Weather Forum held in Berlin on 4 November last year was the opening event for
the first European-wide Space Weather Week during the European Science and Technology
Week 2002. The Forum was organised by the University of Greilswald's Institute for
Physics/Space Weather Observatory, and 12 organisations, institutes and companies f rom all
over Europe, including ESA and DLR.

What any spacecraft most lacks is
physical space onboard. With the high
cost of delivering payload, every cubic
centimetre of interior volume must be
exploited as efficiently as possible. So

Many newspapers and television/radio stations covered the Forum, which was attended by
nearly 300 people from all over Europe - ranging from school children, students, teachers,
journalists, scientists, people lrom industry and cultural organisations, to experts from
ministries and other government bodies. Another 200 people from all over the world watched

astronauts have to live at extremely
close quarters, while engineers are

the event in real time via the Internet.

driven to develop new methods of
volume management and storage.

The programme of events included a direct video link with the International Space Station,
which then had ESA astronaut Frank de Winne onboard. The presentations made

Now the Agency has issued a brief

at the Forum by acknowledged space-weather experts are still available online at
http//:www.uni-greifswald.de. Space weather promotion products like the CD-BOM included

-

'From Outer Space To Inner SPace:
lmplications For Innovative Storage
Design'- as part of the 2nd D&AD

with this copy of ESA Bulletin (for European addressees) and the poster (both are in English
and German) that were on display at the Forum can be ordered from Frank Jansen, the
Space Weather Forum Coordinator, at iansen

@

physik.uni-greifswald.de.

NESTA Joint Product Design and

lnnovation Awards. lt asks for a
product ieaturing a new storage
concept, designed for any interior, lrom

ESA's participation also included the display of models of iis Soho, Cluster and Ulysses
satellites. Data gathered by these and other satellites about the Sun and the Earth's
environment were downloaded and explained to the Forum's attendees in real time.

a room of a home to the inside of a
car. But it must incorporate techniques,
technologies or materials developed for

Further information about the causes, implications and consequences of space weather can
@esa
be found in the feature article in this issue of ESA

Bulletin.

space or used extensively in it.
The competition is open to
undergraduate and postgraduate
student designers across EuroPe.
The closing date ior entries is

26 March 2004. Three winners will be
selected by the Awards jury in June
2004, and each given funding and
encouragement to develop their ideas,
The Awards are organised jointly by
D&AD (Design & Art Direction), an
organisation representing Britain's
design and advertising communities
and NESTA (the National Endowment
for Science, Technology and the Arts),
a body encouraging innovation in UK
science, technology and the arts.

@esa
Alexi Glover (ESA) and Frank Jansen (Univ. of Greifswald) introduce the Forun participants to
space weathel
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ESA Newsletters
oN STAT|ON NO.12 (MABCH 2003)
NEWSLETTEB OF ESA'S DIHECTORATE OF
HUMAN SPACEFLIGHT

wrLSoN A.

(ED )

NO CHARGE
EDU-NEWS NO.4 (MARCH 2003)
NEWSLETTER OF ESA'S EDUCATION OFFICE
WARMBEIN B. (ED )
NO CHARGE

EUROCoMP NO.6 (SPR|NG 2003)
NEWSLETTEB OF THE SPACE COMPONENTS
STEEBING BOARD

FLETCHEB K. (ED.)
NO CHARGE
SPACEL|NK

N0,3 (MAY 2003)

N EW SLETTER OF

ESA'S T ECHNOLOGY

TRANSFER PROGRAMME
BRTSSON P & BATTBTCK

NO CHARGE

lt0
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B (EDS.)

ESA Brochures
MEDICINE II -THE ESATECHNOLOGY
TRANSFER PFoGRAMME (JANUABY 2003)
BATTRICK

(ED )

B

ESA BR-184 (IN

//

12 PAGES

NO CHARGE

BABYGUARD - THE ESA TECHNOLOGY
TRANSFER PBOGRAMME (JANUARY 2OO3)
BATTBTCK B. (ED.)

ESA BR-184 (N

//

12 PAGES

NO CHARGE
CRYOSAT

-

ESA',S ICE MISSION (APRIL 2003)

FRANCIS R. & REBHAN H.
(EDS. H. RTDER & B BATTBICK)
ESA 8R.199

// 16 PAGES

PRICE: 10 EURO

TECHNOLOGIE, UNE PASSERELLE
NATUFELLE ENTBE ESPACE ET MER
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